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RESUMO 

A administración de moléculas activas na mucosa, como as proteínas, 

é unha aproximación moi atractiva e de indubidables vantaxes para 

inducir unha resposta local e/ou sistémica de carácter terapéutico e/ou 

inmunoestimulante. Non obstante, aspectos críticos como a drenaxe 

rápida e a degradación mediada por encimas ou o pH, limitan o tempo 

de permanencia das moléculas terapéuticas sobre a superficie das 

mucosas e tamén condicionan o paso de substancias a través destes 

tecidos, e polo tanto, a súa utilidade. 

Os hidroxeis son redes poliméricas en 3D cuxas características 

poden modularse para lograr formulacións altamente mucoadhesivas, 

capaces de interactuar coas mucosas e incrementalo tempo de 

permanencia das proteínas no lugar de acción, conseguindo a súa 

absorción e o efecto terapéutico desexado. Ademais, cando se 

combinan características como biocompatibilidade, mucoadhesión, 

termosensibilidade e a elevada capacidade de carga de fármaco dos 

hidroxeis, estes sistemas convértense en excelentes candidatos para 

superar as limitacións da administración transmucosal. Con todo, o 

deseño deste tipo de formas farmacéuticas implica a preparación de 

sistemas multicompoñente, o que supón unha tarefa desafiante no 

ámbito da tecnoloxía farmacéutica. Nos últimos anos as ferramentas 

de intelixencia artificial (AI) como as redes neuronais, a lóxica difusa 

ou os algoritmos xenéticos (GA) mostraron a súa utilidade para 

estudalos efectos das variables de composición e operación sobre as 

características de diferentes formas farmacéuticas.  

Por iso, o obxectivo deste traballo experimental é abordala 

utilidade das ferramentas de AI no desenvolvemento de hidroxeis 

multicompoñente con prestacións avanzadas. Así mesmo, explórase o 

potencial de combinacións ternarias de polímeros seleccionados para 

xerar hidroxeis termosensibles e altamente bioadhesivos para a carga e 

cesión de proteínas con dúas aplicacións; a vacinación sublingual e o 

tratamento local de úlceras colorectais na enfermidade inflamatoria 

intestinal (EII).  

Con este fin, en primeiro lugar, levouse a cabo unha selección 

inicial de compoñentes e, estableceuse en cada caso un deseño 

experimental reducido utilizando o método de densidade balanceado. 
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Iso permitiu estudar, cun número moi limitado de formulacións, tanto 

o espazo de coñecemento coma o de deseño dos hidroxeis ternarios.  

Caracterizáronse as propiedades texturometricas, reolóxicas e os 

perfís de cesión dos hidroxeis e, analizouse o efecto de cada 

compoñente nas súas características mediante o emprego combinado 

de redes neuronais artificiais (ANN) e técnicas de lóxica difusa. 

A continuación, empregáronse ANN e GA de forma combinada 

para modelar e seleccionar, en cada caso, unha formulación 

optimizada que xelifique a temperatura fisiolóxica e que presente as 

mellores características para a súa aplicación e mantemento sobre a 

mucosa correspondente, resistencia ó lavado ou á dilución e elevada 

mucoadhesión. 

Por último, realizáronse estudos en ratos. Por unha banda, no caso 

do hidroxel optimizado para aplicación sublingual, avaliouse a súa 

utilidade como portador da vacina CTH522 contra Chlamydia 

trachomatis. Os resultados do estudo mostraron que a estratexia máis 

prometedora para obter inmunidade local no tracto xenital foi a 

administración combinada da vacina CTH522 por vía parenteral e 

sublingual, utilizando respectivamente CAF01 (un sistema liposomal) 

e o hidroxel optimizado como portadores. Os estudos in vivo tamén 

demostraron que esta estratexia foi máis eficaz inducindo respostas 

inmunitarias celulares (Th1/Th17) e incrementou de maneira 

significativa o IFN-γ producido polos ganglios linfáticos cervicais, 

comparada coa vacinación parenteral soa. 

Por outra banda, avaliouse a capacidade rexenerativa e 

antiinflamatoria do hidroxel optimizado para administración rectal 

previamente cargado con medio condicionado de células nai uterinas 

humanas (H-hUCESC-CM) nun modelo experimental de colite aguda 

en rato. Os datos experimentais indican que o tratamento co hidroxel 

cargado diminuiu significativamente a perda de peso corporal e o 

acurtamento do colon, a dexeneración da mucosa colónica e os niveis 

de ARNm de TNF-α, IFN-γ e IL-6. Os nosos datos indican que o H-

hUCESC-CM alivia eficazmente a colite inducida por DSS en ratos, o 

que suxire que o H-hUCESC-CM podería representar unha terapia sen 

células moi atractiva para o tratamento local da EII. 
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Como conclusión, cabe destacar que o emprego de ferramentas de 

IA facilita enormemente o desenvolvemento de sistemas complexos e 

multicompoñente, dado que o seu uso permite reducir 

considerablemente o número de experimentos, o que aforra custos e 

tempo. Ademais o seu uso permite adquirir un coñecemento profundo 

dos sistemas farmacéuticos e establecelo espazo de deseño axeitado 

para cada formulación. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mucosal administration of active molecules, such as proteins, is an 

attractive and advantageous approach to induce local or systemic 

therapeutic and/or immunostimulatory responses. Critical aspects, 

such as rapid protein drainage or enzyme- or pH-mediated 

degradation, limit the residence time of therapeutic molecules on 

mucosal surfaces and condition the passage of substances through the 

mucosa and, therefore, their effectiveness. 

Hydrogels are 3D polymeric networks with characteristics that 

can be modulated to achieve highly mucoadhesive formulations, 

capable of interacting with mucous membranes and increasing the 

residence time of drugs at the target site, enhancing their absorption 

and the desired therapeutic effect. In this sense, thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels are of particular interest to improve the 

efficacy or bioavailability of proteins when administered on mucous 

membranes. In addition, these hydrogels are excellent candidates to 

overcome the limitations of transmucosal delivery due to their 

biocompatibility, mucoadhesion, thermosensitivity and drug loading 

capacity. However, the design of such dosage forms involves the 

preparation of multicomponent systems, which is a challenging task. 

In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) tools such as neural 

networks, fuzzy logic or genetic algorithms (GA) have proven to be 

very useful in studying the effects of composition and operational 

variables on the characteristics of different pharmaceutical systems. 

Therefore, this thesis work addresses the usefulness of AI tools in 

the development of multicomponent hydrogels with advanced 

performance. Thus, we explore the potential of ternary combinations 

of selected polymers to generate thermosensitive and highly 

bioadhesive hydrogels suitable for protein loading and delivery with 

two applications; sublingual vaccination and local treatment of 

colorectal ulcers in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). 

For hydrogels design, after the initial selection of components, a 

reduced experimental design was established using a balanced density 

method. This made possible to delimit both the knowledge space and 

the design space of ternary systems using a limited number of 

formulations. Texturometric and rheological properties and release 
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profile of hydrogels were carried out. After hydrogel characterization, 

artificial neural networks (ANN) combined with fuzzy logic 

techniques were used to model the hydrogel characteristics according 

to their composition and, to analyze the effect of each material on their 

properties. 

Then, the combination of ANN and GA was used to model and 

select, in each case, an optimal formulation that gels at physiological 

temperature and shows the best characteristics for application and 

maintenance on the corresponding mucosa (resistance to washout or 

dilution and high mucoadhesion).  

Finally, mice experiments were conducted. In one hand, the 

sublingual optimized hydrogel was loaded with CTH522 Chlamydia 

trachomatis vaccine and tested in terms of immunostimulatory 

capacity. In vivo studies demonstrated that the most promising 

strategy for eliciting local immunity in the genital tract was parenteral-

sublingual boost immunization, using CAF01 and the optimized 

hydrogel as carriers of CTH522 vaccine. This approach was the most 

effective in inducing cell-mediated immune responses (Th1/Th17) and 

significantly increasing IFN-γ production by cervical lymph nodes 

when compared with parenteral vaccination alone.  

Conversely, the regenerative and anti-inflammatory capacity of 

the rectal optimized hydrogel, loaded with human uterine cervical 

stem cells conditioned medium (H-hUCESC-CM), was evaluated in 

an experimental mouse model of acute colitis. Experimental data 

indicate that treatment with the loaded hydrogel significantly 

decreases body weight loss, colon shortening, colonic mucosal 

degeneration and TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-6 mRNA levels. Our data 

indicate H-hUCESC-CM effectively alleviates DSS-induced colitis in 

mice, suggesting that H-hUCESC-CM may represent a very attractive 

cell-free therapy for the local treatment of IBD. 

In general, we demonstrate that the development of complex 

multicomponent systems is greatly facilitated by AI approaches, since 

their use allows a significant reduction of experiments, saving costs 

and time. In addition, the deep knowledge of pharmaceutical systems 

that derives from their use allows the establishment of the adequate 

design space for achieving advanced dosage forms. 
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1. INTRODUCIÓN 

A administración de moléculas activas na mucosa, como as proteínas, 

é unha aproximación moi atractiva e de indubidables vantaxes para 

inducir unha resposta local e/ou sistémica de carácter terapéutico e/ou 

inmunoestimulante. Con todo, os procesos de absorción a través das 

mucosas presentan limitacións importantes asociadas á propia 

natureza destas, con estruturas especialmente deseñadas para 

constituír barreiras físicas entre o organismo e o medio exterior. 

Aspectos críticos como a drenaxe rápida e a degradación mediada por 

encimas ou o pH, limitan o tempo de permanencia das moléculas 

terapéuticas sobre a superficie das mucosas e tamén condicionan o 

paso de substancias a través destes tecidos, e polo tanto, a súa 

utilidade [1-5]. 

Os hidroxeis son redes poliméricas en 3D que resultan moi útiles 

como formas de dosificación sobre mucosas. As súas características, 

moi modificables en función da súa composición, poden modularse 

para lograr formulacións altamente mucoadhesivas, capaces de 

interactuar coas mucosas e incrementalo tempo de permanencia dos 

fármacos no lugar de acción, conseguindo a súa absorción e o efecto 

terapéutico desexado [6-8]. A posibilidade de producilos por métodos 

suaves fainos especialmente interesantes para a formulación de 

fármacos cunha reducida estabilidade como as proteínas [9-14]. Neste 

sentido, os hidroxeis termosensibles e mucoadhesivos, resultan de 

especial interese para mellorala eficacia ou biodispoñibilidade destes 

fármacos cando se administran sobre as mucosas. A súa natureza 

líquida no momento da aplicación, facilita a súa completa extensión e 

a súa interacción coas mucosas. Trala súa administración, a súa 

transición sol-xel a temperatura fisiolóxica reduce as perdas da 

formulación por drenaxe ou a súa dilución nos fluídos corporais, 

facilitando a cesión dos fármacos durante un tempo adecuado [15-17]. 

Ademais, cando se combinan características como biocompatibilidade, 

mucoadhesión, termosensibilidade e a elevada capacidade de carga de 

fármaco dos hidroxeis, estes sistemas convértense en excelentes 

candidatos para superar as limitacións da administración transmucosal 

[6, 18-21]. 
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Con todo, o deseño deste tipo de formas farmacéuticas implica a 

preparación de sistemas multicompoñente, o que supón unha tarefa 

desafiante no ámbito da tecnoloxía farmacéutica. Segundo o concepto 

de calidade por deseño (QbD), é necesario comprender e controlar o 

efecto de cada materia prima, as interaccións entre as mesmas e, 

alcanzar unha solución de compromiso para que a formulación posúa 

as características desexadas, como base para o deseño racional de 

sistemas farmacéuticos [22]. Nos últimos anos, as ferramentas de 

intelixencia artificial (AI) como as redes neuronais, a lóxica difusa ou 

os algoritmos xenéticos mostraron a súa utilidade para estudar os 

efectos das variables de composición e operación sobre as 

características de diferentes formas farmacéuticas como comprimidos, 

hidroxeis, nanopartículas ou micropartículas [22-26]. 

2. OBXECTIVOS 

Neste traballo experimental abórdase a utilidade das ferramentas de AI 

no desenvolvemento de hidroxeis multicompoñente con prestacións 

avanzadas. Así mesmo, explórase o potencial de combinacións 

ternarias de polímeros seleccionados para xerar hidroxeis 

termosensibles e altamente bioadhesivos para a carga e cesión de 

proteínas con dúas aplicacións; a vacinación sublingual e o tratamento 

local de úlceras colorectais na enfermidade inflamatoria intestinal 

(EII).  

Obxectivo I: Deseño de hidroxeis ternarios, termosensibles e 

mucoadhesivos como portadores de proteínas para vacinación 

sublingual. Propoñerase unha selección de polímeros, dos que se 

estudará a súa adecuación para o devandito propósito e a súa relación 

coas propiedades texturométricas, reolóxicas e de cesión de fármaco a 

partir do hidroxel. Optimizarase a composición dun hidroxel mediante 

ferramentas de AI e, avaliarase a súa utilidade como portador da 

vacina CTH522 contra Chlamydia trachomatis para provocar 

respostas inmunitarias sistémicas e/ou da mucosa en ratos. Os 

resultados relacionados con este obxectivo móstranse nos capítulos I e 

II desta memoria. 

Obxectivo II: Deseño e caracterización dun clister optimizado, 

termosensible e altamente bioadhesivo, útil como portador de medio 

condicionado de células nai uterinas humanas para o tratamento local 
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de úlceras colorectais na EII. Propoñerase unha selección de 

polímeros e establecerase o espazo de deseño de formulacións de 

hidroxel ternario con características adecuadas (termosensibilidade, 

bioadhesividade, xiringabilidade e retención no tracto rectal) mediante 

ferramentas de AI. Optimizarase a formulación e avaliarase a 

capacidade rexenerativa e antiinflamatoria in vivo do hidroxel 

optimizado, previamente cargado con medio condicionado de células 

nai uterinas humanas nun modelo experimental de colite aguda en 

rato. Os resultados relacionados con este obxectivo móstranse nos 

capítulos III e IV desta memoria.  

2. MATERIAIS E MÉTODOS 

2.1 DESEÑODOS HIDROXEIS  

Seleccionáronse o Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127), o Hybrane

®
 S1200 

(HS1200) e as variedades de Gantrez
®

 AN119 (AN119) e S97 ( S97) 

para o deseño dos hidroxeis de aplicación sublingual, e os Pluronic
® 

F127 (PF127) e F68 (PF68) e o derivado celulósico Methocel
®

 K4M 

(MK4M) para o do clister rectal.  

No caso dos compoñentes seleccionados para o desenvolvemento 

de hidroxeis para vacinación sublingual, adicionalmente realizáronse 

ensaios de proliferación en macrófagos humanos, obtidos mediante 

cultivo e estimulación de monocitos THP-1 (ATCC
®
, EEUU), na 

presenza dos polímeros a diferentes concentracións. O efecto sobre a 

proliferación celular avaliouse utilizando o kit comercial de WST-1.  

Para o deseño dos hidroxeis, tras unha selección inicial de 

compoñentes, estableceuse en cada caso un deseño experimental 

reducido mediante o software DataForm
®
 v.3.1 (Intelligensys Ltd., 

UK) utilizando o método de densidade balanceado. Iso permitiu 

estudar, cun número moi limitado de formulacións, tanto o espazo de 

coñecemento coma o de deseño dos hidroxeis ternarios. O 

procedemento de elaboración está descrito en detalle en cada caso na 

sección correspondente (seccións 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 5.2.2 e 5.2.3 dos 

capítulos I e III). 

2.2 CARACTERIZACIÓN DOS HIDROXEIS 

As análises texturométricas dos hidroxeis leváronse a cabo nun 

texturómetro TA XT Plus (Surrey, Reino Unido), seguindo protocolos 
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previamente descritos [26-30]. Estes ensaios permitiron determinala 

xiringabilidade, a resistencia do xel ou dureza, a adhesión, a 

mucoadhesión e a cohesión dos hidroxeis a 37 °C.  

Ademais, utilizouse un reómetro de esforzo controlado AR1000-

N (TA Instruments, Reino Unido) para determinala temperatura de 

xelificación dos sistemas en función dos rexistros dos módulos de 

almacenamento (G′) e perda (G″) a diferentes temperaturas. 

Adicionalmente, no caso dos clisteres mediuse a viscosidade 

complexa de cada hidroxel a 20 ºC.  

Para a avaliación in vitro do perfil de cesión de fármacos a partir 

dos hidroxeis, utilizáronse como “fármacos” modelo microesferas 

fluorescentes de cor verde (GFM) similares a antíxenos no caso dos 

hidroxeis destinados á vacinación da mucosa ou, albumina sérica 

bovina no caso dos clisteres. Os hidroxeis cargados colocáronse en 

células de cesión cun tamaño de poro de 40 μm e determinouse a 

porcentaxe de microesferas ou de proteína cedida a diferentes tempos 

usando métodos adecuados. 

2.3 MODELAXE DOS HIDROXEIS UTILIZANDO TÉCNICAS DE 

INTELIXENCIA ARTIFICIAL 

Trala caracterización dos hidroxeis, utilizouse o software FormRules
®

 

v4.03 (Intelligensys Ltd., Reino Unido) que combina redes neuronais 

artificiais con técnicas de lóxica difusa para modelalos resultados 

obtidos en función da súa composición e, así analizar o efecto que 

cada compoñente ten nas propiedades dos hidroxeis mediante as 

regras “SE-ENTÓN” que xera. 

Adicionalmente, empregouse o software INForm
®
 v.5.01 

(Intelligensys, Ltd. UK) que combina as redes neuronais artificiais con 

algoritmos xenéticos para modelar e seleccionar, en cada caso, unha 

formulación optimizada que xelifique a temperatura fisiolóxica e que 

presente as mellores características para a súa aplicación e 

mantemento sobre a mucosa correspondente, resistencia ó lavado ou a 

dilución e elevada mucoadhesión. A calidade dos modelos avaliouse 

en función dos coeficientes de determinación e o ANOVA que 

compara os valores preditos polo modelo cos valores experimentais. 

Ademais, os modelos obtidos validáronse mediante a produción e 

caracterización das formulacións optimizadas. 
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2.4 AVALIACIÓN DA ACTIVIDADE TERAPÉUTICA DOS SISTEMAS 

DESENVOLVIDOS 

2.4.1 Ensaio de inmunización en ratos 

Realizouse un estudo en ratos femia CBF61 de 9 semanas para 

avaliar a utilidade do xel optimizado como portador sublingual da 

vacina CTH522 contra Chlamydia trachomatis, seguindo diferentes 

estratexias de vacinación. Para iso, os animais dividíronse en catro 

grupos con 3-5 ratos cada un. O esquema de inmunización móstrase 

na Figura 1. Do Grupo 1 ó 3 recibiron unha dose inicial do antíxeno 

CTH522 formulado en liposomas CAF01 [31] por vía subcutánea na 

base do rabo (Grupos 1, 2 e 3) e o Grupo 4 foi inmunizado co hidroxel 

optimizado (OXEL) cargado co mesmo antíxeno por vía sublingual. A 

segunda e terceira dose administráronse ós 15 e 35 días tal e como se 

describe a continuación. O Grupo 2 recibiu unha segunda e terceira 

dose do antíxeno CTH522 por vía sublingual. Os Grupos 3 e 4 

recibiron unha segunda e terceira dose do hidroxel cargado coa vacina 

CTH522. O Grupo 1 non recibiu ningunha dose adicional. 

 
Figura 1. Esquema de inmunización e grupo de ratos testados. Os animais foron 
cebados por vía subcutánea (s.c) ou sublingual (s.l) usando CAF01 e OXEL como 

sistemas de cesión da vacina. 

O día 57, os animais foron sacrificados. Ó final do estudo 

determináronse os anticorpos específicos IgG e IgA totais fronte a 

CTH522 en soro e lavado vaxinal. Adicionalmente, determináronse no 

bazo e nos ganglios linfáticos cervicais as concentracións de IFN-γ e 

IL-17A mediante ELISA. As diferenzas entre os grupos experimentais 
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establecéronse mediante os resultados dun ANOVA dunha vía e o test 

de Tukey para comparacións múltiples (p<0.05).  

Os experimentos leváronse a cabo no Statens Serum Institut (SSI) 

de Dinamarca, de acordo coas regulacións establecidas polo 

Ministerio de Xustiza de Dinamarca e os comités de protección animal 

segundo o Permiso de Inspección de Experimentos con Animais 

Danés 2017-15-0201-01363 e de conformidade coa Directiva da 

Comunidade Europea 2010/63.  

2.4.1 Ensaio nun modelo de rato con colite aguda 

Realizouse un estudo nun modelo de colite aguda en ratos macho 

C57BL/6 para avaliar a utilidade do clister optimizado e cargado con 

medio condicionado de células nai cervicais humanas, para o 

tratamento local de úlceras colorectais en EII.  

Para comprobar a utilidade dos hidroxeis cargados con medio 

condicionado na EII, utilizouse o protocolo descrito por Wirtz et al. 

(Figura 2) [32]. Induciuse unha colite aguda en ratos mediante a 

administración de dextrano sulfato de sodio (DSS) ó 3.5% na auga de 

bebida durante 9 días. Entre os días 10 e 15, administráronse dúas 

veces ao día 75 μl de cada tratamento por vía rectal utilizando unha 

agulla de punta redondeada de calibre 26. Os animais dividíronse en 5 

grupos como segue: 1) Grupo de control san; 2) Grupo non tratado: 

ratos que non recibiron ningún tipo de tratamento tras a 

administración do DSS; 3) Grupo control H-DMEM-F12: ratos 

tratados soamente co hidroxel tras a indución da colite; 4) Grupo H-

hUCESC-CM: ratos tratados co hidroxel cargado con medio 

condicionado tras a indución da colite; e 5) Grupo mesalazina ( MZ): 

ratos tratados con escuma de mesalazina tras a indución da colite 

(tratamento habitual da EII). Ós animais practicóuselles a eutanasia no 

día 16 de ensaio. 
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Figura 2. Diagrama do estudo. Indución da colite nos animais usando DSS e 

parámetros avaliados. 

Avaliáronse os síntomas clínicos (supervivencia, cambios no peso 

corporal, consistencia das feces e severidade do sangrado) e, tras o 

sacrificio dos animais levouse a cabo un exame macroscópico do 

colon (lonxitude). Adicionalmente, tamén se levou a cabo unha 

avaliación histolóxica (grao de inflamación e infiltración celular, 

ulceracións microscópicas, arquitectura das criptas, atrofia e displasia 

epitelial) e a extracción de ARNm do colon para a realización de 

PCRs cuantitativas en tempo real para determinala expresión de TNF-

α, IL-6 e IFN-.  

Este estudo realizouse segundo o protocolo aprobado polo Comité 

de Ética de Experimentos con Animais da Universidade de Santiago 

de Compostela. 

3. RESULTADOS E DISCUSIÓN 

3.1 HIDROXEIS TERNARIOS, TERMOSENSIBLES E MUCOADHESIVOS 

COMO SISTEMAS PORTADORES DE PROTEÍNAS PARA VACINACIÓN 

SUBLINGUAL 

En primeiro lugar, proponse a combinación do PF127, HS1200 e 

Gantrez
®

 (AN119 ou S97) como materias primas para producir un 

hidroxel de aplicación sublingual, útil para a inmunización da mucosa. 

Os estudos realizados para lograr este obxectivo preséntanse no 

Capítulo I e aparecen resumidos na Figura 3. 
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Figura 3. Diagrama xeral dos ensaios descritos no Capítulo I.  

Os estudos realizados en macrófagos indicaron un potencial 

efecto inmunoestimulante do HS1200, promovendo a proliferación 

das devanditas células presentadoras de antíxeno. Por outra banda, 

ningún polímero presentou toxicidade algunha. As ferramentas de AI, 

en particular a combinación das redes neuronais artificiais coa lóxica 

difusa (neurofuzzy logic) permitiron establecer o papel de cada 

polímero no comportamento reolóxico e texturométrico do hidroxel, 

así como a súa capacidade para retelas microesferas (GFM) 

empregadas como antíxeno modelo. Así, a interacción entre o PF127 e 

o Gantrez
®

 condiciona tanto a temperatura de xelificación como os 

traballos de mucoadhesión e adhesión, ou a resistencia do xel. 

Observáronse diferenzas entre as dúas variedades de Gantrez
®

 

avaliadas, sendo a variedade S97 a que permite unha cesión das 

micropartículas máis prolongada. A incorporación do HS1200 na 

formulación deu lugar a unha redución tanto na resistencia do xel 

como na súa capacidade de adhesión.  

Utilizouse a combinación de redes neuronais artificiais con 

algoritmos xenéticos para modelala composición dos hidroxeis e 

optimizalo proceso, é dicir, seleccionar a composición ternaria que 

proporciona sistemas de máxima mucoadhesión, cohesión e 

resistencia e, que ademais xelifiquen a temperatura corporal. Os 

estudos realizados para lograr este obxectivo preséntanse no capítulo 

II e aparecen resumidos na Figura 4. 
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Figura 4. Diagrama xeral cos ensaios descritos no Capítulo II. 

Elaborouse e caracterizouse o hidroxel coa composición óptima 

elixida polo modelo (21.1% de PF127, 5% de HS1200 e 0.08% de 

Gantrez
®

 AN119). Adicionalmente, almacenouse en condicións 

controladas para avaliar a súa estabilidade. Tanto as características 

reolóxicas e texturométricas dos hidroxeis elaborados coma as 

preditas polo modelo concordaron completamente, o que permitiu a 

súa validación. Ademais, a formulación resultou ser estable. 

A potencial utilidade do hidroxel optimizado como portador da 

vacina CTH522 fronte a Chlamydia trachomatis por vía sublingual 

avaliouse nun modelo de rato. Os resultados do estudo mostraron que 

a estratexia máis prometedora para obter inmunidade local no tracto 

xenital foi a administración combinada da vacina CTH522 por vía 

parenteral e sublingual, utilizando CAF01 (sistema liposomal) e o 

hidroxel optimizado como portadores, respectivamente. As 

propiedades termosensibles do hidroxel facilitan a súa aplicación 

debaixo da lingua e aumentan o seu contacto co tecido sublingual; 

polo que a súa xelificación a temperatura corporal xunto coa rápida 

cesión da proteína debe evitar a súa perda ó tragar e promover a súa 

absorción. Os estudos in vivo tamén demostraron que a inmunización 

combinada parenteral-sublingual foi máis eficaz inducindo IgA no 

tracto xenital e respostas inmunitarias celulares (Th1/Th17) que a 

vacinación da mucosa ou parenteral soa. Ademais, esta estratexia 
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provocou un incremento significativo do IFN-γ nos ganglios linfáticos 

cervicais comparada coa vacinación parenteral soa. 

3.2 CLISTER TERMOSENSIBLE E ALTAMENTE MUCOADHESIVO COMO 

PORTADOR DE HUCESC-CM PARA O TRATAMENTO LOCAL DE 

ÚLCERAS COLORECTAIS EN EII 

Proponse a combinación de PF127, PF68 e MK4M como materias 

primas para lograr un hidroxel útil para o tratamento de úlceras na 

mucosa colónica, características da enfermidade inflamatoria 

intestinal. Os estudos realizados para acadalo devandito obxectivo 

preséntanse no Capítulo III e aparecen resumidos na Figura 5. 

 

Figura 5. Diagrama xeral cos ensaios descritos no Capítulo III. 

Coma no caso anterior, empregáronse as mesmas ferramentas de 

AI para estudar o efecto de cada ingrediente nas propiedades dos 

hidroxeis. Establecéronse os espazos de coñecemento e de deseño para 

producir sistemas termosensibles e altamente bioadhesivos, capaces de 

cargar e ceder material proteico. A xiringabilidade das mesturas 

ternarias está directamente relacionada coa proporción de PF127 no 

sistema. Ámbolos dous Pluronic
®
 condicionan a temperatura de 

xelificación, a cal incrementase a medida que se incorpora PF68 no 

sistema. Por outra banda, o derivado celulósico contribúe á 

viscosidade e á bioadhesión do hidroxel. 
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De novo, a modelaxe con redes neuronais artificiais e algoritmos 

xenéticos permitiu seleccionar unha formulación que presentase unha 

xiringabilidade adecuada (<86 mJ para unha agulla de 24Gx1.5"), 

unha temperatura de xelificación entre 25-27 ºC e unha bioadhesion 

elevada. O sistema está composto por un 16.34% de PF127, un 2.55% 

de PF68 e un 0.26% de MK4M. As características fisicoquímicas 

obtidas para a formulación optimizada resultaron ser moi similares ás 

preditas polo modelo, o que permitiu a súa validación. 

Este hidroxel empregouse como portador de medio condicionado 

derivado de células nai cervicais uterinas humanas (H-hUCESC-CM). 

Os resultados do estudo in vivo nun modelo experimental de rato con 

colite aguda preséntanse no capítulo IV e aparecen resumidos na 

Figura 6.  

 

Figura 6. Diagrama xeral cos ensaios descritos no Capítulo IV. 

Desta maneira, os datos experimentais indican que o tratamento 

co hidroxel cargado diminuiu significativamente a perda de peso 

corporal e o acurtamento do colon, a dexeneración da mucosa colónica 

e os niveis de ARNm de TNF-α, IFN-γ e IL-6. Os datos indican que o 

H-hUCESC-CM alivia eficazmente a colite inducida por DSS en 

ratos, suxerindo que o H-hUCESC-CM podería representar unha 

terapia sen células moi atractiva para o tratamento local da EII. 
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4. CONCLUSIÓNS 

1. As ferramentas de IA permitiron estudar facilmente o espazo 

de coñecemento e establecer o espazo de deseño de 

formulacións ternarias para administración sublingual e rectal, 

incluso utilizando deseños experimentais moi reducidos. A 

modelaxe dos datos experimentais con estas tecnoloxías 

híbridas facilita extraordinariamente o deseño de hidroxeis con 

prestacións avanzadas. A técnica de “neurofuzzy logic” 

permitiu dilucidar os efectos de cada compoñente na 

formulación, así como as súas interaccións sobre o 

comportamento texturométrico, reolóxico e de liberación 

destes hidroxeis ternarios; adquirindo así un coñecemento 

profundo sobre o papel que desenrolan nos sistemas. Por outra 

banda, a combinación de redes neuronais artificiais e 

algoritmos xenéticos permitiu optimizar varias variables á vez, 

atopando a mellor formulación posible dentro do espazo de 

deseño. 

 

2. Unha combinación adecuada de PF127, HS1200 e Gantrez
®

 

(AN119 ou S97) permitiu obter hidroxeis termosensibles e 

altamente mucoadhesivos con características adecuadas para a 

administración sublingual de moléculas proteicas (un xel 

cunha alta resistencia, mucoadhesión e cohesión e, rápida 

liberación de fármaco). Ademais, o HS1200 mostrou 

capacidade inmunoestimulante, potencialmente útil como 

adxuvante para o desenvolvemento de vacinas. O hidroxel 

optimizado acadado para a administración da vacina CTH522 

foi capaz de estenderse sobre a mucosa sublingual, previr a 

fuga da proteína recombinante por inxestión ou dilución na 

saliva e, inducir a súa liberación de forma rápida para garantir 

unha absorción completa a través do tecido da mucosa oral. 

A formulación cargada coa vacina CTH522 probada en 

ratos CBF61 femia, mostrou unha efectividade dependente da 

estratexia de inmunización. Os resultados demostraron que a 

inmunización combinada de reforzo parenteral- sublingual foi 

capaz de provocar unha resposta de IgA local no tracto xenital 
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e mellorar de forma significativa a produción de IFN-γ polos 

ganglios linfáticos cervicais en comparación coa inmunización 

parenteral con liposomas CAF01. 

 

3. Combinacións adecuadas de PF127, PF68 e MK4M son útiles 

para preparar clisteres que experimentan unha rápida transición 

de estado líquido a sólido cando alcanzan a temperatura 

corporal, minimizando a fuga e/ou a dilución das moléculas 

terapéuticas. Estas fórmulas intelixentes exhibiron unha boa 

bioadhesividade e unha rápida liberación do fármaco, e están 

deseñadas para promover un efecto inmediato sobre a mucosa 

intestinal danada. Desenvolveuse un hidroxel optmizado de 

caracterísiticas desexadas que mostrou unha xiringabilidade, 

bioadhesión e temperatura de xelificación adecuadas. 

Os resultados nun modelo de colite aguda en rato 

mostraron que esta formulación optimizada, cargada con 

medio condicionado de células nai uterinas cervicais humanas 

podería representar unha terapia atractiva sen necesidade de 

empregar células para o tratamento local das úlceras 

colorectais presentes na enfermidade inflamatoria intestinal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Mucosal administration of active molecules, such as proteins, is an 

attractive and advantageous approach to induce local or systemic 

therapeutic and/or immunostimulatory responses. However, 

absorption processes through mucous membranes present important 

limitations associated with their nature, whose structures are specially 

designed to constitute the physical barriers between the organism and 

the external environment. Critical aspects such as rapid protein 

drainage and enzyme- or pH-mediated degradation limit the residence 

time of therapeutic molecules on mucosal surfaces and condition the 

passage of substances through the mucosa and therefore, their 

usefulness [1-5]. 

Hydrogels are 3D polymeric networks very useful as mucosal 

dosage forms. Their characteristics, which are highly tunable 

depending on their composition, can be modulated to achieve highly 

mucoadhesive formulations, capable of interacting with mucous 

membranes and increasing the residence time of drugs at the target 

site, enhancing their absorption and the desired therapeutic effect [6-

8]. The possibility of preparing hydrogels by gentle methods makes 

them particularly attractive for the formulation of drugs with low 

stability, such as proteins [9-14]. In this sense, thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels are of particular interest to improve the 

efficacy and bioavailability of these drugs when administered on 

mucous membranes. Their liquid nature when administered facilitates 

their complete spreading and interaction with mucous membranes. 

After administration, their sol-gel transition at physiological 

temperature reduces runoffs or dilution in body fluids, favouring drug 

absorption and guaranteeing the maintenance of the formulation in the 

area until all dose is absorbed [15-17]. In addition, these hydrogels are 

excellent candidates to overcome the limitations of transmucosal 

delivery due to their biocompatibility, mucoadhesion, 

thermosensitivity and drug loading capacity [6, 18-21]. However, the 

design of such dosage forms involves the preparation of 

multicomponent systems, which is a challenging task in the field of 

pharmaceutical technology. According to the concept of quality by 

design (QbD), for the rational design of these systems it is necessary 
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to understand and control the effect of each raw material, the 

interactions between them, and to reach a compromise solution to 

formulate hydrogels with desired characteristics [22]. 

In recent years, artificial intelligence (AI) tools such as neural 

networks, fuzzy logic or genetic algorithms have proven to be very 

useful in studying the effects of composition and operational variables 

on the characteristics of different dosage forms such as tablets, 

hydrogels, nanoparticles or microparticles [22-26]. 

2. OBJECTIVES 

This thesis work addresses the usefulness of AI tools in the 

development of multicomponent hydrogels with advanced 

performance. Thus, we explore the potential of ternary combinations 

of selected polymers to generate thermosensitive and highly 

bioadhesive hydrogels for protein loading and delivery with two 

applications; sublingual vaccination and local treatment of colorectal 

ulcers in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD). 

Objective I: Design of ternary, thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels as protein carriers for sublingual vaccination. 

A selection of polymers will be proposed, their suitability and 

influence on texturometric, rheological and drug release properties 

will be studied. In addition, the composition of the hydrogel will be 

optimized using AI tools and, the usefulness of the optimized 

hydrogel as a Chlamydia trachomatis vaccine carrier to elicit systemic 

and/or mucosal immune responses in mice will be evaluated. The 

results related to this objective are shown in chapters I and II of this 

report. 

Objective II: Design and characterization of an optimized, 

thermosensitive and highly mucoadhesive enema useful as a human 

cervical stem cell conditioned medium carrier for the local treatment 

of colorectal ulcers in IBD. Polymer selection will be proposed and 

the design space of ternary hydrogel formulations with suitable 

characteristics (thermosensitivity, mucoadhesivity, extensibility and 

retention in the rectal tract) will be established using AI tools. Then, a 

formulation will be optimized and the in vivo regenerative and anti-

inflammatory capacity of the optimized hydrogel, loaded with human 

cervical stem cell conditioned medium, will be evaluated in an 
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experimental model of acute colitis in mice. The results related to this 

objective are shown in chapters III and IV of this thesis. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 HYDROGELS DEVELOPMENT  

Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127), Hybrane

®
 S1200 (HS1200) and Gantrez

®
 

varieties AN119 (AN119) and S97 (S97) were selected for the design 

of sublingual hydrogels, whereas Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127) and F68 

(PF68) and the cellulosic derivative Methocel
®
 K4M (MK4M) for the 

rectal enema. 

For the selected components to develop hydrogels for sublingual 

vaccination, proliferation assays were performed on human 

macrophages, obtained by culture and stimulation of THP-1 

monocytes (ATCC
®
, USA), in the presence of the polymers at 

different concentrations. The effect on cell proliferation was assessed 

using the WST-1 assay kit. 

For hydrogels design, after the initial selection of components, a 

reduced experimental design was established through DataForm
®

 

v.3.1 software (Intelligensys Ltd., UK) using a balanced density 

method. This made possible to delimit both the knowledge space and 

the design space of ternary systems using a limited number of 

formulations. The elaboration procedure is described in detail in each 

case, in the corresponding section (sections 3.2.3, 3.2.4, 5.2.2 and 

5.2.3 of chapters I and III). 

2.2 HYDROGELS CHARACTERIZATION 

Texturometric analysis of hydrogels was carried out on a TA XT Plus 

Texture Analyzer (Surrey, UK), following previously described 

protocols [26-30]. This allowed the determination of syringeability 

parameters, gel strength, adhesion, mucoadhesion and cohesion work 

of hydrogels at 37 °C. 

In addition, an AR1000-N controlled stress rheometer (TA 

Instruments, UK) was used to determine the gelation temperature of 

the hydrogels as a function of storage (G′) and loss (G″) moduli 

records at different temperatures. In addition, the complex viscosity of 

each hydrogel was measured at 20 °C. 
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For the evaluation of the in vitro drug release profile from 

hydrogels, green fluorescent antigen-like microspheres (GFM) in the 

case of hydrogels intended for mucosal vaccination or bovine serum 

albumin in the case of rectal enemas were used as “model drugs”. 

Loaded hydrogels were placed in 40 μm pore size release strainers and 

the percentage of microspheres or protein released at pre-set times was 

determined by the appropriate method. 

2.3 HYDROGEL MODELIZATION USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

TECHNIQUES 

The software FormRules
®
 v4.03 (Intelligensys Ltd., UK), which 

combines artificial neural networks with fuzzy logic techniques, was 

used to model the hydrogel characteristics according to their 

composition and to analyze the effect of each material on the 

properties of the hydrogels using the “IF-THEN” rules it generates. 

In addition, INForm
®
 v.5.01 software (Intelligensys, Ltd. UK) 

was used to combine artificial neural networks with genetic 

algorithms to model and select, in each case, an optimal formulation 

that gels at physiological temperature and has the best characteristics 

for its application and maintenance on the corresponding mucosa 

(resistance to washout or dilution and high mucoadhesion). The 

quality of the models was assessed on the basis of the determination 

coefficients and ANOVAs, which compare the values predicted by the 

model with the experimental values. The models obtained were 

validated by the production and characterization of optimized 

formulations. 

2.4 EVALUATION OF THE THERAPEUTIC ACTIVITY OF DEVELOPED 

SYSTEMS 

2.4.1 Mouse immunization assay 

A study was conducted in 9-week-old female CBF61 mice to 

evaluate the usefulness of the optimized hydrogel as a carrier for 

sublingual vaccines against Chlamydia trachomatis following 

different vaccination strategies. For this purpose, animals were 

divided into four groups of three to five mice. The immunization 

schedule is depicted in Figure 1. Groups 1 to 3 were subcutaneously 
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primed at the base of the tail with CTH522 chlamydia vaccine 

formulated in CAF01 liposomes [31]. Group 4 was sublingually 

primed with CTH522 vaccine dispersed in the optimized hydrogel 

(OGEL). Then, groups 2 to 4 were boosted twice sublingually (days 

15 and 35) with CTH522 alone (Group 2) or included within the 

optimized system (Groups 3 and 4). Group 1 received no additional 

doses.  

 
Figure 1. Immunization schedule and experimental groups tested. Animals were 

primed subcutaneously (s.c) or sublingually (s.l) using CAF01 and OGEL as 
vaccine delivery systems.  

On day 57, mice were euthanized. Total IgG and IgA CTH522-

specific antibodies were determined in serum and vaginal lavages at 

the end of the study. Additionally, IFN-γ and IL-17A concentrations 

were determined in spleen and cervical lymph nodes by ELISA. 

Differences between experimental groups were established by one-

way ANOVA and Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons (p<0.05). 

Experiments were conducted at the Statens Serum Institut (SSI) in 

Denmark, in accordance with the regulations establish by the Danish 

Ministry of Justice and Animal Protection committees by the Danish 

Animal Experiments Inspection Permit 2017-15-0201-01363 and in 

accordance with the European Community Directive 2010/63. 

2.4.1 Experimental mouse model of acute colitis 

An acute colitis model study was performed in male C57BL/6 

mice to evaluate the usefulness of an optimized enema loaded with 

conditioned medium from human cervical stem cells, for the local 

treatment of colorectal ulcers in IBD.  
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To this end, the protocol described by Wirtz et al [32] was used 

(Figure 2). Acute colitis was induced in mice by the administration of 

3.5% dextran sulphate sodium (DSS) in the drinking water for 9 days. 

Between 10 and 15 days, 75 μl of each treatment was administered 

rectally twice daily using a 26-gauge probe needle. The animals were 

divided into 5 groups as follows: 1) Healthy control group; 2) 

Untreated group: mice that have not received any treatment after DSS 

administration; 3) H-DMEM-F12 control group: mice treated with the 

hydrogel after colitis induction; 4) H-hUCESC-CM group: mice 

treated with the gel loaded with conditioned medium after colitis 

induction; and 5) Mesalazine (MZ) group: mice treated with 

mesalazine foam after colitis induction (standard treatment in IBD). 

On day 16 animals were euthanized. 

 
Figure 2. Diagram of the study design for DSS-induced colitis and 

parameters evaluated. 

Clinical symptoms (survival, changes in body weight, stool 

consistency and bleeding severity) were assessed and, after euthanized 

animals, a macroscopic examination of the colon (length) was 

performed. In addition, histological evaluation (degree of 

inflammation and cellular infiltration, microscopic ulcerations, crypt 

architecture, epithelial atrophy and dysplasia) and mRNA extraction 

from colon samples for real-time quantitative PCR determining TNF-

α, IL-6, and IFN-γ expression were performed. 
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The study was performed according to the protocol approved by 

the Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments of the University of 

Santiago de Compostela. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 THERMOSENSITIVE AND MUCOADHESIVE TERNARY HYDROGELS 

AS PROTEIN CARRIERS FOR SUBLINGUAL IMMUNIZATION 

First, the combination of PF127, HS1200 and Gantrez
®
 (AN119 or 

S97) is proposed to produce a hydrogel for sublingual application, 

useful for mucosal immunization. The studies carried out for this 

purpose are presented in chapter I and summarized in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. General diagram of assays performed on Chapter I. 

Studies on macrophages indicated a potential immunostimulatory 

effect of HS1200 by promoting the proliferation of these antigen-

presenting cells. On the other hand, no toxicity was observed for any 

of the polymers. AI tools, in particular the combination of artificial 

neural networks and fuzzy logic (neurofuzzy logic) allowed to 

establish the role of each polymer in the rheological and texturometric 

behaviour of hydrogels, as well as its capacity to retain microspheres 

used as model antigen (GFM). Thus, the interaction between PF127 

and Gantrez
®
 rules gelation temperature, mucoadhesion and adhesion 

work and, gel strength. Differences were observed between the two 

varieties of Gantrez
®
 evaluated, with the S97 variety allowing a 

slower microspheres release. The incorporation of HS1200 in the 
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formulation resulted in a reduction in gel strength and adhesion 

capacity. 

The combination of artificial neural networks and genetic 

algorithms was used to model the composition of hydrogels and to 

optimize the process and thus select the ternary composition that 

provides systems with maximum mucoadhesion, cohesion and gel 

strength, and which also gel at body temperature. The studies carried 

out for this purpose are presented in chapter II and summarized in 

Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4. General diagram of assays performed on Chapter II. 

The optimal composition selected by the model generated by the 

INForm
®
 software (21.1% PF127, 5% HS1200 and 0.08% Gantrez

®
 

AN119) was elaborated and characterized. Additionally, it was stored 

under controlled conditions to evaluate its stability. The rheological 

and texturometric characteristics of the elaborated hydrogels are in 

complete agreement with those predicted by the model, which allowed 

its validation. Furthermore, the formulation was found to be stable. 

The potential usefulness of this optimized hydrogel as sublingual 

carrier of CTH522 Chlamydia trachomatis vaccine was evaluated in a 

mouse model. The results of the study showed that the most promising 

strategy for obtaining local genital tract immunity was the 

combination of parenteral priming with CTH522 included in 
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liposomes, followed by sublingual boosting with the CTH522 

vaccine-loaded optimized hydrogel, which achieved the best immune 

responses. The thermosensitive properties of the hydrogel facilitate its 

application under the tongue and increased contact with the sublingual 

tissue. The gelation at body temperature together with the fast release 

of antigen must prevent the loss of CTH522 vaccine by swallowing 

and promote its absorption. In vivo studies demonstrated that 

parenteral-sublingual boost immunization, using CAF01 and the 

optimized hydrogel as carriers of CTH522 vaccine, was more 

effective in inducing cell-mediated immune responses (Th1/Th17) 

than mucosal or parenteral vaccination alone. In addition, this strategy 

resulted in an increase in local production of IgA in the genital tract. 

3.2 THERMOSENSITIVE AND HIGHLY BIOADHESIVE ENEMA AS 

CARRIER OF H-UCESC-CM FOR LOCAL TREATMENT OF COLORECTAL 

ULCERS IN IBD 

A combination of PF127, PF68 and MK4M is proposed as raw 

materials to achieve a hydrogel useful in the treatment of rectal and 

colonic mucosal ulcers, which are characteristic of inflammatory 

bowel disease. The studies carried out towards this goal are presented 

in chapter III and summarized in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. General scheme and assays performed on Chapter III. 

As previously, identical AI tools were used to study the effect of 

each ingredient on hydrogels properties. Both, the knowledge space 
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and design space were established to produce thermosensitive and 

highly mucoadhesive systems capable of loading and releasing 

proteins. The syringeability of the ternary mixtures is directly related 

to the proportion of PF127 in the system. Both Pluronic
®
 condition the 

gelation temperature, which increases as PF68 is incorporated into the 

system. The cellulose derivative contributes to the viscosity and 

bioadhesion of the hydrogel. 

As in the previous case, modelling with artificial neural networks 

and genetic algorithms allowed the selection of a formulation with 

adequate syringeability (<86mJ for a 24Gx1.5'' needle), gelation 

temperature between 25-27 ºC and high bioadhesion, whose 

composition was: 16.34% PF127, 2.55% PF68 and 0.26% MK4M. 

The physicochemical characteristics obtained for the optimized 

formulation were found to be very similar to those predicted by the 

model, which allowed its validation. 

This hydrogel was used as carrier for conditioned medium derived 

from mesenchymal stem cells (H-hUCESC-CM). The results of the in 

vivo study in an experimental mouse model of acute colitis are 

presented in chapter IV and summarized in Figure 6.  

 
Figure 6. General diagram of assays performed on Chapter IV. 

Thus, experimental data indicate the treatment with the loaded 

hydrogel significantly decreases body weight loss, colon shortening, 
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colonic mucosal degeneration and TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-6 mRNA 

levels. These data indicate H-hUCESC-CM effectively alleviates 

DSS-induced colitis in mice, suggesting that H-hUCESC-CM may 

represent a very attractive cell-free therapy for the local treatment of 

IBD. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

1. AI tools enable to easily study the knowledge space and establish 

the design space of rectal and sublingual ternary formulations, 

even using very small experimental designs. The experimental 

data modelling with these hybrid technologies facilitates the 

design of hydrogels with advanced performance. Neurofuzzy 

logic, allows establishing how the components of the formulation 

and their interactions affect the texturometric, rheological and 

release behavior of ternary hydrogels, thus acquiring in-depth 

knowledge about their role on systems performance. On the other 

hand, the combination of artificial neural networks and genetic 

algorithms allows the optimization of several variables 

simultaneously, finding the best possible formulation within the 

design space. 

2. An adequate combination of PF127, HS1200 and Gantrez
®
 

(AN119 or S97) is useful for obtaining thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels of suitable characteristics for the 

mucosal administration of therapeutic molecules (high gel 

strength, bioadhesion and cohesion, and fast drug release). 

Moreover, HS1200 showed immune stimulatory capacity, rising 

as a potential polymer with suitable characteristics for the 

development of vaccines. The achieved optimal hydrogel for 

vaccine delivery was able to spread over the sublingual mucosa, 

prevent antigen leakage by swallowing or dilution on salivary 

fluid, and induce its rapid release to guarantee complete 

absorption through the oral mucosa tissue. Both, the optimal 

formulation and CAF01 liposomes including the Chlamydia 

CTH522 subunit vaccine, showed an immunization strategy-

dependent efficacy in mice. The results demonstrated that 
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combined parenteral+sublingual immunization was able to elicit a 

local IgA response in the genital tract and enhance significantly 

the IFN-γ production by cervical lymph nodes compared to 

parenteral immunization alone.  

3. Adequate combinations of PF127, PF68 and MK4M are useful to 

prepare enemas that undergo fast transition from liquid to solid 

state once at body temperature, minimizing the leakage and 

dilution of therapeutic molecules. These smart formulations 

exhibit good bioadhesiveness and a rapid drug release, designed 

to promote an immediate effect over the damaged intestinal 

mucosa. An optimal hydrogel was developed based on the desired 

formulation characteristics showing appropriate syringeability, 

bioadhesion and gelation temperature. Results in a mouse model 

of acute colitis showed that the optimized hydrogel, loaded with 

conditioned medium from human uterine cervical stem cells (H-

hUCESC-CM), could represent an attractive cell-free therapy for 

the local treatment of colorectal ulcers in inflammatory bowel 

disease by significantly reducing colon shortening as well as the 

extension and severity of intestinal lesions by diminishing the 

grade of atrophy, inflammation, and dysplasia, compared to 

control group (untreated). 
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1.1. MUCOSAL SURFACES 

1.1.1. Anatomy and function (small overview) 

A mucosal surface or mucous membrane is any tissue able to 

secrete mucus across a layer of epithelial cells [1, 2]. Mucosal surfaces 

are the interface between the external and internal environment [3, 4]. 

They cover an extensive part of the body (≈ 400 m
2
), including the 

inner ear, eye conjunctiva, the ducts of all exocrine glands and the 

respiratory, gastrointestinal, and urogenital tracts [5, 6].  

Mucous membranes are physical barriers for allergens, 

carcinogens, and infectious agents. Their selective permeability allows 

the nutrients and air uptake, as well as the flux of ions, solutes and 

water. Furthermore, they are also involved in other survival functions 

such as perception of signals and reproduction [3, 4, 7].  

As mucosal surfaces are daily exposed to different environmental 

hazards, they are endowed with powerful chemical and mechanical 

defence mechanisms. Coating with a mucous network is one of the 

strategies of mucosal surfaces for protecting living cells from external 

agents [8]. The secretion of mucus is essential to shield epithelial cells 

against enzymatic, chemical, microbial and mechanical challenges [2, 

9, 10]. Moreover, a large and highly specialized mucosal immune 

system ensures their protection developing innate and adaptive 

responses against potential threats [6, 11]. Higher mammals have 

evolved a sophisticated defence system associated to mucosal surfaces 

to: a) protect the body from invasion of viruses, bacteria, fungi and 

parasites; b) remove or isolate non-microbial environmental 

substances and; c) destroy potential cancer cells that emerge in the 

body, also known as immune surveillance [1, 12, 13]. Thereby, the 

mucosal immune system is a specific immune organization that 

protects mucosal compartments via articulating immune responses 

through the immune cells residing in them. In addition, the mucosal 

immune system has many unusual and unique features such as a 

distinctive anatomy, specialized mechanisms for antigen uptake, as 

well as, regulatory and effector responses to induce tolerance against 

food and innocuous antigens [11, 14].  
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In healthy human adults, the mucosal immune system comprises 

almost 80% of all lymphocytes, being the largest immune tissue of the 

body [15]. These lymphocytes can be accumulated in, or migrate 

between various mucosal-associated lymphoid tissues (MALT). 

MALT principal function is to produce and secrete immunoglobulins 

A (IgA) across mucosae via antigen specific, Th1, Th2 or cytotoxic T-

cell mediated responses [16]. MALT functions independently of the 

systemic immune system and it is highly compartmentalized [6]. The 

best-known MALT representatives are: nasopharynx associated 

lymphoid tissue (NALT), bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue 

(BALT), gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) and genital 

associated lymphoid tissue (Figure 1). However, the lacrimal duct-

associated (LDALT), the conjunctiva-associated (CALT), the larynx-

associated (LALT) and salivary duct-associated (DALT) lymphoid 

tissues have also been described [16, 17]. Although MALT 

compartments have similar histology and features, their 

immunobiology and histogenesis could differ depending on the 

location [17].  

 

Figure 1. Overall scheme of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) and its 
most important subcompartments: nasopharynx associated lymphoid tissue 
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(NALT), bronchus-associated lymphoid tissue (BALT), gut-associated lymphoid 
tissue (GALT) and the genital lymphoid associated tissue. Reproduced from Nils 

Lycke (2012) with permission of Springer Nature. 

1.1.2. Mucus and mucins 

Mucus is an adhesive and viscoelastic complex hydrogel secreted 

by specialized Goblet and mucous cells located in the gastrointestinal 

and reproductive tracts, airways and the eyes. Mucus at the oral 

mucosa is secreted as part of saliva by the minor and major salivary 

glands [18-20]. It is continuously produced, discharged onto mucosal 

surfaces, and finally recycled, digested, or discarded, allowing 

surfaces removal of bacteria and debris [8, 18]. Mucus includes salts, 

nucleic acids, lipids, cells, cellular debris, antimicrobial molecules, 

secreted antibodies and a variety of proteins, being mucins the most 

representative. Mucins are glycoproteins with abundant serine, 

threonine and proline amino acid residues, which are characterized by 

threadlike core protein domains rich in O-linked oligosaccharides, 

giving rise to their characteristic “bottle brush” conformation. The 

high content of sialic acid and sulfate groups in their backbone confers 

a strong negative charge to mucins, which increases mucus stiffness 

through charge repulsion, giving gel-like properties [2, 10, 18, 21]. 

Mucus network has a high number of physical entanglements via 

covalent and non-covalent interactions, including electrostatic, 

hydrophobic, hydrogen bonds and also specific binding interactions. 

These interactions contribute to the viscoelasticity of the mucus, 

creating a mesh with a pore size that varies between 100 and 2000 nm 

depending on the mucosal tissue location [18, 21]. The properties of 

the mucosal barriers depend on the composition, the degree of 

glycosylation and conformation of the mucins. The tissue of origin 

and environmental factors (ionic strength, pH and the presence of 

other agents) determine the structure of the glycoproteins, and 

therefore, the thickness of the mucus and its functions [2, 22].  

Mucus layer can difficult the holding of drug carriers on mucosal 

surfaces if prepared with non-mucoadhesive materials. These 

materials can interact with mucus glycoproteins through different 

chemical and physical mechanisms increasing the residence time of 
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delivery systems on mucosal surfaces and therefore, enhancing 

absorption, bioavailability and efficacy of the drugs [23-27]. 

1.2. INMUNITY FROM MOUTH TO RECTUM  

1.2.1. Oral cavity immune system  

The first compartment of the gastrointestinal tract is the oral 

cavity. Anatomically, the oral mucosa is located between the skin of 

the face and the mucosa lining of the gastrointestinal tract, sharing 

features with both tissues and the respiratory tract [14, 28, 29]. In the 

oral cavity there are keratinized (hard palate, gingiva and outer lips) 

and non-keratinized regions (ventral side of the tongue, the floor of 

the mouth and the inner surface of the lips and cheeks), the latter 

being more elastic and permeable for antigens or drug delivery [20, 

29, 30]. 

Oral epithelium is stratified and made up of three layers: basal, 

intermediate and superficial, that act as a mechanical barrier 

protecting the subjacent tissues against environmental hazards or fluid 

loss. Beneath oral epithelium are the basement membrane, the lamina 

propria and the submucosa (Figure 2) [20, 29]. 

Oral tissue contains different immune cells such as lymphoid 

cells, macrophage-like cells, antigen-presenting cells (APCs) and 

some pro-inflammatory cells [31]. Langerhans cells (LCs), located in 

the suprabasal layer, are the most superficial APCs, meanwhile the 

myeloid and plasmacytoid dendritic cells subsets are in the lamina 

propria and submucosal tissue, respectively [29]. Little is known 

about the functioning of oral mucosa immune system. However, two 

theoretical models have been proposed: 

1)  The presence of different oral-pharyngeal domains 

comprising the MALT as: buccal mucosa (inner cheeks), 

salivary glands, Waldeyer's ring (consisted of palatine tonsils 

and adenoids) and pharyngeal lymphoid tissues [14, 32]. 

2) The presence of inductive and effector sites, resembling 

the gastrointestinal immune system: oral inductive sites as 

Waldeyer's ring, lymphoid follicles and proximal draining 

lymph nodes (submaxillary, internal jugular and superficial 
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cervical), and effector sites as the epithelium, the lamina 

propria and salivary glands [14, 28, 33]. 

 
Figure 2. Structure of oral pharyngeal cavity and scheme of immunization 

process. Antigens delivered on the oral mucosa are taken up by Langerhans 
cells in the epithelial layer and also by myeloid dendritic cells and macrophages 

in the lamina propria. Antigen-bearing dendritic cells migrate to secondary 
lymphoid tissue and lymph nodes to induce adaptive immune responses. MALTs 
of the oral-pharyngeal cavity are located in the tonsils, where micro-fold cells 

transfer antigens to antigen-presenting cells. 

Lastly, oral mucosa is moistened by salivary glands, that produce 

mucin and saliva. Saliva contains several antimicrobial peptides and 

proteins such as peroxidases, lysozymes, defensins, lactoferrin, and 

immunoglobulins (e.g. secretory IgA). Their functions are lubrication 

of tissues, swallowing, prevention of tooth demineralization and 

dental protection [20, 29, 34]. 

1.2.2. Gut-associated lymphoid tissues or GALT 

The intestinal mucosa is the largest surface of the body, in close 

contact with commensal microbiota, food and pathogens [35]. In the 

defence of the intestinal mucosa participate the intestinal epithelial 
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barrier, the lamina propria, the GALT and the draining lymph nodes 

[36]. Specifically, the GALT and the duodenopancreatic, para-aortic 

and mesenteric lymph nodes are the main locations for priming 

adaptive immune cell responses in the gut [37].  

The intestinal mucosa covers the small intestine, the caecum and 

the colon. The intestinal epithelial barrier is composed by a single 

layer of columnar epithelial cells arranged in crypts and villi, designed 

for nutrient absorption. Villi are not present in the caecum and colon 

[36, 37]. This epithelium is constantly renewed by immature cells 

arising from the base of the crypts. It is protected by substances such 

as mucins and antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), synthesized by Goblet 

and Paneth cells, respectively [4, 36]. Thus, the apical surface of 

intestinal epithelial cells (IEC) is covered by a protective mucus layer 

composed mainly by mucins [4]. Furthermore, in this mucous layer 

there is also IgA secreted by enterocytes [38].  

The lamina propria is made up by loosely packed connective 

tissue. Different innate immune cells (e.g. macrophages, dendritic 

cells (DCs) and innate lymphoid cells) and adaptive lymphocytes (e.g. 

IgA-producing plasma cells and effector T cells) can be found 

diffusively in the lamina propria. This set of cells is called the immune 

effector site [38]. Furthermore, the lamina propria has other functions 

such as blood and nervous supply and lymph drainage [37]. 

The GALT is formed by organized subepithelial lymphoid 

follicles located in the intestinal mucosa and submucosa (Figure 3) 

[37] and characterized by an overlying follicle-associated epithelium 

(FAE) that contains microfold cells (M cells). M cells are a 

specialized subset of intestinal epithelial cells responsible for the 

uptake and transport of antigens from the lumen to the subepithelial 

dome (SED) region, which has plenty of dendritic cells (DCs) that 

deliver antigens to adaptive immune cells [37, 38]. 

When lymphoid follicles aggregate, they form macroscopic 

structures known as Peyer’s, caecal and colonic patches. Specifically, 

Peyer’s patches are oval-shaped aggregates of hundreds of B cells 

lymphoid follicles that are flanked by smaller T cell regions [37, 38]. 

Peyer’s patches, predominant in the distal ileum, are considered the 

main inductive site for the mucosal immune response.  
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Figure 3. Scheme of intestinal mucosa and immune responses. Reproduced from 

Ahluwalia et al. (2017) with permission of Taylor & Francis. 

Lymph nodes are also important immune organs that contain large 

numbers of lymphocytes housed in their paracortex, cortex and 

medulla. Unlike Peyer’s patches, lymph nodes are encapsulated 

lymphoid tissue and have afferent lymphatics [36]. Mesenteric lymph 

nodes can filter the lymph coming from the gut and also initiate 

immune responses against free antigens or delivered by DCs from the 

lamina propria. The first line of defence to protect the host against 

harmful agents are the cells of the innate immune system, which 

include macrophages, DCs, neutrophils, natural killer cells, 

eosinophils, mast cells and basophils. When DCs and other phagocytic 

cells of intestinal mucosa interact with pathogenic microorganisms, 
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the immune system must respond appropriately and induce protective 

inflammatory responses [36, 39]. Microbes and parasites are detected 

and captured by ‟professional” APCs, including DCs, macrophages 

and B lymphocytes, through a range of innate immune sensors known 

as patter-recognition receptors, which are able to recognize the 

pathogen-associated molecular patterns. After antigen uptake, these 

activated APCs migrate to lymph nodes where they can interact with 

naïve T lymphocytes to promote their further activation and 

differentiation into T-helper 1, T-helper 2, T-helper 17 cells, T-

follicular helper cells, regulatory T-cells and effector cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes. Recognition of germs lead to secretion of chemokines, 

AMPs and inflammatory cytokines, the recruitment of more innate 

immune cells as well as DCs and lymphocytes activation, favouring 

the development of stronger and broader immune responses.[6, 36].  

1.3. MUCOSAL VACCINATION: PROS AND CONS 

Vaccination is the most powerful and successful approach for 

preventing and eradicating infectious diseases. This process consists 

of stimulating individual’s immune system to fight against potential 

future infections through the administration of inactivated or 

attenuated antigens, commonly via injections or oral routes [40, 41]. 

Mucosal surfaces are the main entry site of pathogens and where most 

infectious processes are initiated, therefore, the induction of local 

mucosal immune responses are essential for protection against disease 

[36, 40, 42]. Hence, the primary target of vaccines is to inhibit 

mucosal replication of bacterial and viral pathogens via production of 

secretory IgA antibodies (sIgA) or transcytosed IgG [43]. In general, 

parenteral vaccines are poor inducers of mucosal immunity. However, 

immunization through mucosal routes generates broader immune 

responses by priming systemic IgG responses, stimulating cell-

mediated immune responses and efficiently inducing the production of 

local and loco-regional sIgA. Mucosal immunization has the potential 

to activate all the different arms of the immune system, which could 

help to protect the body against infection and reduce the transmission 

of mucosal pathogens. The simultaneous stimulation of the systemic 

and mucosal immune compartments is of particular interest for 
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pathogens that can infect the host via both systemic and mucosal 

routes [40, 42, 44, 45]. Mucosal vaccines have additional advantages. 

They are needle-free and non-invasive, therefore suitable for mass 

vaccination, limiting the transmission of blood-borne diseases and 

decreasing costs. Furthermore, mucosal vaccination could improve 

patient compliance by diminishing side effects and not require highly 

trained medical staff. However, despite its great benefits, mucosal 

vaccination is extremely challenging owing to the harsh mucosal 

environment [40, 41, 43]. 

Mucosal vaccines are diluted in mucosal fluids and captured by 

the mucus network. Bulk flow may limit their residence time onto 

mucosal surfaces. Furthermore, the antigen or other vaccine 

components could be inactivated by proteases and nucleases. Vaccine 

delivery vehicles must overcome these physiological barriers to 

efficiently target mucosal APCs. Consequently, relatively large doses 

of antigens are needed compared to traditional parenteral 

immunizations and, the impossibility of precisely knowing the amount 

of absorbed vaccine difficult establishing the accurate dose. Setting 

the dosage and boost time, when necessary to amplify primed immune 

responses to solidify immunological memory, is also a complex task 

[42, 43]. 

Furthermore, immunization through mucosal tissues is the natural 

way to induce tolerance, which is essential to avoid pathologic 

reactions against harmless environmental antigens and self-antigens. 

In some cases, such as allergen immunotherapy or autoimmune 

disease, tolerance induction is the goal of vaccination [41, 43, 46], but 

in others it may be an obstacle to reach protective immunity.  

1.3.1. Adjuvants 

The use of potent immune-potentiators, known as vaccine 

adjuvants, is imperative to enhance immunogenicity, but only a few 

show strong mucosal adjuvanticity without being toxic or reactogenic. 

Adjuvants are substances capable of eliciting a pro-inflammatory 

environment that recruits and promotes the infiltration of phagocytic 

cells to vaccine administration sites. In addition, they can increase and 

modulate the immunogenicity of vaccine antigens by enhancing 

antigen presentation, activating APCs or inducing cytokine expression 
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[43, 47]. Co-administration of antigens and adjuvants is required to 

overcome mucosal tolerance, particularly when soluble antigens are 

used [45]. Adjuvants can be classified in two groups; delivery systems 

and immunostimulators. The latter activate innate immune cells 

directly (e.g. cytokines) or through pattern-recognition receptors, such 

as Toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoic acid-inducible gene-I- (RIG-I-) 

like receptors (RLRs) or nucleotide binding oligomerization domain- 

(NOD-) like receptors (NLRs) [47, 48]. 

Delivery systems act as vaccine carriers to ensure that an 

adequate number of antigens is presented to immune cells to induce 

immunity [47]. To this end, a multitude of vehicles have been 

proposed to deliver antigens to mucosal sites, preserving their 

structural integrity and increasing their bioavailability. Several inert 

systems have been evaluated as vaccine carriers such as hydrogels, 

DNA vaccines and particulate carriers, including emulsions, 

liposomes, proteoliposomes, archaeosomes, micro- and nanoparticles, 

nanocapsules, cochleates, immune stimulatory complexes (ISCOM
®

 

and ISCOMATRIX
®
), nonionic surfactant-based vesicles (niosomes 

and bilosomes), terrestrial plants and algae cells and chemically 

processed pollen grains [43, 45, 46, 49]. 

Live attenuated and inactivated microorganisms have also been 

used as adjuvants including pathogens (e.g. Salmonella spp, 

Bordetella pertussis, Bacille Calmette-Guérin, poxviruses and 

adenoviruses) or commensal bacteria (e.g. lactobacilli and certain 

staphylococci and streptococci). Safer alternatives to use viable 

microorganisms are bacterial ghosts’ vectors, non-viable nanometer-

sized lipid-containing microvesicles (bacterial outer membrane 

vesicles), virus-like particles, virosomes and recombinant bacterial 

and viral proteins [6, 43, 45, 46]. 

Most novel adjuvants include both, an immunostimulator and a 

delivery system, since their combination is more beneficial than using 

them separately [47]. 

1.3.2. Mucosal tissues as vaccination sites 

Mucosal tissues are used for both priming and boosting immunity 

[50-54]. The circulation of lymphocytes within different mucosal 

tissues lead to the notion of a common mucosal immune system. 
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However, the entry and dissemination of activated lymphocytes into 

the mucosa is governed by chemokine receptors and tissue-specific 

adhesion molecules, leading to a significant degree of 

compartmentalization within the mucosal immune system. This fact 

limits the dissemination of activated immunocytes to those remote 

mucosal tissues that express and release the same ligands, explaining 

why some lymphocytes primed in the GALT can recirculate as 

effector cells to urogenital and respiratory tracts and lactating breast, 

and nasal immunization induces strong immune responses in the 

genital tract [6, 11]. Therefore, it is important to properly understand 

the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate the mucosal 

immune system to choose the immunization route and successfully 

induce protective mucosal responses [55]. Oral and nasal tissues are 

the most common routes for mucosal vaccine administration, but also, 

ocular, buccal, sublingual, pulmonary, vaginal and rectal mucosae in a 

lesser extent. Not all mucosal routes induce similar immune responses 

in terms of potency and longevity, which could be explained by the 

differences in the organization and cells forming the lymphoid 

structures of each mucosal tissue [29, 46, 56].  

1.3.2.1. Ocular vaccination 

Ocular immunization can induce serum IgG and antigen-

specific antibodies in gut, ocular and nasal cavities [55, 57, 58]. Few 

formulations have been developed for ocular immunization and 

antigens are mainly administered by conjunctival instillation of eye 

drops [59, 60]. For example, the nanostructure Coa-ASC16 co-

formulated with BLSOmp31 antigen and CpG-ODN adjuvant, and 

mannosylated poly(anhydride) nanoparticles loaded with a subcellular 

antigen of Brucella ovis have been proposed as ocular antibrucellosis 

vaccines. The incorporation of the bioadhesive polymer Gantrez
®

 

AN119 increased the residence time of the latter particulate carrier on 

the ocular surface. Furthermore, the fraction of nanoparticles that 

migrated to nasal and gastrointestinal mucosae was also retained 

longer in these areas, enabling a greater activation of the immune 

system and eliciting high levels of specific IgA in faecal samples [58, 

59, 61]. Recombinant bacterial ghost technology has also been 

proposed to effectively stimulate the production of specific IgA 
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antibodies on the ocular surface against Chlamydia trachomatis to 

prevent trachoma in a guinea pig model [62]. Besides, local ocular 

vaccination using different antigens of herpes simplex virus provided 

better protection against ocular infection than systemic vaccination 

[63, 64]. The ocular mucosa has also been used to induce systemic and 

mucosal responses against respiratory infections such as influenza by 

incorporating avian influenza antigens into chitosan and mannan-

coated PLGA nanoparticles or by administering three different strains 

of live attenuated influenza viruses at the same time [60, 65].  

1.3.2.2. Nasal and pulmonary vaccination 

Nasal route is also an attractive site for vaccination due to its 

accessibility and ability to stimulate both mucosal and systemic 

immune responses. Since the nose is a portal entry of pathogens to 

respiratory tract, nasal immunization has been proposed as a feasible 

approach to confer immunity against respiratory diseases such as 

influenza, tuberculosis and pneumonia [66-69]. Different technologies 

have been proposed to maximize antigen uptake through nasal mucosa 

such as particulate carriers, thermosensitive hydrogels and dry powder 

vaccines, among others [67, 68, 70, 71]. For example, several cationic 

formulations have been employed for intranasal delivery of antigens. 

Thus, formulating H5N1 avian influenza vaccine with the cationic 

polymers GenJet
TM

 and in vivo-jetPEI
®
 (polyethylenimine) have 

conferred protective immune responses against virus challenge [72]. 

Bacterial burden of Mycobacterium bovis has been reduced in mice 

after intranasal administration of a multi-epitope tuberculosis DNA 

vaccine incorporated into mannosylated chitosan nanoparticles. This 

strategy promoted a robust and an enhanced sIgA response in the 

bronchoalveolar lavage, as well as, induced the secretion of TNF-α, 

IFN-γ and IL-2 by potent antigen specific CD4
+
 and CD8

+
 effector T 

cells in the lung [66]. Furthermore, the incorporation of influenza and 

pneumococcal antigens into a thermosensitive chitosan-based 

hydrogel and a cationic cholesteryl-group-bearing pullulan nanogel, 

respectively, have allowed to effectively initiate the induction of 

systemic and mucosal antigen-specific immune responses by 

increasing the residence time of vaccines in the nasal cavity promoting 

their further uptake by nasal DCs [67, 68]. 
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In addition, taking advantage of the ability of intranasal 

immunization to induce more efficiently protective immunity in the 

female genital tract than systemic immunization, different intranasal 

vaccines have been developed in an attempt to combat several of the 

most common sexually transmitted diseases such as genital herpes, 

chlamydia, human immunodeficiency virus and gonorrhea [51, 73-

76]. 

Powder and liquid formulations have been designed for allowing 

immunization via pulmonary route, but it requires the employment of 

inhalation devices such as dry powder inhalers and nebulizers. 

Pulmonary mucosa has been proposed as vaccination site against 

respiratory pathogens such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, 

Streptococcus pneumonie and measles and influenza viruses, but also 

against other diseases that do not affect lung mucosa such as hepatitis 

[77]. 

1.3.2.3. Sublingual and buccal vaccination 

The mucosal linings of the oral cavity have gained a lot of 

attention as vaccination sites in recent years for their advantages over 

nasal and oral routes. Orotransmucosal vaccination allows needle-free 

administration of antigens, requires lower doses of antigen than oral 

route, avoids first pass effect as well as harsh stomach environment 

and, the risk of redirection of vaccine components to the brain is much 

lower than nasal vaccination [29, 55, 78, 79]. Sublingual 

immunization is able to elicit systemic immune responses and 

mucosal disseminated immunity through antibody-mediated and 

cytotoxic T-cell responses in the stomach, small intestine, upper and 

lower respiratory tract and reproductive tract [79]. This fact led to the 

use of sublingual tissue as vaccination site to induce protective 

immunity against several enteric, respiratory and genitourinary 

pathogens by administering whole inactivated and live attenuated 

microorganisms, and recombinant vaccines alone or included into 

delivery systems [44, 80-85]. For example, sublingual administration 

of Bacillus Calmette-Guérin provided long term protective immunity 

in mice against Mycobacterium tuberculosis after pulmonary 

challenge by mounting robust mycobacterial-specific T cell responses 

in the lung but failed to induce mycobaterial-specific serum IgG [84]. 
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Thereby, several dosage forms for sublingual application including 

multi-layered nanofibrous mucoadhesive films, freeze drying 

formulations, nano- and microparticles, thermosensitive hydrogels and 

liposomes have been developed to protect and enhance antigen 

absorption and thus increase B and T cell immunogenicity [52, 81, 86-

88]. In addition to confer immunity against harmful pathogens, 

sublingual delivery of antigens is also used in immunotherapy to 

induce tolerance against allergens such as pollen and food allergens 

[89].  

On the other hand, despite buccal delivery of antigens has been 

less explored than sublingual one, some studies revealed that buccal 

route could also generate potent cell-mediated immune responses [90-

92]. Very encouraging results have been obtained after buccal 

immunization with a vaccine based on bacteriophage MS2-L2 virus-

like particles encoding epitopes of different human papillomavirus 

(HPV) adjuvanted with cholera toxin and monophosporyl lipid A. 

This approach effectively induced protective immunity in both genital 

and oral regions against eleven oncogenic HPV types associated with 

a 95% and a 99% of cervical and head and neck cancers, respectively 

[91]. In addition, the therapeutic potential of a HPV-16 synthetic long 

peptide has been evaluated in a buccal tumor model. Interestingly, 

intratumoral administration of this vaccine without any adjuvant 

increased systemic and local antigen-specific CD8
+
 T cells, leading to 

a potent antitumor effect against HPV-associated lesions presented in 

buccal mucosa [92]. 

1.3.2.4. Oral vaccination 

Oral administration of antigens is highly desirable because it 

is patient-friendly, cost-effective, and easy to use. However, the 

development of effective oral vaccine formulations is extremely 

challenging owing the intrinsic features of gastrointestinal tract [93]. 

Curiously, except FluMist
TM

 (a nasal spray flu vaccine), the few 

licensed mucosal vaccines available are administrated by oral route 

and are inactivated or live attenuated vaccines against Vibrio cholerae, 

Salmonella thyphimurium, adenovirus (for military use only) and 

poliovirus [46]. Although a vast research has been made to find 

effective non-living oral vaccines against these and other enteric 
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pathogens, the efforts have not yet borne fruit. Lipid based delivery 

systems, including liposomes, ISCOM
®
s and emulsions; virus-like 

particles, micro- and nanoparticles, pH-responsive hydrogels, tablets 

and capsules have been proposed as vaccine delivery platforms to 

enhance enteric mucosal immune responses [94-98]. In addition to 

enteric infections, oral mucosa has been also evaluated to confer 

immunity against other diseases such as hepatitis, tuberculosis, 

chlamydia and HIV [96, 98-100]. 

1.3.2.5. Vaginal and rectal vaccination 

Basically, intravaginal immunization is used generally to 

induce immunity against genital pathogens such as HIV, HSV and 

chlamydia. Although rectal mucosa has also been explored and 

evaluated for this purpose, vaginal antigen administration is a more 

common approach [101-106]. Intravaginal immunization is able to 

elicit specific-systemic and mucosal immune responses, promote local 

IgG and IgA secretion antibodies as well as IgG secretion. Vaginally-

administered vaccine strategies include the use of live attenuated and 

DNA vaccines, as well as, delivery systems comprising liposome 

based gel formulations, lyophilized solid dosage formulations, viral 

vectors, peptide-based carriers or vaginal ring devices [106-112]. 

Intravaginal vaccination was also carried out as a successful 

method to treat HPV-associated cervical cancer and increased survival 

in mice. A therapeutic approach included submucosal vaginal 

immunization with the pcDNA3-CRT/E7 DNA vaccine encoding IL-2 

following by electroporation. Other strategy was to administer 

carboplatin/paclitaxel chemotherapy prior to intravaginal vaccination 

using a HPV16-E7 synthetic long peptide adjuvanted with CpG 

(cytosine-guanine oligodeoxynucleotide) [113, 114]. 

1.4. GASTROINTESTINAL INFLAMMATORY MUCOSAL PATHOLOGIES 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) encloses a group of inflammatory 

disorders that affect the gastrointestinal tract [115, 116]. They are 

chronic, systemic, complex, and multifactorial pathologies in which 

patients suffer from relapsing and flares accompanied with stomach 

and abdominal pain, severe diarrhoea, weight loss, cramping and 

rectal bleeding [117, 118]. 
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Ulcerative colitis (UC) and Crohn’s Disease (CD) are the most 

representative gastrointestinal inflammatory disorders. Although CD 

and UC share clinical features such as mucosal injury, periods of 

relapsing and remitting mucosal inflammation, as well as a decrease in 

the mucus layer thickness and its spread depending on the severity of 

inflammation, their pathology is different [115, 119-121]. CD can 

discontinuously affect any region of the digestive tract, being the 

distal ileum and colon the most commonly damaged areas. It involves 

the entire intestine wall, from mucosa to serosa, implying a transmural 

inflammatory process which frequently lead to the development of 

perianal fistulas [115, 119, 122, 123].  

On the other hand, UC is restricted to the large intestine where the 

mucosa and submucosa are uniformly affected. Starting in the rectum, 

the inflammation could spread to the whole colon. However, in some 

rare cases the ileum could also be harmed [115, 124-126]. Besides, 

their immunological basis are also well differentiated, whereas in CD 

predominate Th1 responses, in UC the overexpressed cytokines are 

Th2 type [123, 127].  

Several theories have been proposed in order to elucidate the 

origin of IBD. Autoimmunity, the infection with microbes such as 

Mycobacterium avium subsp. paratuberculosis or Escherichia coli 

among others, dysbiosis in commensalism bacteria, together with 

genetic and environmental factors were attributed as potential causes 

for IBD development [127-132]. In addition, it is interesting to 

hallmark that IBD exists mainly in Western countries and, the 

incidence rate is continuously rising also in emerging countries [132, 

133].  

It seems that intestinal mucosal barrier dysfunction and immune 

dysregulation play a significant role in the development, progression 

and perpetuation of IBD [134-136]. IBD is related to augmented 

permeability in both non-ulcerated and ulcerated epithelia of the 

gastrointestinal tract, strongly suggesting that this defect in mucosal 

barrier function precedes gut inflammation [137, 138]. There are 

alterations in several components of the epithelium and its adhesion 

molecules. For example, some studies have shown decreased 

expression of tight junctions as well as changes in their function, 
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ultrastructure and protein composition during disease outbreaks. 

Multiple alterations in mucins expression and mucus composition 

together with a decreased number and depletion of Globet cells lead to 

a reduction in the thickness of the mucus layer, which can sometimes 

be disrupted. In addition, defects in defensin and AMPs production, as 

well as in pattern recognition receptors and low secretion of total IgA 

by B cells have also been linked with IBD. Finally, increased 

epithelial apoptosis in both UC and CD also contributes to barrier 

leakiness [2, 135, 136, 138].  

Collectively, these alterations in mucosal epithelial barrier causes 

loss of fluid and solutes, leading to leak flux diarrhoea together with 

increased antigen translocation. Some studies suggested that 

inflammatory response is initiated due to an aberrant local immune 

response against commensal microbiota [2, 134, 135, 139]. Thus, the 

increased permeability of intestinal epithelium, owing to defects in N-

cadherins synthesis, allows the entry of commensal flora into the 

lamina propria, triggering pro-inflammatory cytokine responses such 

as TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-1β that initiate and maintain gut inflammation 

[2, 134, 139]. It has also been suggested that DCs and macrophages 

could be related to the exacerbated immune response in IBD. 

Macrophages contribute to CD pathogenesis owing to their 

capability to produce pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-12 and 

IL-23, and to activate T cells. In addition, disorders in phagocyte 

function of macrophages have frequently been associated to chronic 

colitis similar to CD. On the other hand, DCs populations in patients 

suffering from IBD are highly activated, producing high levels of pro-

inflammatory cytokines. Besides, any dysregulation that affects one or 

more DCs subsets functions could result in a shift from regulatory to 

pathogenic T cells, exacerbating gut inflammation [2, 137].  

However, despite many efforts, IBD aetiology remains unclear, 

but data obtained from different studies revealed that genetic, immune 

and environmental factors are mainly involved. Hence, meanwhile 

IBD origin is not completely elucidated, the main therapeutic goal is 

to regain epithelial barrier homeostasis and thus achieve mucosal 

healing and clinical remission. The process of intestinal mucosal 

healing is very complex and not fully understood. What is known, 
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however, is that restoring barrier integrity through rapid wound 

closure is crucial to limit antigen translocation and loss of fluids and 

electrolytes. Unfortunately, there are not therapies available that 

restore and regenerate epithelial barrier function, but some emerging 

and promising approaches such as immunotherapy, faecal microbiota 

transplantation, probiotics, antibiotics with immune-regulating 

properties like ciprofloxacin or metronidazole and cell therapies or its 

derivatives, among others, have been proposed [135, 138, 140, 141]. 

1.5. HYDROGELS: TYPES AND PROPERTIES 

Hydrogels are translucent or transparent soft semisolid materials 

traditionally used in medicine, cosmetics, pharmacy or materials 

science. Recently, gels have attracted extraordinary attention for their 

advantageous properties in a wide variety of applications [142-145]. 

As delivery platforms they can protect the drug from extreme pH or 

enzyme degradation, improving its stability [142, 146]. The minimum 

hydrogel composition includes the liquid medium (or solvent), and a 

gelling agent (polymer). Small proportion of a crosslinker must be 

also necessary [147]. Gelling agents, form a three-dimensional (3D) 

colloidal network structure able of immobilizing and trapping solvent 

molecules, limiting fluid flow. The solvent can be found as free 

solvent, entrapped within the network or bound as a solvation layer. 

For hydrogels the solvent is always water [145].  

Hydrogels are widely used in the pharmaceutical field due to their 

similarity to biological tissues and their biocompatibility. Their 

matrix, similar to extracellular matrices, have interstitial spaces 

capable of containing large amounts of water, while maintaining their 

structure and resistance to dilution due to physical or chemical 

crosslinking [148-150]. The aqueous medium gives them high 

permeability to oxygen and allows the diffusion of nutrients and small 

molecules. Therefore, hydrogels are extremely attractive platforms as 

superabsorbent materials, tissue engineering scaffolds, contact lenses, 

biosensors, and drug delivery systems [86, 151]. Despite their 

valuable advantages, hydrogels also present some limitations 

associated to high polymer crystallinity, low solubility, unfavourable 

thermal and mechanical properties, unreacted monomers, material-
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dependent biodegradability and the employment of toxic crosslinkers 

[152].  

Hydrogels are produced by the reaction of one or more 

polymer/monomer/cross-linker units. These small or large organic 

bridging molecules or particles generate two- and three-dimensional 

aggregates of various structured types, which through crosslinking 

and/or hierarchical self-assembly procedures give rise to a 3D 

hydrocolloidal network [144, 147, 153, 154]. The gelling process is 

determined by polymer-solvent and polymer-polymer interactions. An 

increase in the concentration of the polymer reduces the distance 

between bridging particles, which leads to crosslinking and 

entanglements. As a result, the immobilization of the components and 

an increase in the mechanical and viscoelastic properties of the system 

takes place [145].  

The mechanical strength and the hydrogels diffusion properties 

are determined by the interactions between the aqueous solvent and 

the polymeric networks and by the nature of the bridging molecules, 

their shape, molecular size, ionic nature and degree of hydrophilicity 

[147, 153].  

Hydrogels are capable of increasing more than 20% of their 

weight in contact with water or biological fluids, due to the presence 

of polar hydrophilic groups in their polymer chain, -COOH, -OH, -

NH2, -CONH2 and -SO3H [153, 155, 156]. The hydrogel structure 

does not collapse during swelling or dissolve in solution due to their 

reticulated meshwork [152, 157]. Thus, cross-linking provides the 

sufficient physical integrity and mechanical strength to maintain 

hydrogel 3D structure in the swollen state [153]. Cross-linking could 

take place during the preparation of the hydrogel or in vivo, once 

applied in the human body [152]. Hydrogel cross-linking can be 

achieved either chemically or physically. Chemical cross-linking 

involves the formation of new covalent bonds by reaction of 

functional groups between the different polymer chains with or 

without a cross-linking agent [152, 153, 158].  

Physically cross-linked hydrogels or supramolecular hydrogels 

are also known as reversible hydrogels [142, 152]. Amphiphilic 

polymers are widely used to produce this type of systems. Physical 
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cross-linking does not require the use of cross-linking agents, being 

based on non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen bonding, dipole-

dipole, van der Waals, π-π stacking or charge transfer that form non-

permanent reticulation nodes between the short hydrophobic 

sequences present in the long hydrophilic polymer chains [142, 144]. 

Physical hydrogels frequently respond to changes in the environment, 

as pH, temperature or ionic strength, leading to reversible sol-gel 

transitions. The absence of external cross-linkers is beneficial to 

maintain low toxicity and biocompatibility and also to allow their post 

process bulk modification and reshaping [152, 158]. Thus, this type of 

hydrogels has received considerable attention during the last decade 

due to their tuneable properties and versatility [142].  

Most of the hydrogel properties, such as the shear modulus (G), 

the swelling ratio (Q) or the diffusion coefficient of entrapped 

molecules (D), are controlled by the polymer concentration and the 

cross-linking density (ρx; number of physical or chemical cross-links 

by volume) (Figure 4) [159]. Cross-linking density, determines the 

pores or meshes of the network (ξ), and therefore, the maximum 

molecular size that can pass through the hydrogel matrix, controlling 

drug diffusivity [156, 159-161]. 

 
Figure 4. Two network structures presenting low and high cross-linking 

densities are shown to demonstrate the relationship between cross-linking 
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density and equilibrium swelling ratio (Q), diffusion coefficient (D) and shear 
modulus (G). As the cross-linking density increases, the space available between 
the polymer chains or mesh size (ξ) decreases, reducing the diffusion of solutes. 

Reprinted with permission from Kirschner and Anseth, 2013. 

Generally, the mesh size reported range from 5 to 100 nm. Most 

hydrogels possess a broad distribution of mesh sizes due to polymer 

polydispersity and network heterogeneity. Other factors such as the 

selected polymer or external stimuli (pH and temperature) also can 

have an effect on hydrogel mesh size [156]. Mesh size is crucial when 

using hydrogels as drug delivery systems (Figure 5). If the drug is 

smaller than the mesh (rmesh/rdrug >1), the network will not limit the 

mobility of the bioactive compound and the drug release process will 

occur mainly by diffusion. If the mesh is similar in size to the drug 

(rmesh/rdrug ≈ 1), the steric hindrance effect becomes prominent. The 

polymer chains restrict drug diffusion, and an extended drug release 

profile can be obtained. Finally, when the mesh size is extremely 

small relative to the drug molecules (rmesh/rdrug <1), the strong steric 

hindrance prevents their mobility, resulting in their physically 

entrapment in the hydrogel matrix (reservoir), from which it can only 

be released by hydrogel degradation, mesh size enlargement by a 

swelling process or network deformation due to a mechanical force, a 

magnetic-field or ultrasounds [156, 162]. 

The release behaviour of hydrogels is also affected by other drug 

molecular configuration (e.g. charge, shape and deformability) [161]. 

Therefore, drug release kinetics from hydrogels is controlled by 

mechanisms of diffusion, swelling and/or degradation of the system as 

shown in Figure 5 [161, 162]. Hydrogels are versatile and tunable 

platforms for drug delivery, whose release profiles can be tailored 

through a selection of suitable polymer or combination of polymers 

(variety, molecular weight, concentration), and crosslinking density 

[155, 160]. 
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Figure 5. Drug diffusion is mediated by mesh size. Reprinted with permission 

from Li and Mooney, 2016. 

1.5.1. Stimuli-sensitive hydrogels 

Stimuli-sensitive hydrogels are smart hydrogels formed by 

polymers including stimuli-responsive moieties, enabling structural 

changes, triggered by an external stimulus such as pH, temperature, 

ionic strength, electrical and magnetic fields, light, ultrasound 

irradiation and redox processes. Stimuli-sensitive hydrogels can be 

classified as physically, chemically and biochemically responsive 

hydrogels [151, 152]. 

1.5.1.1. Physically responsive hydrogels 

Thermosensitive hydrogels 

Thermosensitive hydrogels are systems produced by 

polymers with hydrophobic and hydrophilic components in their 

structure. They are sensitive to temperature changes in the 

surrounding environment, which drastically affects their morphology 
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and can lead to a physical phase transition from solution to the gel 

state [163]. Their response to temperature can be negative or positive. 

Positive responsive hydrogels as polyacrylamide and poly(acrylic 

acid)-based hydrogels, swell at temperatures over their upper critical 

solution temperature (UCST). Below the UCST, they shrink due to the 

formation of a complex structure through hydrogen bonding, which 

leads to network dehydration by releasing fluids or solvents from its 

matrix [155, 164]. 

Negative responsive hydrogels, as for example 

polyvinylpyrrolidon/poly(N-isopropylacrilamide), are characterized 

for swelling below their low critical solution temperature (LCST) due 

to hydrogen bonds formation between water and the hydrophilic part 

of the network. Whereas at a temperature above LCST, hydrophobic 

interactions predominate, weakening interchain hydrogen bonds and 

leading to the shrinkage of the hydrogel [165].  

Another mechanism of temperature-dependent gel formation was 

observed for amphiphilic triblock copolymers composed of 

hydrophilic polyethylene oxide (PEO) and hydrophobic polypropylene 

oxide (PPO), commonly known as Pluronic
® 

or Poloxamers. Above 

their critical micelle concentration (CMC), unassociated unimers of 

these copolymers equilibrate with micelles formed by PPO blocks in 

the inner part of micelles and a corona of PEO segments that interact 

with water. However, micelle formation strongly depends on 

temperature. The heating of the polymer solution to the LCST, usually 

designed as critical micelle temperature (CMT), promotes micelle 

formation as PPO chains become less soluble leading to micelle 

packing and gelation. Pluronic
®
 are widely used for in situ gelling 

hydrogels characterized by their safety, bioadhesiveness, stability and 

ability to form gels at low concentrations at body temperature. 

Pluronic
®
 gelation properties can be adjusted combining different 

Pluronic
®
 or other excipients [166, 167]. 

In situ gelling hydrogels suffer a sol-gel transition under 

physiological conditions. As a consequence of this transition 

hydrogels are formed on the site of injection allowing easy drug 

loading, complete filling of the defect/wound and easy to handling, 

being suitable for intramuscular, subcutaneous, topical, transdermal 
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and mucosal drug delivery [166, 168, 169]. The sol-gel transition can 

be used to help in the drug formulation development as in liquid state 

can be easily mix with drugs and cells, and once administered at 

physiological temperature, undergo a sol-gel transition administration 

allowing to increase drug retention at the target tissues and the control 

release of the loaded drug [155, 164, 169, 170]. Thermoresponsive 

hydrogels have been used with good experimental outcomes for cell 

delivery and cancer, diabetes, thrombosis or pain therapy [171-174]. 

Moreover, thermoresponsive hydrogels with mucoadhesive properties 

are very attractive platforms for mucosal drug delivery. Their liquid 

nature when administered together with their gel transition at body 

temperature make them ideal for spreading and coating of mucosae 

[175]. 

Light responsive hydrogels 

Light sensitive or photoresponsive hydrogels, are 

polymeric networks containing photosensitive moieties in the 

polymeric network. Several functional supramolecules, including 

stilbenes, ortho-nitrobenzyl groups, alkenes, azobenzene, spiropyranes 

and coumarins, have been incorporated into hydrogels to provide them 

with photo-responsive properties. The incorporation of photochromic 

chromophores into hydrogel networks allows the conversion of 

photoirradiation to photoreactions such as cleavage, dimerization or 

isomerization, some of which are reversible [176, 177].  

Biomedical applications of light sensitive hydrogels are diverse, 

including scaffolds and advanced drug delivery systems [177, 178]. 

They have been proposed as carriers of antitumor drugs, 

immunotherapeutics or antimicrobial agents. Variations in the laser 

beam and wavelengths can be used to regulate the irradiated area and 

control drug release [178, 179].  

Electro and magnetic responsive hydrogels  

Electroresponsive hydrogels are characterized by 

changing their geometrical shape and size by swelling, shrinking or 

bending, when immersed in an electrolyte solution and exposed to an 

electric field [163, 180]. The electric responsiveness is explained by 
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the directional motion of ions in the hydrogel-electrolyte aqueous 

environment when electric voltage is applied, leading to their 

asymmetric distribution. As a result, osmotic pressure varies, 

triggering electroosmotic movement of water molecules and 

ultimately causing the deformation of the hydrogel [163, 181]. Several 

materials such as graphene, graphite, gold nanoparticles, silver 

nanowires or carbon nanotubes can be used to further provide 

conductive properties to hydrogels [182, 183]. These smart hydrogels 

can be used as biosensors, materials for 3D printing in tissue 

engineering or as drug delivery systems, the delivery of which can be 

precisely controlled by the correct amplitude, frequency and direction 

of the electrical stimulus [163, 184].  

Magnetic responses are achieved by modifying hydrogels with 

inorganic magnetic responsive additives, such as Co and Fe3O4 

nanoparticles, Fe microspheres, NdFeB microparticles and Cu beads. 

However, in the biomedical and pharmaceutical field, Fe3O4 

nanoparticles are the most popular because of their super-

paramagnetic characteristics, non-cytotoxicity and biocompatibility 

[163, 185]. Magnetic responsive hydrogels have been widely reported 

as drug delivery systems in cancer field, but also in tissue engineering, 

as smart drug delivery systems, drug targeting and theragnostic [186-

192]. 

1.5.1.2. Chemically and biochemically responsive hydrogels 

Stimuli-responsive hydrogels can also have the capability to 

change form and/or function when exposed to chemical and 

biochemical cues as the presence of specific molecules, redox 

reactions or antigens. These abilities make them useful as drug 

delivery systems, tissue engineering scaffolds, smart biodevices and 

biosensors [193]. Described below are the most commonly used 

chemically and biochemically responsive hydrogels categorized by the 

stimuli able to trigger the response. 

pH responsive hydrogels 

Their pH sensitivity is given by the functional pendant 

groups in the polymer backbone, which either can be basic or weak 

acid groups that become more ionized in lower or higher pH 
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environments, respectively [163, 194]. According to the nature of the 

pendant group, pH responsive hydrogels are classified into anionic 

and cationic hydrogels [155, 163]. Therefore, considering the pH 

variation within the human body, either at physiological and 

pathological conditions, cationic or anionic hydrogels will be selected 

as drug carriers depending on the pH of the target site [155, 195]. pH 

responsive hydrogels have been employed for oral, vaginal and 

intracellular (e.g. endosome/lysosome) drug delivery [196]. pH 

sensitive hydrogels are attractive platforms for intestine and colon 

targeting due to they can protect drugs from the harsh environment of 

stomach, prolong their residence time, increase bioavailability and 

reduce the dosing frequency [197, 198]. 

Glucose responsive hydrogels 

Systems sensitive to changes in blood glucose 

concentration have been extensively studied for the diagnosis or the 

treatment of diabetes [143, 155]. According to their glucose-

responsive mechanism can be classified as glucose oxidase (GOx), 

phenylboronic acid (PBA) or lectin [199].  

Redox responsive hydrogels 

Redox reactions can alter the optical, magnetic and 

electric properties of molecules by removing or adding electrons. 

Redox processes involve the formation of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS), which are single electron reduction products of oxygen that 

include, among others, non-radicals (hydrogen peroxide, H2O2) and 

free radicals (superoxide, O2
-
; hydroxyl radical, •OH; hypochlorite, 

OCl
-
; peroxynitrite, ONOO

-
...). At the cell level the endogenous 

formation of ROS is regulated by non-mitochondrial and 

mitochondrial producing enzymatic pathways. Thus, ROS play a key 

role in intercellular signalling and biological metabolism through 

stimulating the production of several hormones, modulating protein 

functions, mediating inflammatory processes and eliminating 

pathogens [200-202]. Thereby, ROS-responsive hydrogels have been 

employed as drug release platforms and as ROS-scavengers to 

eliminate or alleviate the cellular damages generated by ROS 

overproduction [200, 203, 204].  
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Antigen responsive hydrogels 

The interactions between antigens and antibodies are 

highly specific and occur via multiple non-covalent bonds such as 

hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic, electrostatic and van der Waals 

interactions [205, 206]. Antigen responsive hydrogels can be prepared 

by physical trapping the antigen or antibody in the hydrogel matrix, by 

chemically conjugating the antigen or antibody to the hydrogel 

network or by grafting antigen-antibody pairs to the gel network to 

use them as reversible cross-linkers [205]. Explicit antigen-antibody 

binding has been exploited to develop immunosensors for the 

detection of various biological and environmental analytes [207].  

Enzyme responsive hydrogels 

Enzymatic-catalysed reactions are highly selective and 

specific towards their substrate and can also be carried out under quite 

mild conditions [208-210]. Other advantages of using enzymes as 

external stimuli are their biocompatibility and the possibility of being 

provided directly by the biological environment itself due to the great 

variety of enzymes presented in the human body. Therefore, research 

on enzyme responsive materials have been intensified over the last 

few years [210]. Enzyme-triggered transition processes or structural 

transformations in polymeric backbones are relevant for drug delivery 

and controlled release, diagnostics and imaging applications [208, 

209]. Enzyme dysregulation associated to many pathological disorders 

and diseases, such as cardiovascular disease, cancer or osteoarthritis, 

has been exploited as a biological trigger for the controlled release of 

drugs at the target sites [208, 211]. 

Molecularly imprinted hydrogels 

Hydrogels can be developed to specifically recognize 

molecules by a technique called molecular imprinting. This strategy is 

based on the creation of artificial receptors by the formation of a 

polymer network around a template molecule. In a first step the 

molecule is placed in the polymer mixture where the monomers 

arrange around it based on molecular interactions, such as 

hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, van der Waals forces and 
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electrostatic interactions. This spatial arrangement is then secured by 

the monomers polymerization [212]. Usually these hydrogels are 

highly crosslinked to achieve greater affinity, capacity, and selectivity 

[213]. 

1.5.2. Hydrogels as drug delivery platforms on mucosal 
surfaces 

1.5.2.1. Formulation of hydrogels with desirable 

characteristics  

An adequate therapeutic effect is achieved when a suitable 

concentration of drug reaches the target site and is maintained the 

required period of time [142]. When drug delivery platforms are 

designed for mucosal application, the anatomical characteristics of the 

mucosa play an important role to determine the permeability and the 

residence time of the therapeutic molecules. Therefore, hydrogels 

intended to be used for sublingual, buccal, vaginal, or rectal 

administration should present several characteristics to maximize 

mucosal contact, resist drainage or dilution, and accurately deliver the 

drug [166]. 

In this sense, the combination of thermosensitivity and 

bioadhesiveness in a hydrogel could result in more desirable 

therapeutic effects. This type of hydrogels can be administered in a 

liquid state at room temperature, achieving an easy distribution on the 

mucosal surface. Upon reaching physiological temperature, the gelling 

process increases its permanence in the area, avoiding runoffs and 

dilutions. Moreover, its bioadhesive character guarantees the 

maintenance of the formulation in the area and favours the local action 

of the drug [166]. 

The concept of including bioadhesive materials in pharmaceutical 

systems appeared in literature in the earlies 1980s [214]. There are 

two terms related to the interaction between mucosa and polymers; 

bioadhesion and mucoadhesion. Although they are often used 

synonymously, there is a clear difference between them. The 

phenomenon of molecular attraction between biological tissues and 

natural or synthetic polymers is known as bioadhesion. Mucoadhesion 

refers to the interaction between polymers and the mucus layer 

covering the biological substrate [214-216]. Interactions with the 
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mucus network can occur through non-covalent bonds, electrostatic 

interactions or even covalent crosslinking, allowing the polymers to 

adhere to mucosal surfaces for a prolonged period of time [215, 216]. 

The mucoadhesion process takes place in two sequential steps: 

wetting and consolidation. First, the system wets, swells and interacts 

with the mucous network. During the consolidation stage, the polymer 

chains interpenetrate the mucus layer, entangle and can form covalent 

bonds [217, 218]. 

Mucoadhesive strength is affected by several factors related to the 

polymer features such as molecular weight, charge, chain length, 

flexibility and diffusivity through the mucosal layer to facilitate 

entanglement and physicochemical interactions [216, 219-221]. In 

general, high molecular weight polymers (≥ 100 kDa) are considered 

better candidates for mucoadhesive systems [222]. Polymer chain 

length must be short enough to facilitate diffusion into mucous 

network but long enough to promote its interpenetration with the 

mucin chains. Moreover, highly flexible polymer chains allow a better 

entanglement and interpenetration of materials with the mucosal layer, 

favouring the interaction of the polymers [219]. 

The ability of polymers to form hydrogen bonds with the mucous 

layer is another characteristic that confers a mucoadhesive character. 

The presence of functional groups in the polymer chain such as amino, 

carboxyl or hydroxyl, is related to this property. In general, the 

adhesion is higher the more hydrogen bonds are formed [216, 221]. 

The charge and degree of ionization of the polymer chains are also of 

importance when considering mucoadhesive strength. Anionic 

polyelectrolytes exhibit a greater degree of adhesion compared to non-

ionic polymers. In fact, the general trend for mucoadhesive strength of 

polymers is as follows: anion> cation> non-ionic [219]. Thus, the pH 

of the surrounding microenvironment can modify the ionization state 

of the polymer and therefore, its adhesion properties. In general, 

mucoadhesion is favoured at pHs above the pK of the polymer at 

which it will be mainly ionized [222].  

Mucoadhesive properties of the formulations also are determined 

by the polymer concentration and the crosslinking degree. Every 

polymer has an optimal concentration at which it has the highest 
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mucoadhesiveness. At lower concentrations, the interaction between 

the polymer and the mucus is unstable due to the reduced number of 

penetrating polymer chains per volume of mucus. While at higher 

concentrations, the coiling of the polymer chains occurs, and the 

accessibility of the solvent and the interpenetration of polymer/mucin 

chains are reduced, worsening the mucoadhesive properties [220]. On 

the other hand, crosslinking degree affects mucoadhesive properties 

by controlling polymer chain mobility. Highly cross-linked materials 

are capable of swell in contact with biological fluids and retain water 

in their structure, resisting dissolution, but their mucoadhesiveness is 

reduced by decreasing the mobility of the polymer chains [222]. 

Polymer mucoadhesion is also affected by the magnitude of its 

hydration, which must be adequate to expand and create a 

macromolecular mesh that allows the polymer-mucin interactions to 

be established. When the polymer swells, its mucoadhesive areas are 

exposed, allowing its mechanical entanglement with the mucosal 

network. If excessive hydration occurs, mucoadhesion is reduced due 

to the formation of a slippery mucilage [219, 220, 222]. 

Since the properties of hydrogels are determined by the 

ingredients chosen for their preparation, an adequate selection of 

polymers together with a proper understanding of how selected 

materials interact with each other is crucial to obtain hydrogels of 

desired characteristics. Therefore, obtaining formulations that meet all 

the requirements for successful mucosal drug release can be feasible 

through proper hydrogel design, which should allow determining the 

optimal polymer concentration to achieve highly mucoadhesive 

formulations capable of overcoming intrinsic barriers present in 

mucosal tissues. 

1.6. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO 

PHARMACEUTICAL SYSTEMS DESIGN 

The design and manufacture of multicomponent pharmaceutical 

systems is challenging as it involves a large number of variables 

whose single effects or in combination have a great impact on the final 

properties of the dosage forms [223-225]. The quality of 

pharmaceutical systems is directly related to the knowledge of the 
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effects of these variables on the characteristics of the formulations 

(knowledge space) and the production of the systems within the limits 

of the design space. Knowledge space and design space, make up the 

concept of Quality by Design (QbD), the systematic approach defined 

by the International Conference on Harmonization for pharmaceutical 

development (ICH Q8 guideline). The concept of QbD was first 

introduced into the pharmaceutical industry in 2004 as a consequence 

of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) initiative named ‟cGMPs 

for the 21th century: A Risk-Based Approach”. Then, European and 

Japanese regulatory authorities have also encouraged their use in 

Chemistry, Manufacturing and Controls review process. Thus, QbD 

has emerged as an approach to promote a better understanding of 

pharmaceutical products, from the early stages (design and 

development) to subsequent commercial production [226, 227]. 

Nevertheless, despite the advantages that QbD offers to 

pharmaceutical companies, it is not completely implemented on real 

product development or industrial applications [223, 227]. QbD points 

out the need to identify critical parameters that affect the quality, 

efficacy, stability and safety of pharmaceutical dosage forms which is 

extremely difficult in multivariate processes using traditional 

methodology. When the number of variables is large, the numerical 

solutions for a process optimization is time consuming and entered the 

realm of the complex statistics [228, 229]. 

In recent years, the growing development and introduction of 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools comes to help in the task of designing 

complex systems, including pharmaceutical formulations. AI is used 

to provide accurate analysis, interpretation and management of 

generated data throughout the development and production of a 

product, making easier to overcome potential setbacks as well as save 

time and money [223, 230]. Machine learning, a subset of AI, is the 

most widely used AI technology in pharmaceutical development. 

These computerized techniques include Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANNs), genetic algorithms and neurofuzzy logic [225, 231]. 

ANNs are the main tools for data mining. ANNs are mathematical 

models generated by computational systems, designed to mimic the 

biological processes of the human brain. Like biological neural 
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systems, ANNs are made up of unitary elements called perceptrons, or 

nodes, organized in layers and forming complex networks (Figure 6). 

Perceptrons receive one or more input from neighbouring neurons, 

process the information and produce an output to be transmitted to the 

next node. The strengths of connections between the artificial neurons 

are called ‟weights” [226]. 

ANNs is a supervised AI technique. During the training process, 

the network structure, weights, threshold, and transfer function must 

be established in order to find an algorithm that relates inputs and 

outputs of the training set. Thus, ANN learns and is able to answer 

“WHAT-IF” questions which can be used to predict results of 

unrealized experiences and identify complex and latent patterns 

between experimental data (input) and response values (output) 

(Figure 6). ANNs can detect intricate non-linear relationships within 

big datasets by creating nonlinear input-output mappings. For this 

reason, ANNs arouse as a powerful and robust technique for 

modelling, predicting, and optimizing pharmaceutical processes and 

formulations, underpinning the application of QbD in pharma industry 

[225, 227, 232-236]. 

The interpretation of ANNs is quite difficult due to the generation 

of black-box models. For that reason, ANNs can be combined with 

other techniques to facilitate their interpretation and/or utility. Its 

combination with fuzzy logic lead hybrid technologies named 

neurofuzzy logic systems. Fuzzy logic is a form of logic in which the 

truth value of a variable can be expressed with a word and a real 

number between 0 and 1, inclusive, called the degree of membership. 

Fuzzification and defuzzification processes allow encoding the 

structure of ANNs into a reasonably small number of logical rules. In 

addition to predictive models, neurofuzzy logic provides easy-to-

follow rules generated in the explicit “IF-THEN” format (Figure 6), 

representing the output-input relationships within the database. This 

makes cause-and-effect relationships between inputs and outputs 

easier to understand and therefore, allow to define the knowledge 

space and the design space [223, 224, 234, 237]. 
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Figure 6. Typical diagram of an artificial neural network, which consists of 

unitary elements called perceptrons or nodes. The main structural components 
of an artificial neural network are input, hidden and output layers. The input 
layer transfer information to the hidden layer. This layer consists of several 
interconeccted nodes that link the input and output layers via weights (w). 

After the training process, the inputs and outputs are linked by an algorithm 
that allows answering the “WHAT-IF” questions and thus predicting the 

outcomes of the unrealized experiences. 

ANNs can also be combined with genetic algorithms (GA). GA 

are also bioinspired AI tools. Based on the biological principles of 

genetic variation and natural selection, genetic algorithms are 

designed to select the best solution of a specific problem. When 

combined ANN and GA, a set of candidate solutions to the problem 

are generated and selected according to their fitness to previous 

established criteria. After several generations, GA are able to find a 

global optimal solution for different attributes simultaneously [238]. 

Overall, the combination of ANNs with neurofuzzy logic or 

genetic algorithms is a feasible and promising approach to design drug 

delivery systems. It allows to precisely control how procedural 

variables affect the final properties of pharmaceutical formulations as 

well as the further obtaining of optimized dosage forms with suitable 

characteristics. 
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Mucosal membranes are very attractive and patient friendly sites for 

inducing both local and systemic therapeutic responses. However, 

(trans)mucosal drug delivery is extremely challenging due to the 

intrinsic physical and chemical barriers of mucosal tissues. Drug 

absorption is mainly limited by their fast drainage from the target 

mucosa as well as enzymatic and/or pH degradation. The development 

of highly mucoadhesive formulations, capable of increasing the drugs 

residence time on mucosal surfaces is essential to obtain the desirable 

therapeutic effects.  

Hydrogels are extremely attractive platforms for drug delivery 

due to their resemblance to biological tissues, their biocompatibility, 

and tunability. Their ability to be manufactured and loaded by gentle 

methods allow the incorporation of labile drugs such as proteins. 

Especially in situ gelling mucoadhesive hydrogels have emerged as a 

promising strategy to improve the efficacy and bioavailability of drugs 

administered in mucosal tissues. Their liquid nature when 

administered, facilitates the formulation spreading on the mucous 

membranes while their rapid sol-gel transition after application 

reduces its leakage and dilution in body fluids. The combination of 

mucoadhesive and thermogelling properties in a hydrogel should 

make possible to overcome the drawbacks indicated for transmucosal 

administration, however, it implies the design of complex 

formulations with a significant number of polymers, leading to a 

challenging task. Their nature and particular combination will 

determine the properties and behaviour of the hydrogel as drug 

delivery system. 

On this basis, the general objective of this work is to explore the 

potential of ternary combinations of selected polymers to produce 

customized thermosensitive and highly bioadhesive hydrogels with 

advanced performance for mucosal administration. 

This general objective is divided into two partial objectives: 

Objective I: Design of ternary, thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels as protein carriers for sublingual 

vaccination. 
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- Assess the suitability, performance, and accuracy of artificial 

intelligence tools such as neurofuzzy logic to select suitable polymers 

and to establish the influence of each ingredient on the texturometric, 

rheological, and drug-release properties of the hydrogels. Results 

related to this objective are displayed in Chapter I: “Design of novel 

orotransmucosal vaccine-delivery platforms using artificial 

intelligence” and have already been published [1]. 

- Evaluate the utility of a hybrid AI software to optimize a 

sublingual hydrogel formulation presenting the desired texturometric, 

rheological and release properties. Furthermore, assess the utility of 

the optimized system as a Chlamydia vaccine carrier to elicit systemic 

and mucosal immune responses in mice. Results related to this 

objective are displayed in Chapter II: “Sublingual boosting with a 

novel mucoadhesive thermogelling hydrogel following parenteral 

CAF01 priming as a strategy against Chlamydia trachomatis”. 

Objective II: Design of an optimized, thermosensitive and 

highly mucoadhesive enema useful as a carrier of human cervical 

stem cells conditioned medium for the treatment of inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD).  

- Demonstrate the utility of artificial intelligence tools to establish 

the design space of ternary hydrogel formulations with appropriate 

characteristics (thermosensitivity, mucoadhesivity, extensibility and 

retention in the rectal tract) for the treatment of IBD. Results related to 

this objective are displayed in Chapter III: “New tools to design smart 

thermosensitive hydrogels for protein rectal delivery in IBD” and have 

already been published [2]. 

- Evaluate the in vivo performance of the optimized hydrogel, 

loaded with conditioned medium from human uterine cervical stem 

cells in an experimental mouse model of acute colitis. Results related 

to this objective will be displayed in Chapter IV: “Tailored hydrogels 

as delivery platforms for conditioned medium from mesenchymal stem 

cells in a mouse model of acute colitis”. 
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ABSTRACT 

The linings of the oral cavity are excellent needle-free vaccination 

sites, able to induce immune responses at distal sites and confer 

systemic protection. However, owing to the mucosal tissues’ intrinsic 

characteristics, the design of effective antigen-delivery systems is not 

an easy task. In the present work, we propose to develop and 

characterize thermosensitive and mucoadhesive hydrogels for 

orotransmucosal vaccination taking advantage of artificial intelligence 

tools (AIT). Hydrogels of variable composition were obtained 

combining Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127), Hybrane

®
 S1200 (HS1200) and 

Gantrez
® 

AN119 (AN119) or S97 (S97). Systems were characterized 

in terms of physicochemical properties, adhesion capacity to mucosal 

tissues and antigen-like microspheres release. Additionally, polymers 

biocompatibility and their immune-stimulation capacity were assessed 

in human macrophages. Interestingly, cells treated with HS1200 

exhibited a significant proliferation enhancement compared to control. 

The use of AIT allowed to determine the effect of each polymer on 

formulations properties. The used proportions of PF127 and Gantrez
®
 

are mainly the factors controlling gelation temperature, 

mucoadhesion, adhesion work and gel strength. Meanwhile, cohesion 

and short-term microsphere release are dependent on the PF127 

concentration. However, long-term microsphere release varies 

depending on the Gantrez
®
 variety and the PF127 concentration used. 

Hydrogels prepared with S97 showed slower microsphere release. The 

use of AIT allowed to establish the conditions able to produce ternary 

hydrogels with immunostimulatory properties together with adequate 

mucoadhesion capacity and antigen-like microspheres release.  
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3.1. INTRODUCTION 

The rise of biologics has intensified the interest on employing the 

mucosal surfaces as administration sites. As an example, peptides 

have been already successfully delivered through the nasal route. 

However, this administration approach presents more limitations than 

the oral cavity mucous membranes such as lower absorption surface 

and higher susceptibility to irreversible tissue damage or irritation [1, 

2]. Therefore, the linings of the oral cavity have been suggested as 

excellent alternative sites for needleless administration of 

biomacromolecules [2-7]. Currently, sublingual and buccal routes are 

the most commonly used for non-invasive orotransmucosal delivery of 

biomacromolecules [8]. On these administration routes the drug 

absorption takes place through non-keratinized tissues characterized 

by low enzymatic activity, good vascularization that improves 

systemic bioavailability and relatively high permeability. Moreover, 

the nature of the oral cavity allows easy access for administration and 

removal in case of adverse events. Furthermore, both epithelia can 

induce immune responses at several distal sites, being suitable for 

vaccine administration [1, 2, 9-12]. Thus, different dosage forms such 

as sprays, films, droplets, tablets and hydrogels have been designed as 

vaccine carriers for orotransmucosal delivery [12-14]. 

Compared to parenteral vaccination, mucosal immunization is 

able to elicit stronger and more effective immune responses at 

mucosal sites together with systemic immunity. Moreover, it does not 

require specialized staff for administration and allows greater patient 

compliance [15, 16]. However, the development of suitable mucosal 

vaccines is extremely challenging, due to the mucosal tissues’ intrinsic 

characteristics [16, 17]. Besides, the characteristics of the selected 

immunostimulatory molecules should be taken into account when 

designing new vaccine delivery platforms. For infectious diseases’ 

vaccines these molecules can be specific antigens or the whole 

organism [18]. Whole inactivated or attenuated bacteria stimulate the 

immune system by promoting their phagocytosis and presentation by 

APCs (antigen-presenting cells). From the technological point of 

view, the bacteria suspensions used in vaccine formulations behave 

like a microparticulated system. 
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Among the suitable vaccine carriers for orotransmucosal delivery, 

hydrogels stand out by their capacity to allow homogenous particle 

dispersion. Moreover, hydrogels present several advantages as ability 

to be distributed over a wide area of the oral cavity minimizing the 

risk of drug low retention and delivery deficiency [11, 19]. More 

specifically, thermosensitive mucoadhesive hydrogels can form 

hydrogen bonds with mucins, dramatically increasing the residence 

time of the formulation in contact with the mucosa [20]. Furthermore, 

their thermogelling character ensure their easy administration while 

reducing their washing by saliva. These benefits make mucoadhesive 

and thermosensitive hydrogels good and feasible candidates for 

orotransmucosal antigen delivery. 

Hydrogels can be obtained combining diverse polymers, which 

depending on their nature and concentration, will give to systems with 

variable characteristics. Pluronic
®
 are amphiphilic copolymers capable 

of self-assembly, generating physical crosslinked hydrogels in 

aqueous media above their critical micellar concentration (CMC) 

when they reach a certain temperature [20]. PF127 variety has been 

widely used in the vaccine delivery field, especially for subcutaneous 

formulations due to its well-known sol-gel transition at body 

temperature, which allows an easy handling together with a depot 

effect at the injection site [21-23]. Thereby, PF127 would confer 

thermosensitive properties to hydrogels, obtaining liquid systems ease 

to apply in the oral cavity that become solid at body temperature. 

Furthermore, its immunomodulatory properties have been previous 

reported [24]. 

Hyperbranched polymers are characterized by their tree-like 

globular topology and large number of functional groups, which 

confers them high reactivity. The high crosslinking densities of these 

polymers constitutes its main advantage, leading to well integrated 

polymeric networks with low viscosity [25]. Hybrane
®
 S1200 is a 

hyperbranched polyesteramide with various multifunctional end 

groups (e.g. hydroxyl groups) conferring potential mucoadhesive 

properties [26]. On the other hand, Gantrez
®
 or poly(methyl vinyl 

ether-co-maleic) anhydride (AN) or acid (S) are well-known high 

bioadhesive anionic amphiphilic copolymers [27, 28]. These materials 
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are widely employed in the pharmaceutical field as suspending and 

thickening agents, denture adhesives and adjuvants for the preparation 

of transdermal patches. They have been previously used in the field of 

vaccine delivery [29-32].  

In this work we propose to combine Pluronic
®

 F127, Hybrane
®
 

S1200 and Gantrez
®
 S97 or AN119 to obtain ternary thermosensitive 

mucoadhesive hydrogels. The design of complex multicomponent 

systems involves many difficulties associated with the number of 

variables implicated. Recently, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

combined with other Artificial Intelligence Techniques (AIT) as 

genetic algorithms and fuzzy logic have been proposed as useful 

approaches to develop smart hydrogels with desired properties using 

extremely reduced experimental designs [33]. AIT modelling allow to 

understand how final pharmaceutical system properties are affected by 

the ingredients and operation conditions [34-36].  

Thereby, the aim of the present work is to develop suitable 

thermosensitive and mucoadhesive hydrogels for orotransmucosal 

delivery of whole attenuated microbes. To achieve this goal, the 

workflow can be summarized as follows: a) test the potential in vitro 

immunostimulatory capacity of the polymers selected; b) evaluate the 

suitability of ternary compositions to achieve hydrogels with 

appropriate thermosensitive and mucoadhesive properties; c) compare 

the properties of the hydrogels elaborated with Gantrez
®
 AN119 and 

S97; and d) select the hydrogel composition able to meet all the 

requirements for orotransmucosal vaccine-delivery. AIT were 

employed to model the properties of ternary systems, understand their 

behaviour and explore their design space. 

3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.2.1. Materials 

Pluronic
® 

F127 (PF127) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich 

(USA). Hybrane
®
 S1200 (HS1200) was purchased from Polymer 

Factory (Sweden). Gantrez
® 

AN119 (AN119) and Gantrez
®

 S97 (S97) 

were kindly provided by Ashland (Spain). Fluoro-Max
TM 

Green 

fluorescent microspheres (1 µm) were acquired from Thermo 

Scientific (USA). Cell Strainers presenting a pore size of 40 µm were 
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obtained from Corning
®
 Incorporated (USA) and bovine buccal 

mucosa was provided by a local slaughterhouse. Roswell Park 

Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 medium, foetal bovine serum (FBS) 

and penicillin/streptomycin were purchased from Gibco (USA). 2-

mercaptoethanol and phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). WST-1 (Water Soluble 

Tetrazolium Salt-1) kit (Cat. No. 11 644 807 001) was purchased from 

Roche (USA). 

3.2.2. Proliferation assays in human macrophages 

Human monocytes THP-1 (ATCC
®
, USA) were cultured with 

RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS, 

1% penicillin/streptomycin and 2-mercaptoethanol 0.05 mM at 37 °C 

and 5% CO2. Five days before the assay, human monocytes at a 

density of 2×10
5 

cells/mL were stimulated with PMA at 200 nM for 

three days to differentiate them to macrophages following well-

established protocols [37]. Afterwards, the medium containing PMA 

was replaced by supplemented fresh medium and macrophages were 

cultured for two additional days. The day before the experiment, 

macrophages were seeded in 96-well plates, at a density of 2.5×10
4 

cells/well. Cells were then treated with the four polymers at variable 

concentration and the effect on cell proliferation was assayed using 

the WST-1 assay kit following the manufacturer’s protocol. After 24 

hours of culture with the different polymer solutions, cell monolayers 

were washed and incubated with phenol red free media containing the 

WST-1 reagent for 2 hours. Then, absorbance was measured at 450 

nm on a plate reader (Biorad, USA). Two different concentrations 

were tested in triplicate for each polymer 1% and 0.5% for PF127, 

from 0.25 to 5% for HS1200 or 0.25% and 0.125% for Gantrez
®

 

polymers. The lower concentrations used for Gantrez
®
 polymers are 

justified by the high viscosity of these polymers.  

3.2.3. Experimental design 

DataForm
® 

v.3.1 software (Intelligensys Ltd., UK) was able to 

generate a reduced experimental design for 4 components (PF127, 

HS1200 and AN119 or S97) using a balanced density method with a 

minimum pattern of 5, allowing to study the knowledge space of the 
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ternary systems. As result, 19 compositions were established, using 

different proportions of PF127, HS1200 and AN119 or S97 (Table 1). 

Table 1. Composition of hydrogels. Percentages (w/w) of Pluronic® F127 
(PF127), Hybrane® S1200 (HS1200) and Gantrez® AN119 (AN119) or S97 (S97) 

generated by DataForm® software using the Balance Density Method. 

Sample 

Concentration (%) 

PF127 HS1200 AN119 S97 

H1 22 2.5 3 0 

H2 22 0 0 0 

H3 19 0 3 0 

H4 20.5 5 1.5 0 

H5 20.5 5 0 0 

H6 22 5 0 0 

H7 19 2.5 3 0 

H8 12 1.8 2.8 0 

H9 14 0.5 0.5 0 

H10 17 5 3 0 

H11 20.5 2.5 0 1.5 

H12 18 5 0 3 

H13 22 2.5 0 0 

H14 19 2.5 0 1.5 

H15 22 0 0 3 

H16 20.5 0 0 1.5 

H17 12 1.8 0 2.8 

H18 14 0.5 0 0.5 

H19 17 5 0 3 

3.2.4. Hydrogels preparation and characterization 

Accurate amounts of AN119 or S97 polymers were dissolved in 

Milli-Q
®
 water at 50 ºC to obtain the required concentration (Table 

1). Then, solutions were cooled in an ice bath and the corresponding 

HS1200 quantity was added when required. Finally, PF127 (%w/w) 

was incorporated into the obtained solutions and dissolved overnight 

at 4 °C. Afterwards, pH was adjusted to 6.8 using stock solutions of 
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NaOH (5M) or HCl (1M). Hydrogels were stored at 4 °C until 

characterization.  

3.2.4.1. Rheological analysis 

Hydrogels gelation temperature (Tgel) was assessed using a 

rheometer AR1000-N (TA Instruments, UK). A cone-plate geometry 

of 6 cm Ø and 2.1 degrees was used to record storage (G') and loss 

moduli (G'') from 15 to 40 °C at 0.4 °C/min at an angular frequency of 

5 rad/s. The Tgel (ºC) was recognized by the crossover of both moduli. 

The angular frequency settings were selected considering the 

commonly used parameters to test thermosensitive hydrogels 

(between 2 rad/s and 6.34 rad/s) [38-40]. 

3.2.4.2. Texturometric assessments 

Mucoadhesion and adhesion work, cohesion and gel strength 

were measured at 37 ºC employing a TA XT Plus Texture Analyser 

(Surrey, UK).  

Mucoadhesion work was measured on bovine buccal tissue as 

previously described with slight modifications [41]. On this purpose, 

buccal tissue was excised to separate muscular tissue from the mucous 

membrane and used as substrate to perform the mucoadhesion 

experiments as reported elsewhere [42, 43]. Then, a piece of bovine 

buccal mucosa (1.5 x 1.5 cm) was glued to the punch of the 

texturometer and, a Petri dish containing 3 g of each sample was 

attached to the lower holder of the texturometer. Afterwards, the 

punch descended at 1 mm/s applying a force of 0.5 N for 60 s on the 

hydrogels placed on the Petri dish. The force exerted by the punch 

when rising at 1 mm/s was plotted against the distance, and the 

hydrogel mucoadhesion work (mJ) was calculated as the area under 

the curve (AUC). All measurements were made in quadruplicate. 

Additionally, to estimate adhesion work, cohesion and gel 

strength, the probe descended at 1 mm/s on each hydrogel, which was 

compressed to 5 mm in depth, allowing a relaxation time of 30 s 

before a second compression cycle. Thus, two force-distance 

texturometric profiles were obtained. Gel strength (N) was calculated 

as the height of the first peak, while adhesion work (mJ) was 

estimated as the AUC of the first negative peak. Cohesion was 
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obtained dividing the AUC of the second positive peak by the AUC of 

the first positive peak of each graph. Cohesion is a dimensionless 

parameter with values ranging from 0 to 1 [44].  

3.2.5. Antigen-like microspheres loading and in vitro release 

studies 

Green fluorescent microspheres (GFM), 1 µm in diameter, were 

chosen as model of whole inactivated bacteria to study the 

microsphere release rate of the developed hydrogels. For hydrogels 

loading, 350 µL of a dispersion of green fluorescent microspheres at 

1.64 x 10
9
 particles/ml were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. 

The supernatant was removed and the microspheres pellet was 

dispersed in 1 ml of hydrogel.  

GFM release studies were carried out at 37 ºC and 400 rpm in an 

orbital shaker Tritamax 1000 (Heidolph Instruments, Germany), using 

the simulated salivary fluid (SSF) described by Pindáková et al. as 

release media [45]. Loaded hydrogels (1 ml) were placed in a 

Corning
®

 Cell Strainer of 40 µm pore size and placed in 6-well plates 

containing 8 ml of SSF. At pre-set times (5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 

minutes), the strainer was removed and placed into another well 

containing 8 ml of fresh SSF. The fluorescent intensity of released 

microspheres was measured using a FLUOstar OPTIMA plate reader 

(BMG Labtech, Germany) with adequate controls. The percentage of 

GFM released at 5 minutes and the time to reach 100% GFM release 

were calculated. 

3.2.6. Artificial Neural Networks modelization 

FormRules
®

 v4.03 (Intelligensys Ltd., UK), a neurofuzzy logic 

software, that combines Artificial Neural Networks with fuzzylogic 

techniques was used to model the results and analyse how the 

formulation components modulate its properties through the simple 

“IF…THEN” rules that generates [35]. 

The concentration of PF127, HS1200, AN119 or S97, as well as, 

the type of Gantrez
®
 were introduced as inputs while the systems 

properties (gelation temperature, mucoadhesion and adhesion work, 

cohesion, gel strength, GFM released at 5 min (%) and total release 

time at 37 ºC) were selected as outputs. 
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Among the different statistical criteria of software fitting: 

Structural Risk Minimisation (SRM), Cross validation (CV), Leave 

One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV), Minimum Description Length 

(MDL) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), CV was selected 

because it produced the most predictable models along with the 

simplest rule sets avoiding overtraining. The number of subsets for 

CV ranged from 3 to 5. For all models, a maximum of 2 inputs per 

submodel and 15 maximum nodes per input were selected. 

The predictability of the generated models was evaluated through 

the coefficient of determination (R
2
) calculated as follows [33]: 

       
       

    
   

       
     

   

       

Where,    represents the output’s experimental value in the data 

set,   
  is the predicted value of the output computed by the model and 

finally,   
   is the mean value of the parameter that is being evaluated. 

The coefficient of determination is commonly used to establish 

model predictability for the response variables [46, 47]. Good model 

predictabilities are considered when R
2
 is higher than 70% [34]. 

Accuracy was verified by statistically comparing experimental results 

and those predicted by the model through a one-way ANOVA. 

Models which computed f-value in the ANOVA is greater than critical 

f-value for the corresponding degrees of freedom (α=0.05), show good 

accuracy [36]. 

3.2.7. Statistical analysis 

Values from cell proliferation assays are expressed as mean ± 

standard deviation. SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 26) was used 

to perform a one-way ANOVA test following HSD Tukey's post hoc 

to compare polymer groups and find statistical significant differences 

between them. p < 0.05 was considered as significant. 
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3.3. RESULTS  

3.3.1. Immunostimulatory capacity of selected polymers  

The proliferation of human macrophages when subjected to 

different polymer concentrations was tested to evaluate their 

biocompatibility, as well as, their intrinsic immunostimulatory 

capacity. All polymers showed good biocompatibility with viability 

values higher than 90% (Figure 1). In addition, proliferation rates 

above 100% were obtained for HS1200, reaching statistically 

significant higher values compared to control with 120% and 130% 

macrophage proliferation when treated with concentrations of 0.5% 

and 1% respectively. Further proliferation studies were performed for 

HS1200 at a wider concentration range (Annex I, Figure A1) to 

analyse a possible dose-response behaviour. However, no significant 

differences were observed between the different concentration tested. 

 
Figure 1. Effect of PF127, HS1200, AN119 and S97 treatments on cell 

proliferation of THP-1 derived macrophages after incubation for 24 h. Assays 
were performed in triplicate and results are expressed as mean ± SD. * denotes 

statistical significant differences (p<0.05) compared to control, human 
macrophages without treatment. 
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3.3.2. Hydrogels performance and AIT modelling  

The physicochemical properties of hydrogels are summarized in 

Table 2. AIT succeeded in modelling mucoadhesion, adhesion work 

and the release parameters with high predictability (R
2 

≥ 70%) and 

accuracy (Table 3). However, the Tgel model ANOVA results did not 

confirm its accuracy, probably due to the model low degrees of 

freedom, nevertheless it presents excellent predictability. On the other 

hand, the variations in cohesion were not explained with good 

predictability by the variables studied. However, those models were 

statistically significant and the rules generated by FormRules
®
 v4.03 

agreed with the experimental data. The complete set of rules for the 

models is presented in Tables A1.1 to A1.7 (Annex I). 

Table 2. Experimental results (mean and standard deviation, the latter in 
brackets) for Tgel (ºC), mucoadhesion and adhesion work in millijoules (mJ), gel 
strength (N), amount of GFM released at 5 minutes (%) and Total release time in 

minutes (min) for the different formulations. 

Sample 
Tgel 

(ºC) 

Mucoadhesion 

work  

(mJ) 

Gel  

strength 

(N) 

Adhesion 

work  

(mJ) 

Cohesion 

GFM  

released  

at 5 min  

(%) 

Total 

release  

time  

(min) 

H1 <15 1.07(0.26) 0.74(0.01) 1.93(0.04) 0.11(0.00) 42.36(8.45) 30(0.0) 

H2 18.25(0.06) 0.80(0.18) 1.07(0.03) 2.04(0.10) 0.14(0.02) 51.58(7.30) 30(0.0) 

H3 17.15(0.25) 1.14(0.40) 0.39(0.02) 1.06(0.12) 0.32(0.12) 50.54(9.84) 15(0.0) 

H4 17.62(0.63) 1.04(0.30) 0.81(0.02) 1.98(0.07) 0.16(0.04) 46.48(6.75) 30(0.0) 

H5 23.26(0.99) 1.16(0.20) 0.10(0.02) 0.12(0.03) 0.92(0.11) 68.56(7.91) 15(0.0) 

H6 18.60(0.24) 0.81(0.24) 0.95(0.06) 2.51(0.36) 0.14(0.03) 34.76(0.77) 30(0.0) 

H7 18.66(0.48) 0.75(0.12) 0.36(0.02) 0.92(0.14) 0.43(0.19) 86.20(11.86) 10(0.0) 

H8 39.81(0.17) 0.14(0.04) 0.04(0.00) 0.03(0.00) 1.02(0.03) 42.36(8.44) 30(0.0) 

H9 25.38(0.12) 0.09(0.04) 0.04(0.00) 0.03(0.00) 1.01(0.04) 96.10(1.82) 10(0.0) 

H10 25.58(0.38) 0.12(0.05) 0.04(0.00) 0.05(0.01) 1.04(0.02) 94.20(2.70) 15(0.0) 

H11 17.49(0.16) 1.01(0.18) 0.85(0.02) 2.10(0.07) 0.17(0.11) 36.14(9.71) 30(0.0) 

H12 21.60(0.70) 0.76(0.23) 0.53(0.01) 1.34(0.21) 0.27(0.13) 54.43(10.41) 30(0.0) 

H13 18.62(0.32) 0.91(0.19) 0.99(0.04) 2.30(0.17) 0.19(0.06) 28.80(4.22) 30(0.0) 

H14 19.00(0.45) 1.09(0.22) 0.74(0.03) 1.85(0.11) 0.13(0.02) 42.40(8.44) 30(0.0) 

H15 <15 0.87(0.05) 0.86(0.02) 2.22(0.06) 0.10(0.00) 25.78(4.04) 60(0.0) 
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H16 17.03(0.21) 1.14(0.41) 1.26(0.10) 2.94(0.26) 0.14(0.02) 40.01(12.92) 30(0.0) 

H17 33.53(0.84) 0.08(0.05) 0.04(0.00) 0.05(0.02) 1.03(0.05) 93.10(6.25) 10(0.0) 

H18 29.10(1.71) 0.16(0.06) 0.04(0.00) 0.04(0.00) 1.03(0.04) 96.00(3.39) 10(0.0) 

H19 26.23(0.84) 0.22(0.06) 0.04(0.00) 0.08(0.02) 1.08(0.02) 93.80(10.0) 15(0.0) 

 

Table 3. Inputs and submodels generated by FormRules® for the different 
outputs evaluated in this work, with their respective parameters to evaluate 

the quality of each submodel. The most relevant submodels are bolded. 

Output Submodel Inputs from FormRules® R2 
Computed 

f value 

ANOVA 
freedom 
degrees 

α 

Tgel 
1 [PF127]x[Gantrez®] 

95.89 5.39 13 and 3 0.096 
2 [HS1200] 

Mucoadhesion 
work 

1 [PF127]x[Gantrez®] 94.73 22.47 8 and 10 <0.01 

Adhesion work 

1 [PF127]x[Gantrez®] 
96.09 15.64 11 and 7 <0.01 2 Gantrez® type 

3 [HS1200] 

Gel strength 

1 [PF127]x[Gantrez®] 
95.14 5.59 14 and 4 <0.05 2 HS1200 

3 Gantrez® type 

Cohesion 1 [PF127] 66.92 16.19 2 and 16 <0.01 

GFM released 
at 5 min 

1 [PF127] 
70.11 6.10 5 and 13 <0.01 

2 [Gantrez®] 

Total release 
time 

1 
[PF127]xGantrez® 

type 86.75 5.24 10 and 8 <0.05 
2 [Gantrez®] 
3 HS1200 

3.3.2.1. Tgel is mainly determined by PF127 and Gantrez
®
 

concentration  

Most of the PF127/HS1200/Gantrez
®
 mixtures lead to 

thermosensitive hydrogels. To achieve efficient thermosensitive 

mucoadhesive formulations the desired Tgel range was set at 30-35 °C 

to ensure adequate administration and fast gelation. The model for Tgel 

indicates this property mainly depends on the complex interaction 

between the thermosensitive polymer (PF127) and Gantrez
®

 

concentrations. Although is also slightly affected by the concentration 

of HS1200 (Table 3). The set of rules for this parameter (Annex I, 
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Table A1.1) allows to deduce the lowest Tgel values can be obtained 

by mixing high proportions of PF127 (>19.5%) and Gantrez
®

 

(>1.5%). There is no difference between the Gantrez
®
 varieties with 

regards to this parameter (Figure 2). Moreover, the addition of low 

proportions of HS1200 (<2.5%) promotes a further decrease in Tgel. 

As expected, the experimental results confirm these statements (Table 

2), since the hydrogels with the lowest Tgel values, below 15 ºC, were 

H1 (22/2.5/3) and H15 (22/0/3). On the other hand, the highest 

gelation temperatures were those corresponding to hydrogels H8 

(12/1.8/2.8) and H17 (12/1.8/2.8) with mean values of 39.81 ± 0.17 ºC 

and 33.53 ± 0.84 ºC, respectively.  

 
Figure 2. 3D plot generated by FormRules® for predicted Tgel as a function of 

PF127 and Gantrez® concentrations for formulations containing 5% of HS1200. 
High proportions of PF127 and Gantrez® would lead to lowest Tgel values 

(orange-yellow area), while the highest ones would be obtained when low 
percentages of PF127 were incorporated to the hydrogels (dark blue area). 

3.3.2.2. Mucoadhesion, adhesion work and gel strength are 

dependent on proportions of PF127 and Gantrez
®

 

Our goal is to obtain highly adhesive and mucoadhesive 

hydrogels to minimize foreign body sensation and hence saliva 

production, preventing swallowing before antigen release into the oral 

cavity. Regarding gel strength, a compromise must be achieved to 

generate soft hydrogels without jeopardizing mucoadhesive and 

adhesive properties. 
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Mucoadhesion, adhesion work and gel strength are interrelated 

properties, whose variations are mainly explained by the interaction of 

PF127 and Gantrez
®
 (Table 3). The model predicts the highest 

mucoadhesive hydrogels can be obtained when using PF127 

percentages between 18.5% and 21% together with Gantrez
® 

concentrations below 1.5%, independently of the variety used 

(Darkest blue area of Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3. 3D plot generated by FormRules® displaying the effect of PF127 

and Gantrez® concentrations on predicted mucoadhesion work. Dark blue area 
corresponds to the highest mucoadhesive hydrogels. 

In addition, adhesion work and gel strength can also be modulated 

by varying the amount of HS1200 and the type of Gantrez
®
 used 

(Table 3). Thus, as can be derived from the corresponding rules 

(Annex I, Tables A1.3 and A1.5), softness can be favoured when 

high concentrations of HS1200 (>2.5%) and Gantrez
®

 AN119 are 

selected. Despite high amounts of HS1200 jeopardize adhesion 

properties when PF127 concentrations below 22% are used (e.g. 

formulation H5 (20.5/5/0) in Table 2), this problem could be 

overcome by adding either type of Gantrez
®
.  

3.3.2.3. Cohesion is modulated by PF127 

Just 66.92% of the cohesion variations are explained by the 

composition, in particular by the concentration of PF127 in the 

formulation. The rules indicate formulations with PF127 proportions 
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higher than 17% are more cohesive (cohesion ≈ 0). Values close to 0 

indicate the inability of a hydrogel to recover its initial shape due to 

the high intermolecular forces that exist between the polymer chains. 

The rules agree with the experimental values in Table 2. The less 

cohesive formulations (≈ 1) were H8 (12/1.8/2.8), H9 (14/0.5/0.5), 

H10 (17/5/3), H17 (12/1.8/2.8), H18 (14/0.5/0.5) and H19 (17/5/3). 

The more cohesive samples were H15 (22/0/3), H1 (22/2.5/3) and H14 

(19/2.5/1.5) with mean cohesion values of 0.103 ± 0.00, 0.115 ± 0.00 

and 0.127 ± 0.02, respectively. 

3.3.2.4. GFM released at 5 min was fundamentally modulated 

by PF127 while total release time is also dependent on type 

of Gantrez
®
  

Within the limits of the study, all inputs affect GFM release 

from the hydrogels (Table 3). At the beginning of the process, the 

release of GFM from hydrogels is governed by the proportion of 

PF127 and Gantrez
®
 in the formulation. Thus, the percentage of GFM 

released at 5 min decreases as the concentrations of these polymers 

increase, being the lowest for percentages of PF127 and Gantrez
®

 over 

19.5% and 1.5 % respectively (Figure 4A). Gantrez
®
 varieties behave 

similarly with respect to this parameter. 

As it can be derived from the set of rules (Annex I, Tables A1.6 

and A1.7), when the process is considered globally, and the total 

release time is analyzed, the influence of the HS1200 concentration 

and the type of Gantrez
®
 used is observed. The inclusion of HS1200 

in the formulation generates quantitatively small variations in this 

parameter, which presents a minimum when HS1200 is 2.5%. The 

effect of the type of Gantrez
®
 is clear from Figures 4B-C indicating 

Gantrez
®
 variety has an important impact on the time required to 

complete the release process, being S97 able to control GFM release 

for longer. 

Experimental results completely agree with model predictions. 

Formulations H9 (14/0.5/0.5) and H18 (14/0.5/0.5) with low 

percentages of PF127, HS1200 and Gantrez
®

 present high burst 

release (Table 2). However, H15 system (22/0/3) including high 

proportions of FP127 and Gantrez
®
 shows 25.78% of GFM released at 

5 min and the release extends over a period of 60 min (Table 2).
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3.4. DISCUSSION 

The development of thermosensitive and mucoadhesive hydrogels 

answers the need for patient-friendly routes of administration for new 

efficient vaccines capable of eliciting mucosal immunity by the 

delivery of antigens in the oral cavity. These hydrogels could be easily 

applied to the oral mucosa by a needle-free syringe equipped with a 

cannula. In order to design those hydrogels, three polymers, PF127, 

HS1200 and Gantrez
®

 (two varieties, AN119 or S97) were selected. 

Seeking for efficient and appropriate platforms for mucosal vaccine 

delivery, the first step was to evaluate the selected polymers’ capacity 

to stimulate macrophage proliferation in vitro [48]. These phagocytic 

cells act as professional antigen-presenting cells, playing a crucial role 

in innate and acquired immunity [49].  

Surprisingly, HS1200 showed the greater increase in macrophage 

proliferation, significantly higher than the control (Figure 1). Similar 

mean proliferation rates (≈ 140-150%) were obtained for macrophages 

exposed to polysaccharides of fungal origin and curdlan used as 

adjuvants [48, 50]. Although the proliferation of THP-1 derived 

macrophages was significantly increased after HS1200 treatment 

compared to control, this polymer did not show a dose dependent 

effect on macrophage proliferation. To our knowledge, the 

immunostimulatory capacity of this polymer has never been reported. 

Contrary to expected [30], Gantrez
®
 polymers do not show any 

macrophage stimulatory response.  

The combination of the three polymers at variable proportions 

gives rise to hydrogels with diverse characteristics. The design of 

formulations able to fulfil the requirements of orotransmucosal 

vaccine delivery requires to know the effect of each material and its 

interactions on the obtained hydrogels. To stimulate immunity through 

the oral mucosa, the developed hydrogels should ideally be 

thermosensitive and mucoadhesive, capable of increasing the 

residence time and the contact of antigens with the oral mucosa. 

In the studied design space, hydrogels with a Tgel in the range <15 

ºC-38.1 ºC are obtained (Figure 2). The gelation phenomenon of the 

thermosensitive polymer, PF127, is basically due to the dehydration of 

its polypropylene oxide blocks [33, 51]. Systems that contain enough 
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concentration of PF127 to generate a sufficient number of micelles to 

entangle efficiently, form rigid and adhesive networks. HS1200 

addition, even at high percentage, has little effect on Tgel, gel strength 

and cohesion values. However, the addition of Gantrez
®
 up to 1% to 

hydrogels containing low PF127 amount decreases Tgel values when 

compared to systems with the same PF127 but higher Gantrez
®
. 

Higher concentrations of Gantrez
®
 disturb micelles formation, leading 

to weaker and less adhesive networks [51]. Hence, hydrogels Tgel, gel 

strength and adhesion could be modulated varying PF127 and 

Gantrez
®
 concentrations in the polymeric mixture. 

The interaction between PF127 and Gantrez
®

 polymers also 

determines mucoadhesion (Figure 3). PF127 confers a bioadhesive 

character due to the presence of ethylene oxide blocks in its structure, 

meanwhile the mucoadhesive properties of Gantrez
® 

are due to the 

carboxylic groups that can interact with mucins [33, 52-54]. The 

combination of both with HPMC K15 has been previously employed 

to develop bioadhesive gels for transbuccal delivery of 5-Fluouracil 

[52]. The authors found the best positive effect on bioadhesion with 

the highest amount of S97 [52]. Our results do not show this trend. 

FormRules
®
 software predicts that maximum mucoadhesion is 

reached when Gantrez
®
 percentages are less than 1.5%. The 

discrepancies found can be explained by the greater Gantrez
® 

concentrations used in our work. Smaller concentrations can mask the 

effect of adding Gantrez
®
. Additionally, phenomena of chain coiling 

above the optimal concentration have been described for 

mucoadhesive polymers related to reductions in mucoadhesion [55]. 

The interaction between PF127 and Gantrez
®

 can modify the optimal 

concentration, which would justify the variations observed in this 

parameter. 

Furthermore, the combination of PF127, HS1200 and Gantrez
®

 

proposed in our work exhibited better mucoadhesive properties than 

the formulations described in the above-mentioned work, which could 

be attributed to an increase in interpenetration and entanglement of 

hydrogels with hydrated mucins [54]. Although HS1200 has a high 

ratio of hydroxyl groups per molecule (8/1), contrary to our initial 
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hypothesis, FormRules
®
 was not able to detect any influence of this 

material on mucoadhesion. 

The effect of PF127 on mucoadhesion could be more related to 

the increase in gel strength, as well as, to formulation adhesion and 

cohesion. Hydrogels should maintain a balance between cohesion and 

adhesion to prolong their retention at the application site [56]. As 

expected, formulations having the highest PF127 concentration 

showed higher adhesion. Moreover, the release of the antigen-like 

microspheres at short times is determined by the concentration of the 

two major polymers in the formulation, PF127 and Gantrez
®
. The 

effect of both on the microspheres release percentage reduction at 5 

min is additive (Figure 4A). The slowdown in drug release as a 

consequence of the increase in the concentration of PF127 has been 

attributed to the boost in size and number of the micelles formed, 

which promotes cross-linking and tortuosity in the gel structure [52]. 

At longer release times, the effect of two additional inputs, 

HS1200 concentration and the type of Gantrez
®
, is observed. The 

microspheres release from Pluronic
®
 hydrogels is through 

extramicellar aqueous channels, where microviscosity controls sphere 

diffusion. The addition of hydrophilic polymers to PF127 solutions 

could affect the polymer molecules orientation in the hydrogel matrix 

and reduce the amount of free water in the channels, decreasing the 

release rate [52]. While there is no effect of the Gantrez
®
 type on 

gelation temperature, mucoadhesion, cohesion and microparticles 

burst release, the use of AN119 leads to hydrogels with lower 

adhesion work and gel strength and faster total microsphere release 

compared to hydrogels prepared with S97 (Figures 4B-C). This effect 

is probably related to the higher viscosity that Gantrez
®
 S97 variety 

confers to aqueous dispersions.  

The application of hydrogels for the administration of whole 

inactivated microbes, would require their release as fast as possible to 

facilitate uptake in a short period of time, minimizing the potential 

risk of swallowing part of the formulation before all the dose is 

absorbed. In this sense, the comparison favours the Gantrez
®
 AN119 

variety.  
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3.5. CONCLUSIONS 

Hybrane
®
 S1200 immunostimulatory capacities are described for the 

first time suggesting this polymer may be a good candidate as raw 

material for vaccine formulations. The combination of PF127, 

HS1200 and AN119 or S97 is useful for obtaining thermosensitive 

and mucoadhesive hydrogels. AIT enabled to elucidate the 

physicochemical, adhesion capacity to mucosal tissues and antigen-

like microspheres release properties dependent on the interaction 

between PF127 and Gantrez
®
 concentrations. Additionally, the 

increase in the concentration of HS1200 slightly reduces gel strength 

and adhesion, and improves release rate. The use of Gantrez
®
 AN119 

variety allows a faster release of the microspheres, which can favour 

their complete uptake through the oral mucosal tissue. Our results 

suggest that combinations of PF127 (18-21.5%), Gantrez
® 

AN119 

(<1.5%) and Hybrane
®

 HS1200 (>2.5%) can meet all the requirements 

for orotransmucosal vaccine delivery.  
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ABSTRACT 

Chlamydia trachomatis is the most prevalent sexually transmitted 

disease of bacterial origin. The high number of asymptomatic cases 

makes difficult to stop the transmission, requiring a vaccine 

development. Herein, we propose a strategy to obtain local genital 

tract immunity against Chlamydia trachomatis through parenteral 

prime and sublingual boost. Subcutaneous administration of 

Chlamydia CTH522 subunit vaccine loaded in the adjuvant CAF01 

was combined with sublingual administration of CTH522 loaded in a 

novel thermosensitive and mucoadhesive hydrogel. Briefly, a ternary 

optimized hydrogel (OGEL) with desirable biological and 

physicochemical properties was obtained using artificial intelligence 

techniques. This formulation exhibited a high gel strength and a strong 

mucoadhesive, adhesive and cohesive nature. The thermosensitive 

properties of the hydrogel facilitate application under the tongue. 

Meanwhile the fast gelation at body temperature together with rapid 

antigen release should avoid CTH522 leakage by swallowing and 

increase the contact with sublingual tissue, thus promoting absorption. 

In vivo studies demonstrated that parenteral-sublingual prime-boost 

immunization, using CAF01 and OGEL as CTH522 vaccine carriers, 

was more effective at inducing cellular (Th1/Th17) immune responses 

than mucosal or parenteral vaccination alone. Furthermore, parenteral 

prime with CTH522 formulated in CAF01 followed by sublingual 

boosting with CTH522 formulated in OGEL elicited a local IgA 

response in the genital tract.  
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Sexual transmitted infections lead to significant morbidity and 

mortality worldwide. Their high incidence rate has a great impact on 

healthcare systems, causing high social and economic costs [1]. 

Chlamydia trachomatis (Ct) is an intracellular pathogen that infects 

around 131 million people annually and can affect vaginal, pulmonary 

and conjunctiva mucosae [2, 3]. 

Mucosal surfaces are the main entry site for most pathogens – 

including Ct– and are therefore, protected by a highly specialized 

immune system. The stimulation of the mucosal immune system by 

pathogen invasion or vaccination can induce both systemic and local 

mucosal immune responses [4, 5]. Furthermore, mucosal 

immunization can also elicit immune responses at remote mucosal 

surfaces due to the migration of activated B and T cells [4, 6, 7]. 

Therefore, sublingual and intranasal vaccination could confer 

protection against genital tract infections. Moreover, unlike vaginal 

immunization, sublingual and intranasal vaccination does not depend 

on the host hormonal status [8].  

Nasal mucosa has been used as an effective immunization route 

against chlamydia and other sexually transmitted infections [3, 9, 10]. 

However, this strategy presents safety concerns since the 

administration of certain enterotoxins used as adjuvants by nasal route 

has been associated to Bell’s palsy in some patients [6, 8, 11]. On the 

contrary, recent clinical trials have shown that sublingual vaccination 

allows to decrease the infectious episodes of the urinary tract with 

only rare side effects and no facial nerve disturbance after enterotoxin 

administration [12, 13]. Furthermore, the results of sublingual 

administration of the quadrivalent human papillomavirus vaccine 

Gardasil
®
 show this route can be used for boosting and induces 

functional antibody responses [14]. Finally, studies in mice 

immunized against chlamydia have showed a stronger immune 

response when parenteral and mucosal vaccines were given in tandem 

[15, 16]. 

The sublingual route is accessible for drug administration and 

patient-friendly. Moreover, sublingual tissue contains plenty of 

antigen-presenting dendritic cells that can recirculate to distant lymph 
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nodes and spleen, and also induce IgA and IgG antibodies, and 

cytotoxic T cells in the genital tract [17, 18]. However, sublingual 

vaccine administration in both humans and non-human primates is 

challenging and may fail to elicit mucosal immunity [12, 14]. These 

discouraging results are most probably caused by poor antigen 

delivery due to swallowing of vaccine components. Jones et al. thus 

demonstrated in macaques that the administration of HIV-1 antigens 

directly in the oral underlying tissue using a needle-free injector, 

ensuring reduced loss due to swallowing, facilitates increased uptake 

by dendritic cells and the development of strong humoral and cellular 

responses in both systemic and mucosal compartments [19]. Thereby, 

the development of delivery systems able to protect the antigen(s) 

from salivary enzyme degradation and promote antigen permeation 

through sublingual mucosa might be the answer to achieve better 

mucosal immune responses.  

A promising strategy could be the development of mucoadhesive 

thermogelling hydrogels. These formulations can be easily 

administered under the tongue due to their liquid nature and resist 

wash out by becoming semisolid at body temperature [20]. Thus, 

antigens can remain in contact with sublingual mucosa for longer, 

facilitating increased uptake by dendritic cells. In addition to act as 

carriers for antigens, hydrogels may have intrinsic immunostimulatory 

properties, and can also be loaded with other adjuvants, such as dmLT 

and CpG [21, 22]. 

As described above, the combination of systemic and mucosal 

routes is beneficial to induce more robust immune responses against 

chlamydia [15, 16, 23]. Herein, we propose a systemic priming 

followed by a sublingual boosting as vaccination strategy for Ct. For 

that purpose, chlamydia subunit vaccine CTH522, which is a 

recombinant Ct outer membrane protein comprising immunorepeats of 

the D, E, F and G Ct serovars, was used [24]. CAF01 (cationic 

adjuvant liposomes type 01) is an adjuvant composed by 

dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide (DDA) and glycolipid 

trehalose 6,6´-dihibenate (TDB), successfully used in several clinical 

trials, including one trial with CTH522, demonstrating its safety and 

tolerability [24-27]. This adjuvant has furthermore been shown to 
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prime a parenteral immune response that supports the establishment of 

mucosal memory upon mucosal boosting [28, 29]. Parenteral 

administration of CAF01-adjuvanted CTH522 combined with 

intranasal boosting using the same formulation induced a synergistic 

protective effect against chlamydia in minipigs [23]. However, 

systemic priming using CAF01 followed by sublingual boosting has 

not been explored. In order to maintain the contact of CTH522 with 

the sublingual mucosa and favour its permeation and uptake by 

dendritic cells, a novel and optimized mucoadhesive hydrogel 

(OGEL) was proposed [20]. The optimal ternary composition was 

selected using artificial intelligence techniques giving rise to a 

hydrogel with desirable biological and physicochemical properties.  

The aim of the present work was to explore the usefulness of 

sublingual boosting with vaccine loaded mucoadhesive 

thermosensitive hydrogels posterior to systemic priming as a strategy 

for immunization against chlamydia. For this purpose, chlamydia 

CTH522 vaccine antigen was administered in two sequential doses. 

First subcutaneously using CAF01 as adjuvant and then sublingually 

using either CHT522 alone or loaded into hydrogels. The capacity to 

induce immune responses of two sequential sublingual administrations 

with the CHT522-loaded hydrogel was also evaluated.  

4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1. Materials 

Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127) and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were 

obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Hybrane
®
 S1200 (HS1200) was 

acquired from Polymer Factory (Sweden). Gantrez
® 

AN119 (AN119) 

was kindly provided by Ashland (Spain). Trehalose 6,6´dibehenate 

(TDB) and dimethyldioctadecylammonium bromide (DDAB) were 

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids Inc. (USA). Cell Strainers 

presenting a pore size of 40 µm and 100 µm were purchased from 

Corning
®
 Incorporated (USA). Purified rat anti-mouse IL-17A, biotin 

rat anti-mouse IL-17A, purified rat anti-mouse IFN-γ, biotin rat anti-

mouse IFN-γ and streptavidin HRP were purchased from BD 

Pharmingen (USA). Rabbit anti-mouse IgG (H+L)-HRP was obtained 

from Invitrogen (USA). Goat anti-mouse IgA-HRP was purchased 
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from Southern Biotech (USA). Carbonate buffer pH 9.6 was supplied 

by SSI Diagnostics (Denmark). TMB PLUS2
TM

 was obtained from 

Kem-En-Tec Diagnostics (Denmark). Chlamydia trachomatis vaccine 

CTH522 was supplied by Statens Serum Institut (SSI) (Denmark). 

4.2.2. Hydrogel development and preparation 

The database generated in our previous investigation (Annex I, 

Tables A1.1 to A1.7) [20] was used to create a model with the 

commercial software INForm
®

 v.5.01 (Intelligensys, Ltd. UK) which 

combines Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms. 

The database includes 19 records of ternary hydrogel formulations of 

different composition. The independent variables were, Gantrez
®

 

variety (AN119 or S97), and the percentages of Gantrez
®
, Pluronic

®
 

F127 and Hybrane
®
 S1200. Additionally, the dependent variables 

were the rheological (gelation temperature), texturometric 

(mucoadhesion and adhesion work, cohesion and gel strength at 37 

ºC) and release properties of the produced hydrogels.  

Data were split in two sets, 16 records for training and 3 for error 

testing. The parameters selected for INForm
®
 modelling are shown in 

Table 1. 

The accuracy of the ANN models was assessed using the 

determination coefficient (R
2
) (eq.1), calculated for train and test data. 

              
  

  
   

       
   

  
   

             (eq. 1) 

Where,    represents the output’s experimental value in the data 

set,   
  is the predicted value of the output predicted by the ANN 

model and finally,   
   is the mean value of the parameter that is being 

evaluated. 
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Table 1. Training parameters used for INForm® modelling. 

ANN Network Structure: Test data: 

Nº hidden layers = 1 Screen update set = 5 

Nº nodes in hidden layer = 2 Smart stop enabled 

Transfer functions: Minimum interactions = 20 

Hidden layer transfer function = 
Asymmetric sigmoid 

Test error weighting = 0.2 

Output transfer function type = Linear Optimization: 

Back propagation type = RPROP Number of Populations = 1 

ANN Targets: Number of Iterations = 100 

Targets epochs = 1000 Population Size = 100 

Target MS error = 0.0001 Replacement % = 50 

Random seed = 10,000 Mutation Standard Deviation = 0.1 

 Random seed = 1 

The optimal hydrogel formulation (OGEL) obtained following the 

INForm
®
 model was produced following the protocol previously 

reported by Garcia-del Rio et al. [20]. Briefly, an accurate amount of 

Gantrez
®
 (AN119) was dissolved in Milli-Q

®
 water at 50 ºC. Then, 

Hybrane
®
 S1200 (HS1200) was incorporated to this solution, 

previously cooled in an ice bath. Finally, Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127) was 

added and dissolved overnight at 4 °C, and pH was adjusted to 6.8. 

Afterwards, hydrogel sterilization was carried out by autoclaving 

(Trade Raypa
®
 steam sterilizer AES-12, Barcelona, Spain). Sterile 

hydrogels were stored at 4 °C until use.  

4.2.3. Hydrogel characterization 

4.2.3.1 Rheological properties 

A rheometer AR1000-N (TA Instruments, UK) was used to 

hydrogels estimate storage (G') and loss moduli (G''), using a cone-

plate geometry of 6 cm Ø and 2.1 degrees. Both moduli were recorded 
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from 15 to 40 °C at 0.4 °C/min at an angular frequency of 5 rad/s. 

Gelation temperature (Tgel) was established by the crossover of both 

moduli. 

4.2.3.2. Texturometric properties 

A TA XT plus Texture Analyzer (Surrey, UK) was used to 

obtain the texturometric profile of the optimized hydrogels. All 

texturometric properties (mucoadhesion, gel strength, adhesion and 

cohesion) evaluated in this work were performed at 37 ºC following 

protocols previously described [20]. 

Briefly, bovine buccal tissue was used as model of oral mucosa to 

measure mucoadhesion work. Buccal mucosa was cut in pieces of 1.5 

cm x 1.5 cm and glued to the punch of the texturometer, then a Petri 

dish containing 3 g of OGEL was attached to the lower support of the 

texturometer. The punch descended at 1 mm/s and applied a force of 

0.5 N on the optimized hydrogel for 60 s. The mucoadhesion work 

(mJ) was calculated as the force exerted by the punch when rising at 1 

mm/s. 

To estimate gel strength, adhesion work and cohesion, two 

compression cycles were performed. As for mucoadhesion, the punch 

descended at 1 mm/s and compressed the hydrogel to 5 mm in depth. 

After a required relaxation time of 30 s, a second compression cycle 

was carried out. Gel strength (N) and adhesion work (mJ) were 

calculated using the force-distance plot generated during the first 

compression cycle. Meanwhile, for cohesion assessment both force-

distance plots were required [20].  

4.2.3.3. Protein release 

Bovine serum albumin (BSA), having a similar molecular 

weight to CTH522 [30], was used as protein model to asses OGEL 

release properties following the protocol established by Garcia-del Rio 

et al. [31] with slight modifications. BSA was dissolved in OGEL 

reaching a final concentration of 0.75 mg/mL and stored at 4 °C 

overnight. Release studies were performed at 37 ºC and 400 rpm in an 

orbital shaker Tritamax 1000 (Heidolph Instruments, Germany) using 

simulated salivary fluid (SSF) as release media [32]. Then, 2 mL of 

the loaded hydrogel were placed in a Corning
®
 Cell Strainer of 40 µm 
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pore size, previously located in 6-well plates containing 8 ml of SSF. 

The amount of BSA released was quantified employing the Pierce
TM

 

BCA Protein Assay according to manufacturer’s protocol. Absorbance 

was measured using a FLUOstar OPTIMA plate reader (BMG 

Labtech, Germany) and the percentage of BSA released at 5 minutes 

was calculated using adequate controls and validated calibration 

curves.  

4.2.3.4. Stability properties 

The effect of storage on the properties of OGEL was 

evaluated after one year at 4 °C in closed containers. Texturometric, 

rheological and release properties were re-analyzed after storage. 

4.2.4. CAF01 liposomes preparation 

CAF01 liposomes were obtained through the hydration method, 

allowing the formation of large and heterogeneous multilamellar 

vesicles as it was previously reported [33]. Briefly, both lipids, TDB 

and DDA, were individually dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and 

methanol (9:1 v/v). Afterwards, accurate amounts of the lipid 

solutions were transferred to round-bottom flasks to get a final 

concentration of 1 mg/mL for TDB and 5 mg/mL for DDAB, and rota 

evaporated for 15 min at 200 rpm to remove the organic solvent. 

Finally, the desired volume of 10 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.4) was added 

and the lipid film was hydrated for 20-30 min at 60 °C.  

4.2.5. Antigen and formulations loading 

CAF01 and OGEL formulations were loaded under sterile 

conditions with the antigen selected, the recombinant CTH522 

chlamydia protein [34]. 

CAF01 liposomes were loaded by dissolving CTH522 in Tris-

buffer (10 mM, pH 7.4) supplemented with 9% trehalose and then 

mixed in a 1:1 ratio with CAF01. The final CTH522 concentration 

was 0.025 µg/µL. 

An accurate amount of CTH522 stock solution was added to 

OGEL hydrogel to achieve an antigen concentration of 0.2 µg/µL, and 

gently mixed in a vortex. Loaded OGEL was stored overnight at 4 °C 

to ensure total bubbles removal.  
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4.2.6. In vivo assays 

4.2.6.1. Ethics statement 

Animal experiments were conducted at Statens Serum Institut 

(SSI) according the regulations established by the Danish Ministry of 

Justice and Animal Protection committees by Danish Animal 

Experiments Inspectorate Permit 2017-15-0201-01363 and in 

compliance with the European Community Directive 2010/63. All 

protocols have been subjected to ethical review and approved by SSI.  

4.2.6.2. Mouse immunization  

Seven to nine-week old CBF61 female mice were housed at 

SSI and handled by authorized staff. Animals were divided into four 

groups of three to five mice. The immunization schedule is depicted in 

Figure 1. Mice immunized sublingually were anesthetized with 

Zoletil
®
 mixture.  

Groups one to three were subcutaneously primed at the base of 

the tail with 200 µL of CAF01/CTH522, which contained 5 µg of 

CTH522, 250 µg of DDA and 50 µg of TDB. Group four was 

sublingually primed with 10 µL of OGEL (OGEL/CTH522), which 

contained 2 µg of CTH522 dispersed in the hydrogel. After mucosal 

vaccination, mice were placed in ante-flexion posture for 20 minutes. 

Then, groups two to four were boosted twice sublingually (days 15 

and 35), with 2 µg of CTH522 alone (Group two) or included within 

10 µL of OGEL system (Groups three and four). Group one, 

vaccinated only with CAF01/CTH522 was established as control. 

Mice were euthanized 3 weeks after the last mucosal boosting. 
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Figure 1. Immunization schedule and experimental groups tested. Animals were 
primed subcutaneously (s.c) or sublingually (s.l) using CAF01 and OGEL as 

vaccine delivery systems, respectively. Thus, mice from Groups 1, 2 and 3 were 
immunized with CAF01/CTH522 (s.c) meanwhile Group 4 was mucosally 

vaccinated with OGEL/CTH522 (s.l). On days 15 and 35, except animals from 
Group 1, mice were boosted twice through sublingual (s.l) route with CHT522 

alone (Group 2) or loaded into OGEL formulation (Groups 3 and 4). 

4.2.6.3. Antibody titers in blood and vaginal samples 

At the end of the study, an enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay (ELISA) was employed for the quantification of IgA and total 

IgG in serum and vaginal lavage. Briefly, blood samples were 

collected from the tail vein in a heparinized tube (1% w/v heparin) and 

centrifuged at 10,000 g for 10 minutes to separate sera from cells. 

Serum samples were stored in a 96-well plate at -20 °C until use. 

Vaginal wash samples were obtained washing out the vagina with 

100 µl of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and stored at -80 °C until 

further use. Vaginal samples were treated with bromelaine (2.5%) and 

diluted 5 times with PBS containing 1% of BSA. Afterwards, samples 

were incubated during 1 hour at 37 °C to break vaginal mucous 

network. 96 well MaxiSorp flat bottom plates were coated overnight 

at 4 °C with 100 µL/well CTH522 (1 µg/mL) diluted in carbonate 

buffer (pH 9.6), and then blocked with 200 µL/well PBS (pH 7.2) 

containing 2% BSA during at least 1.5 h at room temperature. Then 

vaginal (37.5 µL) or serum (12.5 µL) samples were added in serial 

dilutions and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. Finally, 

antigen-specific IgA and total IgG were detected employing HRP-

conjugated goat anti-mouse IgA or rabbit anti-mouse IgG antibodies 

respectively, TMB substrate and sulfuric acid (0.2 M). Plates were 
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measured at 450 nm with wavelength correction (570/620 nm) in a 

spectrophotometer (Sunrise Tecan, Austria).  

4.2.6.4. IFN-γ and IL-17A responses in spleen and cervical 

lymph nodes 

IFN-γ and IL-17A produced by splenocytes and cervical 

lymph nodes were evaluated through a sandwich ELISA. Individually 

in 6-well cell culture plates, organs were disrupted with cell strainers 

of 100 µm pore size using sterile syringe pistons. Each strainer was 

washed with PBS (pH 7.2) and cell suspensions were transferred to 15 

mL tubes and filled with PBS (pH 7.2) supplemented with 10% foetal 

calf serum (FCS) up to 12 mL. Then, tubes were spun down at 2,000 

rpm for 5 minutes. Supernatants were discarded and cell-pellets 

suspended in 12 mL of RPMI media. Samples were spun down again, 

supernatants were withdrawn, and cell-pellets suspended in either 0.5 

or 2 mL of RPMI media for lymph nodes or splenocytes respectively, 

subsequently the cell concentration of each sample was quantified 

using a Nucleo counter (Chemometec, Denmark). Afterwards, known 

amounts of cell suspensions were diluted in RPMI media 

supplemented with FCS (10%), HEPES buffer (1%), penicilin-

streptomycin, L-Glutamine, sodium pyruvate and non-essential amino 

acids to get a concentration of 2 x 10
6
 cells/mL. Then, 100 µL of each 

cell-suspension were transferred to 96-cell round bottom plates and re-

stimulated with 100 µL of RPMI media, CTH522 (5 µg/mL) or 

Concanavalin A (3 µg/mL) for 72 h at 37 °C, 5% CO2 and 95% 

humidity. Cells re-stimulated with media alone and Concanavalin A 

were used as negative and positive controls, respectively. Lastly, 

supernatants were collected and stored at -20 °C until use.  

Secreted IFN-γ and IL-17A cytokines in splenic and lymph nodes 

supernatants were quantified using ELISA kits following protocols 

reported elsewhere [33]. Briefly, specific amounts of purified rat anti-

mouse IL-17A or IFN-γ were diluted in carbonate buffer (pH 9.6), 

added (100 µL/well) to MaxiSorp plates and incubated overnight at 4 

°C. Then, plates were blocked with PBS containing skimmed milk 

powder (2%) for 1.5-2 h at room temperature and, subsequently plates 

were incubated for 2 h with 2% BSA in PBS. Finally, IL-17A or IFN-

γ concentration was determined using standard curves and the 
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corresponding biotin anti-mouse antibody, streptavidin, TMB 

substrate and sulfuric acid (0.2 M). Plates were read at 450 nm with 

wavelength correction (570/620 nm). 

4.2.7. Statistical analysis 

Results from hydrogel characterization and in vivo experiments 

are expressed as mean ± standard deviation and mean ± error of the 

mean (SEM), respectively. SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 26) 

was employed to perform a one-way ANOVA and HSD Tukey's post 

hoc tests (p < 0.05). 

4.3. RESULTS 

4.3.1. Hydrogel preparation, characterization and stability 

Combinations of PF127, HS1200 and AN119 polymers have been 

demonstrated to be useful for obtaining thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels [20]. INForm
®
 succeeded in modelling the 

composition variables as inputs and the rheological, texturometric and 

release properties as outputs. Models for all the parameters had Train 

R
2
 higher than 95% and test R

2
 over 82%, indicating excellent 

predictabilities. The generated INForm
®
 model was asked about how 

to get hydrogels with gelation temperature between 28 and 32 ºC 

together with maximum mucoadhesion, adhesion work, cohesion and 

gel strength at 37 ºC and fast release. The model predicted optimal 

hydrogels can be obtained with the following composition: 21.10% of 

PF127, 5.00% of HS1200 and 0.08% of Gantrez
®
 AN119 (Total 

desirability =77.5%). 

The properties of the optimal hydrogel composition (OGEL) 

selected by INForm
®
 following Table 1 conditions, were close to 

those predicted, validating the obtained ANN model. As shown in 

Table 2, OGEL is a thermosensitive system that gels at 19.7 °C and 

thus immediately after application within the mouth. It has a gel 

strength of 0.7 N, a mucoadhesion and adhesion work of 1.24 and 1.74 

mJ respectively and a cohesion of 0.2. Finally, it releases up to 

41.11% of the protein at 5 minutes, quick enough to ensure vaccine 

absorption in few minutes [35-37] and avoid formulation leakage by 

swallowing. OGEL has long-term stability at 4 ºC (Table 2) and 
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statistically significant differences could not be found between OGEL 

freshly prepared and after 1-year storage at 4 ºC (p<0.05). 

Table 2. Values predicted by the ANN model and experimental values for the 
parameters (mean ± standard deviation) characterized for OGEL freshly 

prepared and after 1 year of storage at 4 ºC in closed containers. 

Parameter Predicted by ANN OGEL (t=0) OGEL (t=1 year) 

Tgel (°C) 20.6 19.7 ± 0.14 19.5 ± 0.23 

Gel Strength (N) 0.6 0.70 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.01 

Mucoadhesion work (mJ) 1 1.24 ± 0.18 1.26 ± 0.15 

Adhesion work (mJ) 1.5 1.74 ± 0.12 1.75 ± 0.05 

Cohesion 0.3 0.20 ± 0.07 1.16 ± 0.00 

%BSA released at 5 min 43.5 41.11 ± 1.88 44.2 ± 4.7 

4.3.2. Prime immunization using CAF01 followed by OGEL 

mucosal boosting improves mucosal antibody responses 

An “in vivo” study was conducted to evaluate the usefulness of 

OGEL as sublingual vaccine carrier against chlamydia. Thus, mice 

were treated with CTH522 in CAF01 alone or followed by a 

sublingual boost with OGEL. In addition, sublingual vaccination alone 

was also evaluated.  

Figure 2 shows total IgG and IgA CTH522 specific antibodies 

determined in serum (A, B) and vaginal lavage (C, D) at the end of the 

study. Serum results showed that mice receiving mucosal boosting 

with antigen alone or loaded in OGEL after subcutaneous antigen 

stimulation, produced lower CTH522-specific IgG antibody levels 

than their counterparts only immunized parenterally. Nevertheless, 

parenterally primed and sublingually boosted animals exhibited higher 

IgA responses both in serum and vaginal washes, particularly when 

loaded on the hydrogel (OGEL/CTH522). These results are consistent 

with previous studies that describe the boosting effect of the 

sublingual route [14, 38, 39]. Animals vaccinated parenterally with 

CAF01/CTH522 had significantly higher serum IgG responses than 

mice immunized exclusively by the sublingual route (p<0.05) (Figure 
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2A-D). Although the group boosted with OGEL/CTH522 produced 

the highest IgA and IgG mean titers in vaginal secretions, which is 

one of the vaccination targets against sexual diseases, this 

enhancement was not statistically significant compared to animals 

only vaccinated with CAF01/CTH522. 

Figure 2. Total IgG and IgA determined by ELISA in serum (A, B) and vaginal 
lavage (C, D). The y-axis shows the optical density (OD). Results are expressed 
as mean ± SEM. * denotes statistically significant differences between depicted 

groups (p<0.05). 
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4.3.3. Prime immunization using CAF01 followed by OGEL 

sublingual boosting elicits high-magnitude IFN-γ responses in 

cervical lymph nodes  

Optimal vaccination against Chlamydia trachomatis requires 

stimulating Th1 cell-mediated immunity in addition to elicit 

neutralizing antibodies. Th17 cells have a crucial role as accelerators 

of mucosal immunity. Besides, these cells can also acquire functional 

features of follicular helper T cells, which can lead to IgA-isotype 

switching [3]. 

To measure if sublingual boosting delivered in OGEL can 

improve local and systemic Th1 and Th17 responses, we re-stimulated 

splenocytes and cervical LN cells with CTH522 antigen and measured 

secretion of IFN-γ and IL-17A. As shown in Figure 3A-D, the 

secretion of IFN-γ by splenic T cells was higher than IL-17A, while 

the opposite was seen in cervical lymph nodes. Generally, mucosal 

boosting was beneficial to improve IFN-γ and IL-17A responses in 

both spleen and cervical lymph nodes after parenteral priming. 

Splenocytes from the group having received parenteral prime/loaded 

hydrogel sublingual boost secreted the highest amount of IFN-γ, 

although not statistically significant when compared to group that 

received only parenteral vaccine. However, in cervical lymph nodes, 

IFN-γ production was significantly higher in the group that had 

received parenteral prime/loaded hydrogel sublingual boost compared 

to parenteral vaccine alone (p < 0.05) (Figure 3C).  

Using a mucoadhesive hydrogel as carrier of CTH522 vaccine for 

sublingual boosting enhanced the secretion of IFN-γ and IL-17A in 

both spleen and cervical lymph nodes. Specifically, boosting with 

OGEL/CTH522 showed a 2-fold and 1.4-fold increase of IFN-γ and 

IL-17A secretion respectively in the spleen when compared to 

mucosal boosting with CTH522 alone. The same effect was observed 

in cervical lymph node samples, where animals boosted with 

OGEL/CTH522 presented a 3.2 and 4.3-fold enhancement in IFN-γ 

and IL-17A, respectively, compared to those receiving CTH522 alone, 

although these differences were not statistically significant. Overall, 

the systemic prime-sublingual boost strategy was more effective in 

inducing Th1/Th17 immune responses than parenteral priming alone 
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and boosting with antigen formulated in OGEL may further increase 

responses. 

 
Figure 3. IFN-γ and IL17A cytokine production by splenocytes (A, B) and cervical 

lymph nodes cells (C, D) after being restimulated with CTH522. Results are 
expressed as mean ± SEM. * denotes statistically significant differences between 

depicted groups (p<0.05). 

4.4. DISCUSSION 

The use of mucosal tissues as vaccination route is grounded in the fact 

that most infections are initiated at the mucosal surfaces [40]. Novel 

vaccination strategies are mainly focused on subunit vaccines, 

including recombinant peptides and proteins, DNA, mRNA or 
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toxoids, owing to their higher safety profile and cheaper mass 

production. Nevertheless, these types of vaccines present the great 

disadvantage of being poorly immunogenic [5, 41]. This drawback 

can be even more pronounced when administered mucosally due to 

antigen dilution and/or entrapment in mucosal secretions and 

proteolytic degradation, hindering antigen uptake and delivery to the 

mucosa-associated lymphoid tissues [5]. In this sense, adjuvants as 

vaccine delivery platforms become crucial for achieving effective and 

long-lasting immunity. 

Parenteral vaccines may be effective when the infection occurs in 

the urogenital tract because it is more permeable to transudation of 

serum antibodies than other mucosae. The antibody titers however 

must be high [23], and so parenteral vaccines frequently fail in 

inducing strong antibody responses at mucosal tissues.  

The promotion of high IgA titers able to neutralize pathogens at 

the target mucosal surface(s) is extraordinarily challenging, even 

when a mucosal tissue is used as immunization site [42]. Several 

studies have hallmarked the synergistic effect of combined systemic 

and mucosal vaccination to generate strong local mucosal immunity 

and protective immunity either in mice and minipigs against 

chlamydia [3, 15, 16, 23] or in macaques against simian 

immunodeficiency virus [43]. Besides, the benefits of parenteral 

priming followed by mucosal boosting were also described for other 

mucosal pathogens such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis [44, 45]. In 

this work, mice were primed subcutaneously with the chlamydia 

subunit vaccine CTH522 incorporated in CAF01 followed by two 

mucosal boostings using the sublingual route to evaluate the potential 

synergic effect of both routes. The comparison between the two 

sublingual boosting strategies (antigen alone or embedded in a 

hydrogel) should allow to assess the utility of a new hydrogel platform 

to efficiently promote mucosal immune responses. 

Sublingual vaccination can induce IgA responses with similar 

mucosal tropisms to nasal vaccination, but is generally considered less 

immunogenic [42]. In attempt to maximize CTH522 uptake by the 

sublingual mucosa and improve mucosal and systemic immune 
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responses, the antigen was loaded on the thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive formulation OGEL. 

The liquid texture of OGEL facilitates its application and 

extension on the sublingual mucosa, while its thermosensitive 

properties allow a fast sol-gel transition at body temperature, avoiding 

formulation leakage by swallowing. Furthermore, a highly 

mucoadhesive hydrogel should increase the contact time with 

sublingual epithelium and facilitate antigen uptake. These properties 

make OGEL a good candidate as a vaccine carrier for this route of 

administration [22, 46, 47]. OGEL is a ternary system whose 

components have interesting properties. PF127 has been reported to 

enhance drug permeation through different mucosae and could 

therefore potentially increase CTH522 permeation through sublingual 

tissue [22, 48]. HS1200 exhibited potential adjuvant properties by 

promoting proliferation of human macrophages [20]. Lastly, Gantrez
®

 

is a high bioadhesive anionic amphiphilic copolymer, previously used 

in oral vaccines as excipient of nanoparticles or microneedle patches 

[49-51].  

Previous studies have used CAF01 as vaccine adjuvant against 

chlamydia [3, 23, 52, 53], reporting its capability for inducing immune 

responses with a Th1/Th17 profile together with high antibody titers. 

IFN-γ produced by Th1 cells plays a key role in the resolution of 

chlamydia infection, inhibiting Ct growth through different pathways 

[54-56]. Th17 cells have not been associated with a direct role against 

chlamydia, but stimulate neutrophil recruitment and are involved in 

the development of Th1 immunity [57] and production of mucosal 

IgA [3].  

Our results point to a synergistic effect of parenteral and 

sublingual vaccination, as mice immunized by the two routes 

produced higher IgA titers and developed stronger cellular responses 

in splenocytes and cervical lymph nodes than when using a single 

route. Similar results were observed in mice simultaneously 

vaccinated intramuscularly and intranasally with Chlamydia psittaci 

antigens, adjuvanted with chitosan nanoparticles [58]. Our results are 

also in agreement with studies by Ralli-Jain et al. [16] and Carmichael 

et al. [15], using mice immunized with the recombinant major outer 
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membrane protein (rMOMP) of Ct and Chlamydia muridarum, 

respectively.  

The results herein described that sublingual boosting after 

systemic priming could be a feasible strategy to induce systemic as 

well as mucosal immunity in the genital tract. In addition, our results 

suggest that the use of mucoadhesive vaccine delivery systems could 

be a strategy to maximize the boosting effect of sublingual 

immunization and therefore, improve mucosal immune responses in 

the genital tract. However, the success of this approach will depend on 

the development of highly mucoadhesive vaccine carriers capable of 

promoting a fast antigen permeation through sublingual tissue, thus 

ensuring an adequate stimulation of the immune system. Sublingual 

administration of CTH522 loaded OGEL after subcutaneous 

CAF01/CTH522 priming elicited IgA responses in serum and vaginal 

fluids, as well as IFN-γ and IL-17A secretion by spleen and cervical 

lymph node T cells.  

Mouse oral anatomy differs from that of humans, particularly 

regarding the sublingual mucosa, which is highly keratinized in mice. 

High levels of keratinization strongly hinder the permeability of active 

substances across tissues [22, 59]. This limitation must be considered 

when these rodents are used as a model for testing the usefulness of 

drugs or vaccine systems by sublingual administration. Animal 

models with greater similarity to humans, such as primates, would be 

better suited to predict immune responses, but costs and ethical issues 

limit their use [60].  

4.5. CONCLUSIONS  

ANN together with genetic algorithms have demonstrated its potential 

to optimize a ternary hydrogel formulation through a reduced 

experimental design, giving rise to OGEL, a highly mucoadhesive and 

thermosensitive hydrogel suitable as a vaccine carrier for sublingual 

administration. OGEL has shown utility as a carrier of the chlamydia 

vaccine CTH522 in a mouse model. The co-administration of CAF01 

and OGEL loaded with CTH522 subunit vaccine significantly 

enhanced IFN-γ production by cervical lymph nodes when compared 

with mice exclusively immunized parenterally.  
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ABSTRACT 

Local treatment of Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) has been 

pointed out to be a novel therapeutic approach with several advantages 

when compared to conventional therapies. However, the development 

of systems able to fulfil the requirements of this administration route 

is not an easy task. The present work suggests the utilization of 

Artificial Intelligence Techniques (AIT) as an instrument to 

understand polymer-polymer interactions towards obtaining 

thermosensitive hydrogels suitable for protein rectal administration in 

IBD. Enemas composed by Pluronic
®

 F127 and F68 and Methocel
®

 

K4M were developed and characterized. Two experimental designs 

were carried out in order to determine the effect of each polymer on 

their texturometric and rheological behaviour. Using the results of the 

first experimental design we can justify the inclusion of each raw 

material PF127, PF68 and MK4M in the formulation and conclude 

that a compromise solution is necessary to obtain thermosensitive 

hydrogels of the required properties. The results of the second 

experimental design allowed concluding that PF127 ruled mainly 

syringeability and bioadhesion work. On the other hand, PF68 

modulated principally gelation temperature, viscosity and protein 

release from hydrogel matrix. Finally, MK4M influenced 

bioadhesiveness and mostly determined viscosity. AIT also allowed 

delimiting the design space to produce easy administrable and highly 

bioadhesive enemas that undergo fast sol-gel transitions at body 

temperature.  
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is the general term enclosing a 

group of inflammatory disorders involving the gastrointestinal tract 

(GIT) [1]. They are systemic, complex, multifactorial and chronic 

pathologies characterized by periods of relapsing and remitting 

inflammation. They are usually accompanied with stomach and 

abdominal pain, diarrhoea, cramping, bloody stool together with a 

decrease in the mucus layer thickness and spreading conditioned by 

the inflammation grade [2-4].  

While the aetiology of IBD has not been elucidated yet [5, 6], the 

main goal of the current treatments is focused on restoring the enteric 

mucosa homeostasis. Despite significant advances in IBD medical 

management, several problems remain to be solved as side effects or 

failure in controlling the inflammatory process [5, 7, 8]. New 

therapeutic strategies for IBD management are constantly being 

proposed, such as novel anti-inflammatory molecules, bacteriophages, 

cell therapy or its derivatives [6, 8-11]. Different attempts have been 

carried out to target ulcerated and eroded intestinal mucosa, for 

example nanoparticulated systems [3, 12, 13], hydrogels [4, 14-16] 

and tablets [7, 17]. As an example, local injections of anti-TNF-α 

agents, such as infliximab and adalimumab, have been administered in 

perianal fistulas and/or intestinal lesions of patients with Crohn’s 

Disease, which has allowed, although not in all patients, to increase 

their therapeutic effect and minimise their adverse reactions [18, 19]. 

The design of colon-targeted dosage forms administered by oral or 

rectal route has been pointed out to be a good strategy for mucosa 

restoration. Enemas produce better therapeutic responses and earlier 

patient’s recovery than oral treatments due to the local effect of the 

drug, which also improves IBD patients compliance [14, 16, 20]. 

The combination of polymers in a hydrogel system that 

simultaneously confer thermosensitivity, mucoadhesion and load 

capacity of active molecules ensuring biocompatibility, implies the 

difficulty associated with the design of multicomponent formulations. 

Therefore, it is essential to understand and control how the interaction 

between components occurs. 
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Artificial Intelligence Techniques (AIT) such as Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN), fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms are techniques 

able to model the ingredients and operation conditions effect on the 

pharmaceutical systems characteristics [26]. Nano and 

microparticulated systems [27, 28] and hydrogels [29, 30] have been 

already successfully modelled and optimized using AIT, giving drug 

delivery platforms with desirable properties. 

On this basis, the objective of this work is to demonstrate the 

utility of AIT to help in the establishment of the design space of 

ternary hydrogel formulations with appropriate characteristics for the 

treatment of IBD ulcers. Polymers will be combined to give the 

systems thermosensitivity and mucoadhesion capacity, which should 

facilitate their administration, extensibility on the mucosa and 

retention in the rectal tract. The colonic delivery of drugs from those 

systems will be simulated using a model protein. 

5.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

5.2.1. Materials 
Pluronic

®
 F127 (PF127), Pluronic

®
 F68 (PF68), Bovine Serum 

Albumin (BSA) and saline buffer pH 7.4 were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (MO, USA). Methocel
®
 K4M (MK4M) was obtained from 

The Dow Chemical Company (Michigan, USA). Cell Strainers of 40 

µm pore size were purchased from Corning Incorporated (Durham, 

USA). Pierce
TM

 BCA Protein Assay Kit was bought from 

ThermoScientific (Rockford, USA).  

5.2.2. Experimental designs  

A reduced experimental design for 3 components (PF127, PF68 

and MK4M) with a minimum pattern of 3, was generated using a 

Balance Density Method through DataForm
® 

v.3.1 software 

(Intelligensys Ltd., UK). As a result, 9 compositions were designed, 

combining different proportions of three polymers (Table 1). In this 

first experimental design, the pre-established concentration range was 

wide in order to create the knowledge space.  
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Table 1. Composition of the formulations of the experimental design 1. 
Percentages (w/w) of Pluronic® F127 (PF127), Pluronic® F68 (PF68) and 

Methocel® K4M (MK4M) obtained by DataForm®software using the Balance 
Density Method. Data included as inputs to train the Artificial Neural Network 

for experimental design 1. 

Sample 
Composition (%) 

PF127 PF68 MK4M 

H1 10.4 9.5 0.5 

H2 17.9 1.9 1 

H3 14.7 5.2 0.5 

H4 2.9 17 0.5 

H5 19 1 0 

H6 14.1 5.7 1 

H7 11.4 8.5 0.5 

H8 19.8 0 1 

H9 4.8 15.2 0 

Afterwards, a second experimental design with narrower 

concentration ranges of the three components (Table 2) was carried 

out in order to better model the effects of polymer composition on the 

formulation characteristics and establish the design space of enema 

formulations with adequate gelation temperature and rheological 

properties. As a result, 11 hydrogels were designed and prepared. 
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Table 2. Composition of the formulations of the experimental design 2. 
Percentages (w/w) of Pluronic® F127 (PF127), Pluronic® F68 (PF68) and 

Methocel® K4M (MK4M) obtained by DataForm® software using the Balance 
Density Method. Data included as inputs to train the Artificial Neural Network 

for experimental design 2. 

Sample  
Composition (%) 

PF127 PF68 MK4M 

H10  17  5  0.25 

H11  15 0  0.5  

H12  19  2.5  0  

H13  15  2.5  0.25 

H14  17  0  0.5  

H15  19  5  0  

H16  19  5  0.25 

H17  17  2.5  0.5  

H18  15  0  0  

H19  17  2.5  0  

H20  18.8  2.3  0.1  

5.2.3. Hydrogel preparation 

PF127 (%w/w) and PF68 (%w/w) were dissolved at the desired 

concentrations in saline buffer at 4 °C overnight. Then, MK4M 

(%w/w) was incorporated to these solutions, previously cooled in an 

ice bath, and dissolved under magnetic stirring until clear and 

homogeneous solutions were obtained. Hydrogels were stored at 4 °C 

until characterization. 

5.2.4. Texturometric analysis 

Syringeability and bioadhesion studies were performed using a 

TA XT Plus Texture Analyzer (Surrey, UK), as previously published 

by Blanco-Fuente et al. [31] and Campaña-Seoane et al. [32] with 

slight modifications. Syringeability was computed as the work (mJ) 

required for expelling the hydrogel loaded into a syringe through a 

needle at room temperature. For this purpose, each hydrogel was 
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carefully loaded into 1 mL syringes avoiding air bubbles formation. 

Syringes were then placed vertically on a support, leaving a distance 

between the syringe plunger and the texturometer punch. The punch 

descended at 2 mm/s and pressed the plunger of the syringe through a 

distance of 2 cm. All measurements were made by quadruplicate.  

Bioadhesion at 37 °C was evaluated using goat tanned leather. 

Firstly, two goat tanned leather pieces were fixed to the punch and the 

lower support of the texturometer. Then, formulations were placed on 

the tanned leather of the lower support and the punch descended at 1 

mm/s, applying a force of 0.5 N during 60 s over the samples. After 

that, the punch rose, and the force exerted was represented versus the 

distance. The area under the curve (mJ) corresponded to the 

bioadhesiveness work of the hydrogel. All measurements were 

repeated at least four times.  

5.2.5. Rheological assessment  

The gelation temperature (Tgel) and viscosity of the prepared 

hydrogels were evaluated using a rheometer AR1000-N (TA 

Instruments, UK). Storage (G') and loss (G'') moduli were recorded 

employing a conical geometry of 6 cm Ø and 2.1 degrees, establishing 

a temperature ramp from 20 to 40 °C at 0.3 °C/min and angular 

frequency of 5 rad/s. The crossover of both moduli when subjected to 

variable temperatures allowed establishing the Tgel (ºC) of each 

hydrogel while complex viscosity values (Pa.s) were measured at 20 

°C. 

5.2.6. Protein loading and in vitro release studies 

Protein release studies were performed on the formulations of the 

second experimental design using simulated colonic fluid (SCoF) 

described by Marques et al. [33]. BSA was chosen as model protein to 

assess the release rate of the developed hydrogels. Firstly, BSA 

(3%w/v) was added to each hydrogel. Then the protein was dissolved 

under magnetic stirring and hydrogels were storage overnight at 4 ºC. 

The release assay was carried out in an orbital shaker Tritamax 1000 

(Heidolph Instruments, Germany) at 400 rpm and 37 ºC. The release 

media, 8 mL of SCoF, was placed in a 6-well plate, containing 

Corning
®
 Cell Strainers of 40 µm of pore size and placed on the 
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orbital shaker at 37 ºC. Secondly, 1.5 mL of BSA loaded hydrogels 

were placed into the strainer chamber. At selected time points, 5, 10, 

15, 60, 90 and 120 minutes, 1 mL of SCoF was removed and replaced 

with fresh media. Samples collected at each time point were frozen 

until protein quantification. Pierce
TM

 BCA Protein Assay was 

performed for the measurement of released BSA according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. Absorbance was assessed using a FLUOstar 

OPTIMA plate reader (BMG Labtech, Germany) and the amount of 

released protein were obtained by using validated calibration curves, 

as well as, adequate controls. 

5.2.7. Data modelization using Artificial Neural Networks 

FormRules
®
 v4.03 (Intelligensys Ltd., UK) was used for 

modelling experimental results of formulations for both experimental 

designs. FormRules
®
 v4.03 is a hybrid AIT that combines ANN and 

fuzzy logic technologies, being able to predict the influence of each 

formulation ingredient on the evaluated parameters and express the 

models using simple “IF-THEN” rules. PF127, PF68 and MK4M 

concentration in the formulations were established as inputs while the 

systems properties (syringeability, bioadhesion at 37 ºC, Tgel and 

complex viscosity) were introduced as outputs. “IF-THEN” rules were 

used to understand how outputs were affected by inputs [28]. Figure 1 

shows a general overview of the whole process, since the 

experimental design obtaining to ANN analysis. 

The default training parameters of the software were used for 

modelling. The software contains various statistical fitness criteria. 

Among them, Structural Risk Minimisation (SRM) was used to model 

all outputs (C1 range = 0.82-0.62 and C2 = 4.8). The predictability 

and accuracy of models generated were assessed. Coefficient of 

determination (R
2 

) was used as indicative of predictability and it was 

calculated as follows [28]:  

       
       

    
   

       
     

   

       

Where,    represents the experimental value of the output in the 

data set,   
  is the predicted value of the output computed by the model 
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and finally,   
   is the mean value of the parameter that is being 

evaluated. R
2
 higher than 70% are indicative of good model 

predictabilities [30], so high correlation between experimental and 

predicted outputs. 

The accuracy of the models was established by comparison of 

experimental and calculated results through an ANOVA; a calculated 

f value higher than f critical values for the corresponding degrees of 

freedom, indicates that there are not statistical differences between 

experimental and predicted outputs [34].  

Figure 1. General scheme of how AIT was incorporated in systems design. A 
reduce experimental design was obtained through DataForm® v3.01 software. 
Thus, hydrogels of different composition were made in cold saline buffer and 

their texturometric and rheological properties were tested. Generated 
experimental database were analysed employing FormRules® v4.03 to 

determine the effect of each polymer on their texturometric and rheological 
behaviour generating the knowledge or design space. This process allowed to 

know deeply how parameters affected hydrogel properties. 

5.3. RESULTS  

5.3.1. Knowledge space analysis 

The aim of the preliminary study performed in experimental 

design 1 was to establish the knowledge space of the formulations, 

elucidating the suitability of the selected polymers for the required 

application and analyzing their influence on syringeability, 

bioadhesion, gelation temperature (Tgel) and complex viscosity. 

Experimental results are shown in Table 3. These parameters are 
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critical for obtaining hydrogels of easy administration and high 

bioadhesion. Table 4 shows the characteristics of the models 

generated by FormRules
®
 v4.03 for each property. All models present 

R
2 

≥ 73% values, indicating their good predictability. However, only 

syringeability, bioadhesion and viscosity models showed computed f 

values higher than critical f values, being statistically significant. 

There was a lack of data in the Tgel results as a significant number of 

formulations did not gel within the limits of the assay, reducing the 

number of degrees of freedom of the model. 

In general terms, the most significant information gained from 

this first experimental design could be summarized as follows: 

1) Syringeability is mainly determined by PF68 concentration 

(Table 4). The addition of PF68 reduces the work required for the 

administration of the hydrogel. Consequently, enemas having 

percentages above 8.5% of PF68 would present lower syringeability 

work values than 73.10 mJ (Annex II, Table A2.1). 

2) Bioadhesion is mainly determined by the concentration of 

PF68 in the polymeric mixture. However, the concentration of MK4M 

also influences on this property (Table 4). According to the “IF-

THEN” rules (Annex II, Table A2.1), the highest bioadhesion values 

could be obtained using medium concentrations of PF68 (1.9% -

10.5%) and MK4M (0.25% - 0.75%).  

3) Viscosity at 20 °C is modulated by PF127 concentration 

(Table 4). Thermosensitive hydrogels with low viscosity values 

would be achieved using proportions of PF127 between 4.95% and 

14.85%. 

4) Despite Tgel was not accurately modelled, Table 4 shows is 

modulated by the percentage of PF127. Percentages around 15% of 

PF127 and below of 8.5% of PF68 would be required in order to 

obtain enemas able to gel under 37 °C if medium proportions of 

MK4M are used. Thus, for obtaining enemas of adequate Tgel it would 

be necessary to achieve a compromise between the amounts of both 

Pluronic
®
 in the polymeric blends. 
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Altogether, we could conclude that combinations of PF127, PF68 

and MK4M can be useful to design thermosensitive hydrogels for 

rectal administration modulating bioadhesiveness, syringeability, 

viscosity and sol-gel transition of the formulations. 

Table 3. Means and standard deviations values in milliJoules (mJ) for 
syringeability and bioadhesion work, as well as Tgel (°C) and viscosity (Pa.s) 

from hydrogels obtained in the experimental design 1. Data used as outputs to 
train the artificial neural network for the experimental design 1. 

Sample 
Syringeability 

(mJ) 

Bioadhesion 

work (mJ) 

Complex 

viscosity at 20 

°C (Pa.s) 

Tgel (°C) 

H1 62.92 ± 0.97 0.488 ± 0.19 0.06 ± 0.00 38.05 ± 0.53 

H2 184.3 ± 5.81 0.228 ± 0.14 Gelled <20 

H3 97.45 ± 3.15 0.610 ± 0.28 0.10 ± 0.02 29.52 ± 0.85 

H4 63.12 ± 3.64 0.198 ± 0.12 0.08 ± 0.00 >40 

H5 163.1 ± 7.80 0.327 ± 0.06 0.67 ± 0.54 20.63 ± 0.40 

H6 121.9 ± 10.0 0.401 ± 0.13 0.28 ± 0.07 28.78 ± 0.81 

H7 73.10 ± 3.92 0.540 ± 0.08 0.07 ± 0.03 35.23 ± 2.37 

H8 251.5 ± 28.1 0.126 ± 0.04 Gelled <20 

H9 44.50 ± 1.34 0.103 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.00 >40 
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Table 4. Inputs selected by FormRules® to explain the variability of the outputs 
for experimental design 1 and parameters to assess the quality of the generated 

models. The submodels with highest effect on the output are highlighted. 

Outputs Submodel 
Inputs 
from 

FormRules® 
R2 

Computed 
f value 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 

f 
critical 

for 
p<0.1 

Syringeability 1 PF68 73.92 8.50 2 and 6 3.46 

Bioadhesion 
work 

1 
2 

PF68 
MK4M 

98.43 37.62 5 and 3 5.31 

Viscosity 1 PF127 85.87 6.07 3 and 3 5.39 

Tgel 1 PF127 75.63 0 4 and 0 - 

5.3.2. Design space analysis 

On this basis, to properly define the design space for suitable 

formulations, a second experimental design (Table 2) was carried out. 

The limits of the variables were established considering: a) the 

minimum percentage of PF127 necessary for getting hydrogels with 

sol-gel transition temperatures lower than the body temperature and b) 

the concentration range of PF68 and MK4M for obtaining hydrogels 

with good bioadhesiveness.  

Results for the experimental design 2 are represented in Table 5. 

FormRules
®
 v4.03 allowed to determine the effect of each component 

on the evaluated parameters for the new database and express the 

results as “IF…THEN” rules (Annex II, Tables A2.2). Table 6 shows 

the main ingredients that ruled each property and the parameters that 

indicate the quality of the models. All models present good 

predictability (R
2 

≥ 71%). 
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Table 5. Results of texturometric and rheological assays from hydrogels 
obtained in the experimental design 2. Data used as outputs to train the 

artificial neural network for the experimental design 2. 

Sample 
Syringeability 

(mJ) 
Bioadhesion 
work (mJ) 

Complex 
Viscosity at 20 

°C (Pa.s) 

Tgel 
(°C) 

H10 187.5 ± 20.9 0.367 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.02 27.49 ± 1.18 

H11 105.1 ± 15.7 0.287 ± 0.05 0.73 ± 0.92 22.41 ± 2.40 

H12 237.2 ± 24.8 0.408 ± 0.15 0.18 ± 0.05 22.53 ± 1.53 

H13 103.7 ± 9.01 0.296 ± 0.05 0.05 ± 0.01 27.99 ± 0.58 

H14 166.6 ± 18.3 0.406 ± 0.06 0.51 ± 0.57 21.35 ± 1.20 

H15 262.8 ± 5.63 0.469 ± 0.08 0.15 ± 0.01 24.89 ± 0.63 

H16 
NOT 

SYRINGEABLE 
0.425 ± 0.06 0.58 ± 0.47 22.25 ± 2.47 

H17 208.6 ± 9.96 0.362 ± 0.12 0.17 ± 0.06 23.53 ± 1.31 

H18 86.50 ± 5.97 0.254 ± 0.05 0.03 ± 0.00 23.66 ± 0.39 

H19 156.8 ± 6.41 0.328 ± 0.08 0.08 ± 0.00 25.47 ± 0.46 

H20 260.9 ± 9.38 0.493 ± 0.11 0.18 ± 0.03 22.71 ± 0.35 

Table 6. Significant inputs from FormRules® models for the diverse outputs 
performed and parameters to evaluate the quality of submodels obtained for 

experimental design 2. The most important submodels are highlighted. 

Output Submodel 
Inputs from 
FormRules® 

R2 Computed 
f value 

Degrees 
of 

freedom 

f 
critical 

for 
p<0.1 

Syringeability 1 PF127 93.80 52.93 2 and 7 4.74 

Bioadhesion 
work 

1 
2 

PF127 
MK4M 

86.59 15.06 3 and 7 4.34 

Viscosity 1 PF68xMK4M 71.04 3.68 4 and 6 4.53 

Tgel 
1 
2 

PF68 
PF127 

72.67 6.20 3 and 6 4.76 
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5.3.2.1. PF127 determines syringeability 

Within the limits of experimental design 2, syringeability is 

mainly conditioned by the concentration of PF127 (Table 6). Figure 

2A represents the effect of PF127 and MK4M on this property. Thus, 

low syringeability values would be obtained employing PF127 

percentages below 18% (blue area). Thereby, enemas H18 (15/0/0), 

H13 (15/2.5/0.25) and H11 (15/0/0.5) with mean syringeability values 

of 86.50 ± 5.97, 103.7 ± 9.01 and 105.1 ± 15.7 mJ respectively, were 

the most syringeable formulations. Moreover, it is interesting to 

hallmark that for sample H16, having a 19% of PF127 and a 0.25% of 

MK4M, syringeability was impossible to be measured owing to the 

inability of the hydrogel to pass through the needle.  

5.3.2.2. PF127 and MK4M rule bioadhesiveness 

Bioadhesion work variations are explained by two 

submodels, including PF127 as the main variable together with 

MK4M (Table 6). Both polymers have positive effects on bioadhesion 

work values (blue area of Figure 2B). In accordance to the model, 

samples H20 (0.493 ± 0.11 mJ), H15 (0.469 ± 0.08 mJ) and H16 

(0.425 ± 0.06 mJ) were the highest bioadhesive hydrogels. Their 

composition were 18.80/2.30/0.1, 19/5/0 and 19/5/0.25, respectively. 

5.3.2.3. PF127 and MK4M determine viscosity 

The experimental values for viscosity are indicated on Table 

5. As shown in Table 6, FormRules
®
 v4.03 was able to define the 

interactive effect of PF127 and MK4M on viscosity, even though, the 

model obtained was not statistically significant (computed f value < 

critical f value). The analysis of the “IF…THEN” rules indicates that 

the highest viscous hydrogels are those including high proportion of 

MK4M and low proportion of PF127. According to these rules, 

experimental results show that the highest viscous hydrogel was H11 

which has the following proportions of PF127/PF68/MK4M: 15/0/0.5. 

On the contrary, H18 (15/0/0), H13 (15/2.50/0.25) and H19 

(17/2.50/0), formulations with low proportions of MK4M were the 

most fluid hydrogels having mean viscosity values of 0.03 ± 0.00, 

0.05 ± 0.01 and 0.08 ± 0.00 Pa.s, respectively.  
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Figure 2. 2D plots generated by FormRules® showing the relation between 
inputs and outputs for experimental design 2. A) Low syringeability values 

would be obtained employing proportions of PF127 below 17.25% (blue area). 
B) The hydrogels made with high percentages of PF127 (>17.75%) and MK4M 

(>0.25%), would present the highest values of bioadhesion work (blue area). C) 
Hydrogels made with high or low concentrations of PF68 (>2.25%) and PF127 

(<17%) respectively, would exhibit low Tgel values (blue area). 
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5.3.2.4. PF68 rules mainly the Tgel 

Experimental data results are displayed in Table 5. Tgel was 

mainly modulated by PF68 (Table 6). However, PF127 also had an 

influence on this parameter. As it is shown in Figure 2C hydrogels 

with low Tgel would be accomplished employing low proportions of 

PF68 (<1%) or high amounts of PF127 (>16%), whereas, enemas with 

high sol-gel transition values (blue area) could be reached using 

percentages of PF68 higher than 1% and low quantities of PF127 

(<18%). Figure 3 shows the thermosensitivity properties of hydrogels. 

In order to show it, equal volumes of the same hydrogel were heated 

up 37 °C and compared with the same one stored at 4 °C. 

 
Figure 3. Example of a thermosensitivity hydrogel, presenting sol-gel transition 
when was heated up 37 °C. It was compared with the same hydrogel stored at 
4°C. 

5.3.2.5. In vitro protein release studies 

Protein release assays were also performed for formulations 

of experimental design 2. As BSA (3%w/v) was completely dissolved 

in the hydrogels matrix, the loading efficiency of hydrogels was 

100%. Figure 4 shows several examples of the formulations release 

profiles. All of them show immediate release profile in SCoF (>80% 

protein released at 10 minutes). In the case of H11, the release profile 

is higher than 100% and then slowed down due to the own variability 

of the technique. 
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Figure 4. Release profile of formulations H11, H14 and H16 in medium SCoF 

that were carried out in an orbital shaker at 400 rpm and 37 ºC. 

5.4. DISCUSSION 

The main goal of the current work is to achieve suitable enemas for 

potential colonic delivery of immunomodulatory proteins, useful for 

mucosa restoration in the treatment of IBD patients. To this end, we 

propose the use of liquid systems for rectal administration, capable of 

gelling at body temperature with good mucoadhesive capacity that 

facilitates their retention on the mucosa. The administration of 

therapeutic agents in such systems should allow local treatment of the 

mucosa, with reduced doses and diminished side effects. The selected 

polymers for this study are GRAS substances proved and recognized 

by the FDA for topical use [35-37]. Pluronic
®
, also known as 

poloxamers, are amphiphilic, thermosensitive and bioadhesive triblock 

copolymers. They share the general chemical structure shown in 

Figure 5A. PF127 and PF68 are widely used in the pharmaceutical 

field owing to their low toxicity, high solubilisation capacity and 

release modulation [38-40]. PF127 allows an easy elaboration of in 

situ gelation hydrogels without using organic solvents. This property 
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makes PF127 a versatile polymer adequate for preparation of oral, 

inhaled, intravenous, topical and ophthalmic formulations. PF68, 

among other characteristics, is usually used to modulate the gelation 

temperature of PF127 [38, 41]. Hydroxypropylcellulose, which 

chemical formula is represented in Figure 5B, is a polysaccharide 

able to generate robust hydrogels capable to resist gastrointestinal 

peristaltic movements and control drug release [36, 39]. MK4M is a 

variety with high grade viscosity, which can be used as viscosity 

enhancer also providing good mucoadhesive strength [42, 43]. 

Figure 5. Chemical formulas of selected polymers obtained from manufacturer’s 
datasheet. A) General structure of Pluronic® polymers which differ in their 
chain lengths, wherein a=101 and b=56 for PF127 and a=80 and b=27 for PF68 
B) General chemical formula of hydroxypropyl methylcellulose. 

AIT succeeded in generating models useful for understanding the 

experimental data obtained during the development of thermosensitive 

enemas. Firstly, neurofuzzy logic software allowed to establish a 

knowledge space and justify the use of all the selected formulation 

ingredients [26]. As a result of the first experimental design analysis, 

it was also possible to establish the concentration range for each 

material. In order to achieve high bioadhesive hydrogels, mid 

proportions of PF68 and MK4M must be used. Moreover, the 

minimum percentage of PF127 necessary to obtain systems that gel at 

body temperature is 15%. Additionally, percentages of PF68 in the 

formulation upper than 8.5% could also compromise gelation of 

hydrogels at body temperature. 

The analysis of the second experimental design by FormRules
®

 

allowed a deeply awareness of the composition effect on the hydrogel 

characteristics. The incorporation of PF127 at concentrations equal or 

above 15% to guarantee the gelation turned this polymer into the main 

factor that governs the ternary systems properties. The textural and 

rheological properties are modulated by the percentage of PF127 in 

the formulation (Table 6), and are determined by the micelle 
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formation and/or its disruption due to the presence of PF68 or MK4M 

in the hydrogel. 

The micellization process of Pluronic
®
, and therefore its gelation, 

depends mainly on the length of the hydrophobic chain (PPO). PF68 

exhibits higher Tgel than PF127 due to its shorter PPO chain [44]. 

Their combination in binary systems allows tailoring the gelation 

temperature [41, 45, 46]. The Tgel model (Table 6), points out the 

interaction between both Pluronic
®
, indicating that PF68 interfere on 

the micellization process of PF127. Gelation phenomenon is driven 

first by the dehydration of PPO block, and after by the rearrangement 

of formed micelles depending on the interaction between hydroxyl 

groups [79]. The presence of PF68 disturbs the micelle entanglement 

and hydrogen bonds formation of PF127, leading to an increase in the 

Tgel. [46]. 

Appropriate syringeability (<200 mJ) at room temperature is the 

second requirement for this type of dosage forms. Important variations 

in syringeability can be observed within the limits of the experimental 

design 2 (Table 5), mainly determined by the percentage of PF127 in 

the formulation (Table 6). Syringeability is closely related to Tgel and 

viscosity, formulations that gel at very low temperatures or have high 

viscosity are unable to be administered in the conditions of the study 

(e.g. H16). 

The binding of the formulation to the biological substrate is the 

third aspect to be considered. Poloxamers and MK4M are materials 

that modulate bioadhesion. It has been described that PF68 exhibits 

more mucoadhesion capacity than PF127 due to its higher PEO/PPO 

ratio (3.47 vs 2.93) [38]. The bioadhesive character of the PEO 

component relies on its capacity for binding to mucin oligosaccharide 

chains, showing good applicability for the development of oral or 

intranasal formulations [47-49]. The addition of MK4M also provides 

bioadhesiveness since, firstly, is capable of establishing electrostatic 

interactions with mucus glycoproteins [48], and secondly, improves 

the mechanical properties of the designed systems [42, 43] which has 

been related to mucoadhesion [39, 50, 51]. Some authors have 

described the use of poloxamers together with cellulose derivatives 

gives a synergistic effect on the bioadhesion of the formulations [39, 
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51, 52]. Although our models show both types of polymers have a 

positive outcome on bioadhesion, we did not observe a synergistic 

effect. 

However, our model shows an interactive effect between PF127 

and MK4M on viscosity. High proportions of MK4M act as viscosity 

enhancer when PF127 is up to 17% [45, 53]. Above this ratio, the 

effect of MK4M is damped. This could be explained by the increase 

of PF127 in polymeric blends that leads to more rigid and entangled 

hydrogel networks [45, 54, 55]. 

In order to evaluate how the composition affects therapeutic agent 

release from the ternary systems, a model protein, BSA, was 

incorporated into the hydrogel networks and its release evaluated. All 

formulations have shown immediate release profiles. Neither PF127 

nor MK4M, which are excipients used for controlled release, 

promoted the long-term retention of the protein during the release 

studies, reaching over 80% after 10 min. The incorporation of PF68 is 

determinant to explain this phenomenon. Bouchemal et al. [52] have 

recently pointed out that the combination of PF68 and PF127 do not 

promote the formation of mixed micelles, which leads to segregation 

of both polymers. They have demonstrated that when comparing 

hydrogels composed by percentages of 22.5/2.5/1 and 20/0/1 of 

PF127/P188/MK4M respectively, drug release was faster for the 

hydrogel containing PF68, despite being more viscous. Our results 

agree with those findings, the immediate release effect seeing in our 

hydrogels could be due to a more disorganized hydrogel network 

promoted by the addition of PF68.  

In the case of the bioadhesive thermosensitive rectal systems 

under study, the immediate disposition of the loaded protein is not an 

inconvenience, but rather a benefit, a rapid supply of the therapeutic 

molecules in the damaged colonic tissue favours the onset of action of 

the drug, as well as its local absorption [52]. Furthermore, the 

incorporation of peptides or proteins on the hydrogel network should 

increase their stability in the colon lumen when compared to the free 

forms previously studied for IBD management [18, 19]. 
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5.5. CONCLUSIONS 

AIT succeeded in modelling most of the hydrogels properties as a 

function of its composition using a reduced database from balance 

density experimental designs. Enemas composed by PF127, PF68 and 

MK4M were prepared, and the effect of composition in the final 

formulations properties was investigated. Two experimental designs 

were performed and analyzed using ANN in order to acquire a deep 

knowledge of how composition determines the texturometric and 

rheological characteristics of the different hydrogels evaluated. ANN 

enabled the obtaining of a design space in order to achieve smart 

thermosensitive enemas suitable for protein delivery (Blue areas in 

Figure 1). This design space should allow the attainment of optimized 

hydrogels of easy administration which present a fast transition from 

liquid to solid state once at body temperature. Thereby, as was 

previously reported in literature, the possible leakage and dilution of 

the drug delivery system into the colon lumen would be minimized. 

These smart formulations also would exhibit good bioadhesiveness to 

living tissues and a rapid drug release, in order to promote an 

immediate effect over the intestinal damaged mucosa.  
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ABSTRACT 

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), including Crohn’s disease (CD) 

and ulcerative colitis (UC), is increasingly prevalent and current 

therapies are not completely effective. Mesenchymal stem cells are 

emerging as a promising therapeutic option. Here, we evaluate the 

effect of local hydrogel application loaded with conditioned medium 

(CM) from human uterine cervical stem cells (hUCESC-CM) in an 

experimental mouse model of acute colitis. Colitis induction was 

carried out in C57BL/6 mice by dissolving dextran sulfate sodium 

(DSS) in drinking water for 9 days. Ulcers were treated by rectal 

administration of either mesalazine (as positive control) or a 

mucoadhesive and thermosensitive hydrogel loaded with hUCESC-

CM (H-hUCESC-CM). Body weight changes, colon length, and 

histopathological analysis were evaluated. In addition, pro-

inflammatory TNF-α, IL-6, and IFN-γ mRNA levels were measured 

by qPCR. Treatment with H-hUCESC-CM inhibited body weight loss 

and colon shortening and induced a significant decrease in colon 

mucosa degeneration as well as TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-6 mRNA levels. 

Our data indicate that H-hUCESC-CM effectively alleviated DSS-

induced colitis in mice, suggesting that H-hUCESC-CM may 

represent an attractive cell-free therapy for local treatment of IBD. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) represents a group of pathogenic, 

chronic, and degenerative disorders defined by recurrent inflammation 

of the gastrointestinal tract. The two major forms are ulcerative colitis 

(UC) and Crohn’s disease (CD). It is estimated that as many as 1.4 

million Americans and 2.4 million Europeans are suffering from this 

disease [1]. In addition, the incidence and prevalence of IBD have 

increased dramatically over the last few decades, growing as a public 

health concern since they can lead to life-threatening problems [2,3]. 

IBD is multifactorial and its aetiology is not precisely known. IBD 

involves an abnormal systemic and mucosal immune response against 

intraluminal antigens, favoured by microbial factors and alterations of 

the mucosal barrier, in genetically predisposed individuals [4,5]. 

The current treatment for IBD begins with 5-aminosalicylic acids 

(5-ASA) and antibiotics, followed by corticosteroids, 

immunomodulators and biologic agents. When all else fails, patients 

undergo surgery [6]. However, current therapies are often not 

completely effective and may have side effects related to the 

gastrointestinal tract and liver. Therefore, there is great interest in the 

development of more effective drugs for IBD treatment [7]. 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are fibroblast-like and 

multipotent progenitors that can be isolated from the connective tissue 

of most organs [8]. MSCs express defined surface markers, including 

CD90, CD73, and CD105, and present immunoregulatory and 

regenerative properties. MSCs are considered a promising medical 

alternative for the treatment of various inflammatory and autoimmune 

diseases. They have shown to target injured tissue, secrete paracrine 

anti-inflammatory factors, and induce inhibition of T-cell 

proliferation, B-cell function, and dendritic cell maturation, via 

secretion of soluble factors [9]. Therefore, stem cell therapies have 

emerged as novel therapeutic tools for IBD patients who respond 

poorly to conventional anti-inflammatory treatments [10]. Several 

studies have demonstrated that MSCs from different origin ameliorate 

certain parameters such as body weight, bleeding, stool consistence, 

mortality rate, colon length, inflammation-associated histological 

changes, and inflammatory cytokine expression in experimental colitis 
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[11]. Furthermore, products derived from MSCs such as conditioned 

medium (CM), MSCs extracts and exosomes have also been tested 

[12,13,14]. Clinical trials suggest that local application of MSCs is a 

safe and beneficial therapeutic approach for the healing of perianal 

fistulas in CD patients [15,16]. Therefore, MSCs may represent a 

promising therapy for IBD. Nevertheless, many questions concerning 

the optimal origin and source of MSCs, dosage and routes of 

administration remain unresolved. 

A new population of MSCs has been isolated and characterized, 

called human uterine cervical stem cells (hUCESCs), which are 

obtained from the transition zone of the uterine cervix of healthy 

women through Pap cervical smears. hUCESCs present a high rate of 

proliferation in culture, with a doubling index of 1.76 in 24 hours. It 

has also been found that conditioned medium from hUCESCs 

(hUCESC-CM) displayed a potent antitumor effect against breast and 

cervical cancer cells, and also against stromal cells by inhibiting 

proliferation and invasion of cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) 

and, inhibiting and reverting monocyte to macrophage differentiation 

[17]. Recent studies also demonstrated the beneficial effects of 

hUCESC-CM on corneal wound healing and ocular inflammation in 

rat and rabbit models as well as its anti-microbial properties [18-21].  

In the present study involving a DSS-induced colitis mice model, 

it is evaluated whether an optimized mucoadhesive hydrogel applied 

locally as a hUCESC-CM delivery platform could morphologically 

repair the damaged tissue in the colonic area by increasing hUCESC-

CM residence time and controlling its release.  

6.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

6.2.1. Materials 

Pluronic
®
 F127 (PF127) and F68 (PF68), Foetal Bovine Serum 

(FBS), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 

(DMEM-F12) and phosphate buffered saline (PBS) were acquired 

from Sigma-Aldrich (San Luis, USA). Methocel
®
 K4M (MK4M) was 

purchased from Dow (Des Moines, USA). Round tip 24Gx1.5'' and 

26-gauge needles were obtained from PetSurgical (Phoenix, USA). 

Dextran sulfate sodium (DSS) was acquired from MP Biomedicals 
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(Illkirch, France). Mesalazine (Claversal foam, 1g) was provided by 

FAES FARMA (Madrid, Spain). 

6.2.2. Hydrogel development and preparation 

A mucoadhesive and thermosensitive hydrogel suitable for rectal 

administration was developed and optimized using INForm
®
 v.5.01 

software (Intelligensys, Ltd. UK) that combines Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA). PF127, PF68 and 

MK4M were selected as formulation components based on their 

thermosensitive and bioadhesive properties [22]. A Balance Density 

Experimental Design (DataForm
®
 v3.1, Intelligensys, Ltd, UK) was 

established to analyze the influence of each ingredient on several 

parameters (syringeability, bioadhesion and gelation temperature 

(Tgel). After ANN modelization, the composition of a hydrogel with 

adequate syringeability (< 86 mJ), bioadhesion higher than 0.254 mJ, 

and Tgel in the range of 25-27 °C was obtained. The composition 

selected as optimal hydrogel formulation by the ANN model and GA 

includes 16.34% of PF127, 2.55% of PF68 and 0.26% of MK4M. 

The optimized hydrogel was prepared by dissolving accurate 

amounts of PF127 and PF68 in cold dissolution media at 4 °C 

overnight. Then, MK4M (%w/w) was added to this solution after prior 

cooling in an ice bath and dissolved under magnetic stirring until a 

homogeneous and clear solution was obtained. Hydrogel sterilization 

was carried out by autoclaving (Trade Raypa
®
 steam sterilizer AES-

12, Barcelona, Spain). Sterile hydrogels were stored at 4 °C until use. 

Three dissolution media were selected to perform the current study: 

double distilled water (ddH2O), cell culture media (DMEM-F12), and 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS).  

Hydrogels prepared with PBS (H-PBS) were used to validate the 

ANN model. Hydrogels prepared in cell culture media (H-DMEM-

F12) were used as controls. Lyophilized hUCESC-CM was 

resuspended in the optimized hydrogel prepared with ddH2O to obtain 

the hUCESC-CM loaded hydrogel (H-hUCESC-CM).  
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6.2.3. Hydrogel Characterization 

6.2.3.1. Texturometric analysis 

Syringeability and bioadhesion were evaluated using a TA 

XT Plus Texture Analyzer (Surrey, UK), following a protocol 

previously reported [22]. Syringeability at room temperature was 

measured by computing the work (mJ) required to expel the hydrogel 

loaded into a 1 ml syringe through a needle of 24Gx1.5''. Briefly, 

syringes were loaded with the optimized hydrogel avoiding air bubble 

formation. Afterwards, syringes were placed vertically on a support 

and the punch of the texturometer descended at 2 mm/s, pressing the 

piston of the syringe a distance of 2 cm. All measurements were 

carried out six times.  

Bioadhesion at 37°C was analyzed by placing 75 µl of each 

formulation on goat tanned leather, previously fixed in the lower 

support of the texturometer. Then, the texturometer punch also 

covered with leather descended at 1 mm/s and exerted a force of 0.5 N 

during 60 s over the sample. The area under the curve of the force-

distance plot generated represented the bioadhesiveness (mJ) of the 

hydrogel. All measurements were carried out six times. 

6.2.3.2. Rheological analysis 

A rheometer AR1000-N (TA Instruments, UK) was used to 

determine the gelation temperature (Tgel) and the hydrogel stability at 

37 °C. The Tgel was calculated as the crossover of the storage (G') and 

loss (G'') moduli of the formulation, using a conical geometry of 6 cm 

Ø and 2.1° at a fixed angular frequency of 5 rad/s and establishing a 

temperature ramp from 20 to 40°C at 0.3°C/min. To evaluate the 

stability of the hydrogel at body temperature, the G' and G'' values 

were recorded at 37 °C at variable angular frequencies from 0.5 to 50 

rad/s. 

6.2.3.3. Stability assessments 

The effect of storage on the texturometric and rheological 

parameters of the optimized hydrogel was re-evaluated at 2 weeks and 

one month at 4 °C. 
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6.2.4. Cell Cultures and hUCESC-CM preparation 

Culture of hUCESC was carried out as previously described [17]. 

Briefly, cells were cultured in 90 mm Petri dishes at 70% confluence 

in 5 ml of DMEM-F12 culture medium supplemented with FBS (10%) 

at 37 °C for 48 h in air-CO2 (95:5) atmosphere. Cells were washed 

three times in PBS and cultured again in 5 ml of DMEM-F12 without 

FBS. After 48h, the medium was centrifuged for 5 min at 300 g to 

remove cellular debris, supernatant was collected, and used either 

immediately or lyophilized (SP Scientific, 25L Genesis 5 Q EL-85, 

Gardiner, USA) and stored at -80 °C until used. 

6.2.5. Hydrogel loading with hUCESC-CM 

Lyophilized hUCESC-CM (from 5 ml culture) and lyophilized 

DMEM-F12 medium (as control) were resuspended in 5 ml of the 

optimized hydrogel prepared in ddH2O at room temperature to obtain 

the hUCESC-CM-loaded hydrogel (H-hUCESC-CM) and the control 

hydrogel (H-DMEM-F12). 

6.2.6. In vivo assay 

6.2.6.1. Ethics statement 

This study adhered to national regulations and was approved 

by the regional Ethics and Investigation Committee (Comité Ético de 

Investigación Clínica Regional del Principado de Asturias). Cervical 

smears were obtained from patients who underwent a routine 

gynecological check-up at Fundación Hospital de Jove, Asturias, 

Spain. All patients provided informed written consent. All animal 

studies were approved by the Universidade de Santiago de 

Compostela Ethics Committee for Animal Experiments.  

6.2.6.2. Mice 

Eight-week-old male C57BL/6 mice were purchased from the 

Central Animal Facility, Universidade de Santiago de Compostela 

(Santiago de Compostela, Spain). Mice were housed 3 weeks before 

the experiment for adaptation and to acquire local bacterial flora 

before the experiment. Access to adequate water and food for mice 

was provided, and all the tests were carried out according to the 
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approval of the Universidade de Santiago de Compostela Ethics 

Committee for Animal Experiments. 

6.2.6.3. Colitis induction and experimental groups 

In vivo experiments were performed for 16 days according to 

Wirz et al. [23] (Figure 1). Acute colitis was induced in C57BL/6 

mice by administration of 3.5% dextran sulphate sodium (DSS) in 

drinking water for 9 days. Treatments were performed between days 

10 and 15 by rectal administration of 75 μl twice a day. Before rectal 

administration, mice were anesthetized by inhalation of isoflurane 

(2.5% for induction and 1-2% for maintenance) using a calibrated 

vaporizer. Rectal administration was given with a 26-gauge probe 

needle with rounded tip inserted about 2 cm. Formulation was injected 

slowly, using the gel itself as a lubricating agent to impregnate the 

cannula so as not to cause damage in the intestinal wall and keeping 

the mouse immobile for a couple of minutes to ensure the immediate 

retention of the treatment. 

Animals were divided into 5 groups of 6 mice per group, as 

follows: a) Healthy control group (H); b) No-treatment group (NT): 

mice without treatment after DSS administration; c) H-DMEM-F12 

control group: mice treated with H-DMEM-F12 after DSS 

administration; d) H-hUCESC-CM group: mice treated with H-

hUCESC-CM after DSS administration; and e) mesalazine group 

(MZ): mice treated with mesalazine foam after DSS administration. 

 
Figure 1. Study design for DSS-induced colitis. Acute colitis was induced in 

C57BL/6 mice by administering 3.5% dextran sulphate sodium (DSS) in drinking 
water for 9 days. Between 10 and 15 days, 75 μl of each treatment was rectally 

administered twice daily using a 26-gauge probe needle. On day 16 animals 
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were sacrificed. NT: non-treated, H-DMEM-F-12: DMEM-F12-loaded hydrogel; H-
hUCESC-CM: H-hUCESC-CM-loaded hydrogel; MZ: mesalazine. 

6.2.6.4. Clinical symptoms evaluation and colon macroscopic 

examination 

Clinical signs of colitis, including survival, body weight, 

stool consistency and bleeding severity were recorded. At the endpoint 

of the experiment, the intestine was removed, and the colon was 

separated from the small intestine. Colon length, including cecum, 

was measured. 

6.2.6.5. Histological evaluation 

Tissue sampling for histological analysis were performed by 

cutting three colonic fragments (0.5 cm each) with respect to cecum: 

proximal colon, mid colon, and distal colon. A piece (0.2-0.4 mm) 

from each fragment was fixed in 10% formalin and embedded in 

paraffin, and 5 μm thick paraffin tissue sections were cut, 

deparaffinized, rehydrated and stained with hematoxylin and eosin 

(H&E) to be graded for intestinal epithelial changes by a blinded 

expert pathologist (LOG). Based on a previously published score [23], 

the following parameters were evaluated: degree of inflammation and 

cell infiltration (0, none; 1, slight; 2, moderate; 3, severe), microscopic 

ulcerations (0, none; 1, focal; 2, extensive), crypt architecture (0, 

normal; 3, severe crypt distortion with loss of entire crypts), epithelial 

atrophy (0, none; 1, slight; 2, moderate; 3, severe), and epithelial 

dysplasia (0, none; 1, low grade; 2, high). Histological damage score 

is the sum of each individual score. It should be noted that unlike 

human UC, crypt abscesses are not characteristic of this model and are 

rarely seen.  

6.2.6.6. RNA Extraction and Quantitative Real Time PCR 

Tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), Interleukin 6 (IL-6), 

interferon-gamma (IFN-γ), and 18S (as control) mRNA expression 

levels were evaluated by real-time PCR. RNA extraction was 

performed using tissue from the most proximal zone. cDNA synthesis 

was carried out from 1.5 μg of RNA. Samples were denatured at 94 °C 

for 10 s, annealed at 58 °C for 10 s and extended at 72 °C for 10 s for 

a total 35 cycles. PCR products formed in each cycle were evaluated 
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based on SYBR Green fluorescence with 18S as endogenous control. 

Primers sequences are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Primer sequences designed to evaluate TNF-α, IFN-γ, IL-6 and 18S (as 
control) mRNA by RT-PCR. 

Gene Forward Reverse 

TNF-α aggctgccccgactacgt gactttctcctggtatgagatagcaaa 

IFN-γ cagcaacagcaaggcgaaa ctggacctgtgggttgttgac 

IL-6 
acaagtcggaggcttaattacacat 

ttgccattgcacaactctttt 

18S cccctcgatgactttagctgagtgt cgccggtccaagaatttcacctct 

 

6.2.7. Statistical analysis  

In all experiments, mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) was 

calculated. Experiments were performed at least in triplicate. One-way 

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s and LSD post-hoc tests were used for 

multiple comparison. PASW 18.0 and GraphPad Prism software were 

used for all calculations. Level of significance was p<0.05. 

6.3. RESULTS 

6.3.1. Hydrogel preparation and characterization 

Modelling of the experimental design results by ANN and the GA 

allowed us to determine the composition of an optimized hydrogel 

using PBS as dissolution medium. The liquid texture of this hydrogel 

at room temperature facilitates its application and extension on the 

rectal mucosa. In addition, its thermosensitive and bioadhesive 

properties favour gelation at body temperature and retention on the 

ulcerated epithelium. Thus, the model predicted an optimized 

formulation composed of 16.34% of PF127, 2.55% of PF68 and 

0.26% of MK4M in PBS. Both, predicted and experimental data agree 

and are shown in Table 2. Despite the increase in values for 

syringeability, rectal administration is still possible using the 26-gauge 

probe needle. 
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Table 2. Texturometric and rheological values predicted by the ANN model and 
experimental values obtained after hydrogel characterization. Data are 

presented as mean ± SEM. 

Parameter Predicted by ANN H-PBS 

Syringeability (mJ) 141.92 170 ± 0.95 

Bioadhesion work (mJ) 0.33 0.31 ± 0.02 

Tgel (°C) 27.2 26.9 ± 0.20 

As a step forward in pursuing the H-hUCESC-CM, we prepared 

the optimized hydrogel formulation using the hUCESC culture media 

(DMEM-F12) to ensure adequate performance. Figure 2 shows the 

rheological properties of H-PBS and H-DMEM-F12. Temperature 

(Figure 2A) and angular frequency (Figure 2B) profiles for both 

hydrogels are superimposed indicating their similitude. There are no 

statistically significant differences between H-DMEM-F12 and H-

PBS characteristics.  

 
Figure 2. Variation of the storage (G') and loss (G'') moduli as a function of 

temperature (A) and angular frequency (B) for H-DMEM-F12 and H-PBS. The 
crossover between both moduli is represented by Tgel. 

Table 3 shows the evolution of H-DMEM-F12 parameters during 

storage. No statistically significant differences were observed for 

syringeability work and Tgel over time. However, bioadhesion was 

significantly increased at 2 and 4 weeks of storage (p<0.01).  
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Table 3. Properties of the H-DEMEM-F12 after variable storage time at 4°C. Data 
are presented as mean ± SEM. 

Parameter Day 0 2 Weeks 4 Weeks 

Syringeability (mJ) 176.17 ± 1.30 182.15 ± 1.64 175.79 ± 1.19 

Bioadhesion work 
(mJ) 

0.270 ± 0.01 0.327 ± 0.03 0.520 ± 0.03 

Tgel (°C) 26.89 ± 0.07 26.77 ± 0.18 26.17 ± 0.20 

6.3.2. Inducement of DSS-associated colitis in C57BL/6 mice 

In DSS induced colitis model, mice showed sequentially initial, 

mild, and severe clinical signs of disease (weight loss, diarrhoea 

occurrence and blood in stools) after 3-day treatment with DSS. 

Macroscopic and microscopic lesions induced by DSS were confirmed 

in all mice. None of the mice died during the study and no side effects 

due to the H-hUCESC-CM administration were detected. 

6.3.3. Effect of H-hUCESC-CM on body weight and colon 

length 

Weight measurements were performed daily. It is known that 

body weight loss is a key indicator of colitis development in DSS-

treated mice [24]. As expected, DSS-treated mice lost weight rapidly, 

being the lowest on day 9, and then gradually recovering in all mouse 

groups (Figure 3). The highest average weight recovery was in the H-

hUCESC-CM group, which was significantly higher at 15 days than 

the MZ-treated group. 
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Figure 3. H-hUCESC-CM ameliorates DSS-induced colitis. Daily body weight 

measurement as percentage of starting weight. * indicates a significant (p<0.05) 
difference in body weight at day 15 between H-hUCESC-CM and MZ mice. 

Administration of DSS causes a significant (p<0.001) decrease in 

colon length in all groups of mice as compared to control H mice. 

Interestingly, only H-hUCESC-CM treatment significantly (p<0.05) 

increased colon length with respect to NT-group (Figure 4A-B).  
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Figure 4. H-hUCESC-CM ameliorates DSS-induced colitis. A) Colon length images 
at day 16. B) Colon length values at day 16. DSS-induced colon shortening, but 
treatment H-hUCESC-CM significantly reduced these changes with respect to NT 

mice. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. *=p<0.05; ***=p<0.001. 

6.3.4. H-hUCESC-CM hydrogel reduced the extension and 

severity of intestinal lesions 

Colon evaluation by H&E showed that DSS treatment in NT mice 

induced a high degradation of mucosal architecture, inflammatory cell 

infiltration, ulceration, edema, destruction of epithelial cells, and 

diffused depletion of goblet cells as well as intense collapse of crypts. 

Figure 5 shows representative examples of histopathology analysis 

performed after H&E staining. These changes were significantly 

reduced in the H-hUCESC-CM treated mice, which presented only 

limited colonic mucosal congestion and edema, scattered erosions, 

healing ulcers, and less inflammatory cell infiltration. Mice from the 

H group showed normal mucosal architecture and regular goblet cells 

(Figure 5). Histological score values in three colon locations with 
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respect to cecum (proximal, mid, and distal) (Figure 6A) indicate that 

H-hUCESC-CM administration reduces histological score in all 

locations with respect to NT mice, however differences were only 

statistically significant for distal location (Figure 6B-D). As expected, 

the highest histological score in this location was for the NT group, 

which was significant (p<0.05) with respect to the H mice. Mice 

treated with H-hUCESC-CM also showed significantly (p<0.05) 

reduced scores with respect to NT mice. Though not significant, 

reduced score were observed in H-hUCESC-CM-treated mice with 

respect to NT group in all the other colon location. 

Figure 5. Histological evaluation of colon. Representative mice colon sections 
stained with H&E. Microphotographs shown areas of normal epithelium (H), 
ulceration and severe inflammatory reaction (NT), glandular distortion (H-

DMEM-F12), mild inflammation (H-hUCESC-CM), and atrophy (MZ).  
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Figure 6. Histological evaluation of colon (continuation). A) Representative 

picture of histological analysis. Analyses were done in three colonic fragments: 
distal, mid, and proximal (with respect to cecum). B) Colon epithelial score in 
the distal fragment (based on inflammation and cell infiltration, microscopic 

ulcerations, crypt architecture, epithelial atrophy, and epithelial dysplasia, see 
Methods). C) Colon epithelial score in the middle fragment. D) Colon epithelial 
score in the proximal fragment. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM. H: healthy 
mice, NT: non treated mice, H-DMEM-F-12: DMEM-F12-loaded hydrogel treated 

mice; H-hUCESC-CM: H-hUCESC-CM-loaded hydrogel treated mice; MZ: 
mesalazine-treated mice. *=p<0.05; ns=not significant. Scale bar: 500 mm for 

low (upper) and 100 mm for high (below) magnification. 

Statistical differences within groups were also found with respect 

to specific histopathological parameters, such as inflammation, 

atrophy, and epithelial dysplasia. Specific scores for these parameters 

in distal colon were significantly lower with respect to NT mice 

(p<0.01, p<0.05, and p<0.05, respectively) after treatment with H-

hUCESC-CM (Figure 7). An example of inflammation, atrophy, and 
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dysplasia in NT, H-DMEM-F12, H-hUCESC-CM and MZ mouse 

groups after H&E staining is shown in Figure 8. 

Figure 7. Representative histological score in the distal colon fragment. Score 
values of inflammation, atrophy, and epithelial dysplasia in healthy (H), and 

treated and non-treated DSS-induced mice. 
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Figure 8. Representative histological score in the distal colon fragment 
(continuation). Microphotography of representative examples of inflammation, 
atrophy, and dysplasia in DSS-induced mice non-treated (NT) and treated with 

H-DMEM-F12, H-hUCESC-CM, and mesalazine (MZ). *=p<0.05; ns=not significant. 
Scale bar: 100 mm. 

6.3.5. H-hUCESC-CM pro-inflammatory cytokines in colon 

TNF-α, IL-6, and IFN-γ mRNA expression levels in the different 

mouse groups are shown in Figure 9. TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-6 mRNA 

expression levels were significantly higher in the NT mice with 

respect to H mice (p<0.0001, p<0.01, and p<0.0001, respectively). All 

the cytokines evaluated significantly decreased after treatment with H-

hUCESC-CM as compared with NT mice (p<0.0001). Importantly, 

TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-6 mRNA expression levels of H mice were 

similar (not significant) to both H-hUCESC-CM and MZ treated mice. 
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Figure 9. Real-time PCR of pro-inflammatory cytokines in colon samples. A) 
Tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), B) Interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) and C) 

Interleukin-6 (IL-6) mRNA expression levels in colon of mice. Data are expressed 
as mean ± SEM. ns= not significant. **=p<0.01; ***=p<0.001. 

6.4. DISCUSSION 

In the present study we demonstrate that local administration of H-

hUCESC-CM has therapeutic effects in an acute DSS-induced colitis 

mouse model. These beneficial effects comprise body weight 

recovery, improved colon length and histological colitis score, and 

decreased pro-inflammatory cytokine expression.  
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Mucosal membranes are excellent sites for drug delivery owing to 

their high permeability, lower risk of overdose and local treatment. 

However, the major drawback of drug delivery via mucosal 

membranes is the limited retention time at the mucosal tissue surface 

[25,26]. To address this limitation an adequate ternary formulation for 

rectal administration was developed to evaluate the potential 

usefulness of hUCESC-CM for IBD treatment. This system is 

composed of two Pluronic
®
 and a hydroxypropylcellulose (MK4M). 

Pluronic
®
 are amphiphilic, thermosensitive and bioadhesive triblock 

copolymers widely used in the pharmaceutical field to produce in situ 

gelation hydrogels [27]. Often, PF127 and PF68 are used in 

combination to obtain hydrogels with specific gelation temperatures 

[28]. Hydroxypropylcellulose is a cellulose derivative with high 

viscosity grade that generates robust and mucoadhesive networks 

capable of controlling the release of drugs. Thus, the combination of 

these compounds should increase the binding of the hydrogel to the 

colonic and rectal mucosae [29]. 

The use of ANN made it possible to obtain an optimized 

bioadhesive hydrogel that was stable and suitable for rectal 

administration of hUCESC-CM. Its mucoadhesive and 

thermosensitive character together with its suitable syringeability 

ensures adequate administration and extensibility in liquid form on the 

colonic tissue. The low Tgel (27 °C) of H-DMEM-F12 enables a faster 

transition from liquid to solid state by the Pluronic
®
 polymeric chains 

rearrangement, reducing leakage and dilution of the systems in 

biological fluids [27]. Moreover, the incorporation of MK4M 

improves hydrogel bioadhesion for a longer and closer interaction 

between hUCESC-CM and colonic and rectal mucosae [27,30]. Thus, 

the residence time of the drug delivery system in the colon increases, 

enhancing drug absorption, as well as efficacy and bioavailability.  

With respect to NT mice, we found that H-hUCESC-CM 

treatment significantly improved several histopathological parameters, 

such as colon length and histological score. Specifically, the lower 

grade of atrophy, inflammation and dysplasia suggests that H-

hUCESC-CM acts upon several targets. It is known that molecular 

and cellular mechanisms responsible for MSC-mediated attenuation of 
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murine colitis involved suppression of colon inflammation, promotion 

of angiogenesis and regeneration of damaged epithelium, leading to an 

enhanced healing process in the injured colon [31-33]. It is worth 

noting that, compared to the standard formulation (MZ), treatment 

with H-hUCESC-CM improved histological score only at distal colon, 

which is interesting because histopathological damage by DSS is 

predominantly found in distal colonic location [34]. 

It has been previously demonstrated in a dry eye rat model that 

hUCESC-CM treatment significantly improves epithelial regeneration 

and decreases pro-inflammatory cytokines [18]. hUCESC-CM 

contains high levels of proteins such as tissue inhibitors of 

metalloproteinases -1 and -2, fibroblast growth factor -6 and -7, 

urokinase receptor, and hepatocyte growth factor, that could mediate 

regenerative effects [17-20]. In the present study, it was also found 

that mice treated with H-hUCESC-CM showed a significant decrease 

in TNF-α, IL-6 and INF-γ mRNA expression. TNF-α is considered the 

most potent pro-inflammatory cytokine in the pathogenesis of IBD. In 

fact, anti-TNF-α agents, such as infliximab, are highly effective in the 

treatment of moderate to severe intestinal disease [35]. Experimental 

data show that hydrogel alone also conferred a partial benefit on some 

pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IFN-γ. Multiple 

biological effects are attributed to PF68 and to PF127, such as 

membrane resealing agent, antithrombotic, skin wound cleaner, and 

emulsifying agent in artificial blood [36,37]. Hence, partial benefit 

observed in colon of mice treated with H-DMEM-F12 could be 

explained by partial anti-inflammatory and resealing properties of the 

polymers included in the formulation. 

Earlier studies attributed the effects of MSC therapies to their 

capacity for local engrafting and differentiating into multiple tissue 

types, however, more recent studies show that implanted cells do not 

survive for long [38,39]. This suggests that the beneficial effects of 

MSC therapy could be derived from secreted bioactive factors 

regulating key biologic processes [40]. Therefore, secretome 

derivatives such as CM or exosomes, may be preferable to cell 

administration in terms of manufacture, storage and handling. The use 

of MSC-CM mitigates certain safety considerations related to the 
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transplantation of living cells such as immune compatibility, emboli 

formation, tumorigenicity, and transmission of infections [41]. One 

limitation of this study is that only a single concentration of H-

hUCESC-CM was evaluated. It is known that the effectiveness of this 

type of therapy may vary depending on the dose and frequency of 

administration. Further research is necessary to elucidate these aspects 

as well as underlying mechanisms and components of hUCESC-CM.  

6.5. CONCLUSIONS 

This study demonstrates that local administration of hUCESC-CM in 

bioadhesive thermosensitive hydrogels improves residence time in 

target sites and increases interaction with rectal and colonic mucosae, 

inducing therapeutic anti-inflammatory and regenerative activity in 

experimental colitis. Thus, these data suggest that H-hUCESC-CM 

may represent an attractive tool for cell-free therapy in IBD local 

treatment. 
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This work is focused on exploring the potential of ternary 

combinations of selected polymers to produce highly bioadhesive and 

thermosensitive hydrogels with advanced performance for sublingual 

and rectal delivery. This task was assisted by Artificial Intelligence 

Techniques (AIT), including neurofuzzy logic, Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). The results have 

allowed us to draw the following conclusions: 

1. Artificial intelligence tools enable to easily study the knowledge 

space and establish the design space of rectal and sublingual 

ternary formulations, even using extremely reduced experimental 

designs (balanced density experimental designs). The 

experimental data modelling with hybrid technologies indeed 

resulted in formulations with advanced performance. Neurofuzzy 

logic, allows establishing how the components of the formulations 

and their interactions affect the texturometric, rheological and 

release behaviour of ternary hydrogels, thus acquiring in-depth 

knowledge about their role on systems performance. On the other 

hand, the combination of ANN and GA allows the optimization of 

several variables simultaneously, finding the best possible 

formulation within the design space. 

Thus, AI approaches arise as powerful tools for delimiting the 

design space of ternary hydrogels and the subsequent 

development of optimized delivery systems of desired 

characteristics that meet the demands for mucosal administration.  

2. An adequate combination of PF127, HS1200 and Gantrez 

(AN119 or S97) is useful for obtaining thermosensitive and 

mucoadhesive hydrogels of suitable characteristics for the 

mucosal administration of therapeutic molecules (high gel 

strength, bioadhesion and cohesion, and fast drug release). 

Moreover, HS1200 showed immunostimulatory capacity, rising 

as a potential polymer with suitable characteristics for the 

development of vaccines.  

The achieved optimal hydrogel for vaccine delivery was able to 

spread over the sublingual mucosa, prevent antigen leakage by 
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swallowing or dilution on salivary fluid, and induce its rapid 

release to guarantee complete absorption through the oral mucosa 

tissue. 

Both, the optimal formulation and CAF01 liposomes including 

the Chlamydia CTH522 subunit vaccine, were tested in mice to 

assess the systems immunogenicity, showing an immunization 

strategy-dependent efficacy. The results demonstrated the 

combined parenteral-sublingual booster immunization was able to 

significantly enhance the IFN-γ production by cervical lymph 

nodes and elicited a local IgA immune response in the genital 

tract compared to parenteral immunization alone. 

3. Adequate combinations of PF127, PF68 and MK4M are useful to 

prepare enemas that undergo fast transition from liquid to solid 

state once at body temperature, minimizing the leakage and 

dilution of the therapeutic molecules. These smart formulations 

exhibit good bioadhesiveness and a rapid drug release, designed 

to promote an immediate effect over the damaged intestinal 

mucosa. An optimal hydrogel was developed based on the desired 

formulation characteristics showing appropriate syringeability, 

bioadhesion and gelation temperature. 

The incorporation of conditioned medium from human uterine 

cervical stem cells (hUCESC-CM) to the mucoadhesive and 

thermosensitive optimized hydrogel, facilitates its rectal 

administration in a murine model of ulcerative colitis and, ensures 

its adequate extensibility and retention on both colonic and rectal 

mucosae. The optimal hydrogel loaded with hUCESC-CM 

significantly reduces colon shortening as well as the extension 

and severity of intestinal lesions by diminishing the grade of 

atrophy, inflammation, and dysplasia, compared to control group 

(untreated). Remarkably, the histological score in the distal colon 

was also improved with respect to the standard formulation for 

local IBD treatment (mesalazine treatment).  

Moreover, the administration of the optimized unloaded hydrogel 

reduces the expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines such as 
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TNF-α and IFN-γ, indicating its potential anti-inflammatory effect 

due to its particular composition. The loading of the hydrogel 

with hUCESC-CM further increases the exerted pro-inflammatory 

response demonstrating the anti-inflammatory effect of the 

formulation on the mucosa and therefore, its utility in the local 

treatment of IBD. 

In general, we demonstrate the development of complex 

multicomponent systems is greatly facilitated by Artificial Intelligence 

approaches, since their use allows a significant reduction of 

experiments saving costs and time. In addition, the deep knowledge of 

the pharmaceutical systems that derives from their use allows the 

establishment of the adequate design space for each formulation 

following the Quality by Design criteria and therefore, facilitates the 

transference of the best formulations to clinic. 
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Table A1.1. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for gelation temperature for the 
experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value. 

 

 

Table A1.2. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for mucoadhesion at 37 ⁰C for the 
experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value. 

 

 

Rules for Tgel 
  

Submodel 1   

IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (0.65) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is MID_2(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (0.82) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Tgel is HIGH (0.82) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Tgel is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4) THEN Tgel is HIGH (0.97) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is MID_2(4 THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (0.72) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4 THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is MID_2(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 

Submodel 2 
  

IF HS1200 is LOW THEN Tgel is LOW (0.56) 
IF HS1200 is HIGH THEN Tgel is LOW (0.51) 

Rules for Mucoadhesion 
  

Submodel 1   

IF PF127 is LOW_1(4) AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Mucoadhesion is LOW(1.00) 
IF PF127 is LOW_1(4) AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Mucoadhesion is LOW (0.93) 
IF PF127 is MID_2(4) AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Mucoadhesion is HIGH (0.70) 
IF PF127 is MID_2(4) AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Mucoadhesion is LOW (0.87) 
IF PF127 is MID_3(4) AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Mucoadhesion is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID_3(4) AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Mucoadhesion is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH_4(4) AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Mucoadhesion is HIGH (0.70) 
IF PF127 is HIGH_4(4) AND Gantrez is 
HIGH 

THEN Mucoadhesion is HIGH (0.82) 
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Table A1.3. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for gel strength at 37 ⁰C for the 
experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value. 

 

Table A1.4. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for cohesion at 37 ⁰C for the experimental 
design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in parentheses. Blue colour 
indicates the combination of inputs that led to the highest value of the output, 

while red colour shows the combination of inputs giving the lowest value 

 

 

 

 

 

Rules for Gel strength   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4) THEN Gel strength is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is MID_2(4) THEN Gel strength is HIGH (0.86) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is MID_2(4 THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is LOW_1(4) THEN Gel strength is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is MID_2(4) THEN Gel strength is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is MID_3(4) THEN Gel strength is LOW (1.00 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is HIGH_4(4) THEN Gel strength is HIGH (1.00) 

Submodel 2   
IF HS1200 is LOW THEN Gel strength is HIGH (0.58) 
IF HS1200 is HIGH THEN Gel strength is LOW (0.78) 

Submodel 3   
IF  Gantrez type is S97 THEN Gel strength is HIGH (0.50) 
IF  Gantrez type is AN119 THEN gel strength is LOW (0.70) 

Rules for Cohesion   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Cohesion is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Cohesion is LOW (0.95) 
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Table A1.5. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for adhesion work at 37 ⁰C for the 
experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value. 

 

Table A1.6. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for GMFreleased at 5 minutes at 37 ⁰C for 
the experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value 

 

 

 

 

Rules for Adhesion work   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Adhesion work is LOW (0.85) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is MID THEN Adhesion work is LOW (0.77) 
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Adhesion work is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Adhesion work is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is MID THEN Adhesion work is HIGH (0.65) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Adhesion work is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is LOW THEN Adhesion work is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is MID THEN Adhesion work is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez is HIGH THEN Adhesion work is HIGH (1.00) 

Submodel 2   
IF  Gantrez type S97 THEN Adhesion work is LOW (0.57) 
IF  Gantrez type AN119 THEN Adhesion work is LOW (0.84) 

Submodel 3   
IF HS1200 is LOW THEN Adhesion work is LOW (0.59) 
IF HS1200 is HIGH THEN Adhesion work is   LOW (0.82) 

Rules for GMF released at 5 minutes  

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN GMF released at 5 min is HIGH (0.83) 
IF PF127 is MID THEN GMF released at 5 min is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH  THEN GMF released at 5 min is LOW (1.00) 
Submodel 2   
IF Gantrez is LOW THEN GMF released at 5 min is HIGH (0.95) 
IF Gantrez is MID THEN GMF released at 5 min is LOW (0.75) 
IF Gantrez is HIGH THEN GMF released at 5 min is LOW (0.50) 
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Table A1.7. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for total GMF release time at 37 ⁰C for the 
experimental design obtained through AIT. Degree of membership in 

parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs that led to the 
highest value of the output, while red colour shows the combination of inputs 

giving the lowest value 

 

 

Rules for Total GMF release time   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez type is 
S97 

THEN Total release time is LOW (1.00) 

IF PF127 is LOW AND Gantrez type is 
AN119 

THEN Total release time is HIGH (0.58) 

IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez type S97 THEN Total release time is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is MID AND Gantrez type is 
AN119 

THEN Total release time is LOW (1.00) 

IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez type is 
S97 

THEN Total release time is HIGH (1.00) 

IF PF127 is HIGH AND Gantrez type is 
AN119 

THEN Total release time is HIGH (0.74) 

Submodel 2   
IF Gantrez is LOW THEN Total release time is LOW (1.00) 
IF Gantrez is MID THEN Total release time is LOW (0.61) 
IF Gantrez is HIGH THEN Total release time is HIGH (0.59) 

Submodel 3   
IF HS1200 is LOW THEN Total release time is LOW (0.64) 
IF HS1200 is MID THEN Total release time is LOW (1.00) 
IF HS1200 is HIGH THEN Total release time is HIGH (0.54) 
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Figure A1. Effect of HS1200 treatments on cell proliferation of THP-1 derived 

macrophages after incubation for 24 h. Assays were performed in triplicate and 
results are expressed as mean ± SD. * denotes statistically significant 

differences (p < 0.05) compared to control, human macrophages without 
treatment. 
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Table A2.1. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for syringeability work, bioadhesion work at 
37 ⁰C, viscosity at 20 ⁰C and Tgel of experimental design 1. Degree of 

membership in parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs 
that led to the highest value of the output, while red colour shows the 

combination of inputs giving the lowest value. 

Rules for Syringeability work   

Submodel 1   
IF PF188 is LOW THEN Syringeability is HIGH (0.69) 
IF PF188 is HIGH THEN Syringeability is LOW (1.00) 

Rules for Bioadhesion work at 37 ⁰C  

Submodel 1   
IF PF188 is LOW THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is LOW (0.80) 
IF PF188 is MID THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF188 is HIGH THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 

Submodel 2   
IF HPMC K4M is LOW THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is LOW (0.67) 
IF HPMC K4M is MID THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is HIGH (0.88) 
IF HPMC K4M is HIGH THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 

Rules for Viscosity   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (0.94) 
IF PF127 is MID THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is HIGH (0.90) 

Rules for Tgel 
  

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Tgel is LOW (0.85) 
IF PF127 is MID THEN Tgel is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
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Table A2.2. Set of “IF-THEN” rules for syringeability work, bioadhesion work at 
37 ⁰C, viscosity at 20 ⁰C and Tgel of experimental design 2. Degree of 

membership in parentheses. Blue colour indicates the combination of inputs 
that led to the highest value of the output, while red colour shows the 

combination of inputs giving the lowest value. 

Rules for Syringeability work   

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Syringeability is LOW (0.93) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Syringeability is HIGH (0.97) 

Rules for Bioadhesion work at 37 ⁰C  

Submodel 1   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is LOW (0.89) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Bioadhesion at 37 ⁰C is HIGH (0.82) 

Rules for Viscosity   

Submodel 1   
IF HPMC K4M is LOW AND PF127 is 
LOW 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 

IF HPMC K4M is LOW AND PF127 is 
MID 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (0.93) 

IF HPMC K4M is LOW AND PF127 is 
HIGH 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (0.99) 

IF HPMC K4M is HIGH AND PF127 is 
LOW 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is HIGH (1.00) 

IF HPMC K4M is HIGH AND PF127 is 
MID 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 

IF HPMC K4M is HIGH AND PF127 is 
HIGH 

THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 

Submodel 2   
IF PF188 is LOW THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is HIGH (0.52) 
IF PF188 is MID THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF188 is HIGH THEN Viscosity at 20 ⁰C is LOW (0.97) 

Rules for Tgel 
  

Submodel 1   
IF PF188 is LOW THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF188 is HIGH THEN Tgel is HIGH (1.00) 

Submodel 2   
IF PF127 is LOW THEN Tgel is HIGH (1.00) 
IF PF127 is HIGH THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
IF PF188 is LOW THEN Tgel is LOW (1.00) 
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Tests are clearly identified as one or two-tailed. Yes 

Randomization procedures or other ways to eliminate bias in sampling are described. N/A 
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n for each data set is clearly stated Yes 
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given. 

Yes 

All numbers following a ± sign are identified as standard errors (s.e.m.) or standard 
deviations (s.d.). 

Yes 

Extras   

Any unusual or complex statistical methods are clearly defined and explained. Yes 

Any data exclusions are stated and explained. N/A 

Any discrepancies in the value of n between analyses are clearly explained and justified. Yes 

Data transformations (logarithmic, ….) are explained Yes 
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Any distorted effect sizes (e.g. by truncation of y axis) are clearly labelled and justified. Yes 

Error bars in graphs, or confidence intervals, are included, or their absence is explained. Yes 
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Checklist for Thesis that include experimental animals. EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS 
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Yes/No/NA  page 
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Yes 
Provide as accurate and concise a description of the content of the article as 
possible. 
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 Abstract   

Yes 
Provide an accurate summary of the background, research objectives, 
including details of the species or strain of animal used, key methods, 
principal findings and conclusions of the study.  

 

99; 159 

 Background   

Yes 
Provide an accurate summary of the background, research objectives, 
including details of the species or strain of animal used, key methods, 
principal findings and conclusions of the study.  

 

101; 161 

Yes 
Explain how and why the animal species and model being used can 
address the scientific objectives and, where appropriate, the study’s 
relevance to human biology.  

 

102; 162 

 Objectives  

Yes 
Clearly describe the primary and any secondary objectives of the study, 
or specific hypotheses being tested.  

 

102; 162 

 Methods  

 Ethical statement  

Yes 
Indicate the nature of the ethical review permissions, relevant licenses, 
and national or institutional guidelines for the care and use of animals, 
that cover the research.  

 

108;165 

 Study design  

Yes Number of experimental and control groups  
 

108; 165 

Yes 
Steps taken to minimize the effects of subjective bias when allocating 
animals to treatment (e.g. randomization procedure) and when assessing 
results (e.g. if done, describe who was blinded and when).  

 

167 

Yes 
The experimental unit (e.g. a single animal, group or cage of animals).  A 
time-line diagram or flow chart can be useful to illustrate how complex 
study designs were carried out.  

 

109; 166 

 Experimental procedures  

Yes 

How (e.g. drug formulation and dose, site and route of administration, 
anesthesia and analgesia used [including monitoring], surgical procedure, 
method of euthanasia). Provide details of any specialist equipment used, 
including supplier(s).  

 

108; 166 

N/A When (e.g. time of day).  
 

 

N/A Where (e.g. home cage, laboratory, water maze).  
 

 

Yes 
Why (e.g. rationale for choice of specific anesthetic, route of 
administration, drug dose used).  

 

108; 166 

 Experimental animals  

Yes 
Provide details of the animals used, including species, strain, sex, 
developmental stage (e.g. mean or median age plus age range) and 
weight (e.g. mean or median weight plus weight range).  

 

108;166 

Yes 

Provide further relevant information such as the source of animals, 
international strain nomenclature, genetic modification status (e.g. 
knock-out or transgenic), genotype, health/immune status, drug or test 
naïve, previous procedures, etc.  
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 Housing and husbandry  

N/A 
Housing (type of facility e.g. specific pathogen free [SPF]; type of cage or 
housing; bedding material; number of cage companions; tank shape and 
material etc. for fish).  

 

 

Yes 
Husbandry conditions (e.g. breeding program, light/dark cycle, 
temperature, quality of water etc for fish, type of food, access to food 
and water, environmental enrichment).  

 

165 

Yes 
Welfare-related assessments and interventions that were carried out 
prior to, during, or after the experiment.  

 

170  

 Sample size  

Yes 
Specify the total number of animals used in each experiment, and the 
number of animals in each experimental group.  

 

108; 166 

N/A 
Explain how the number of animals was arrived at. Provide details of any 
sample size calculation used.  

 

 

N/A 
Indicate the number of independent replications of each experiment, if 
relevant.  

 

 

 Allocating animals to experimental groups  

N/A 
Indicate the number of independent replications of each experiment, if 
relevant.  

 

 

N/A 
Describe the order in which the animals in the different experimental 
groups were treated and assessed.  

 

 

 Experimental outcomes  

Yes 
Clearly define the primary and secondary experimental outcomes 
assessed (e.g. cell death, molecular markers, behavioral changes).  

 

 

 Statistical methods  

Yes Provide details of the statistical methods used for each analysis.  
 

111; 168 

Yes 
Specify the unit of analysis for each dataset (e.g. single animal, group of 
animals, single neuron).  

 

112; 169 

N/A 
Describe any methods used to assess whether the data met the 
assumptions of the statistical approach.  

 

 

 Results and discussion  

 Basal data   

Yes 

For each experimental group, report relevant characteristics and health 
status of animals (e.g. weight, microbiological status, and drug or test 
naïve) prior to treatment or testing (this information can often be 
tabulated).  

 

171-177 

 Numbers analyzed  

Yes 
Report the number of animals in each group included in each analysis. 
Report absolute numbers (e.g. 10/20, not 50%).  
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N/A If any animals or data were not included in the analysis, explain why.  
 

 

 Outcomes and estimation   
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Report the results for each analysis carried out, with a measure of 
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 Adverse events  
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adverse events.  
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